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I

PUBLISHING

CO.,

At 109 Exchange St., Portland.
Terms: ElgiTt Dollars a Year in advance. To
subscribers Seven Dollars a Year it paid in ad-

mail

J. B HUDSOK, JR.,
Sign, Banner and Ornamental Painter,
NO
notS

vance.

Is published
every Thursday Morning at 82.50
year, if paid in advance at $2.00 a year

a

*^JEf 0F> Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less. $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or
less, 75 cents: one
week. $1 00 : 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions

PORTLAND

»

or

Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press (which has a
large circulation in every part
00Iier wluarc tor first insertion,
a
square for each subsequent insertion.
»J.
cents1Pcr
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Cadwell & Carpenter,
Whose Wonderful and Amusing Experiments in

MENTAL MAGNETISM,
drew crowded houses over 150
49

Engineers,

nights

in

Boston,

in

Blacksmiths,

a ad

MAKDFACTUBEBS OF

SABINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
Ocoll's

Turbine

Water

Wheel,

Elevators, Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s
FOR

BEE’S

INJECTO B

215 COtlMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOR SALS—One New Stationary Engine, 60 horse

apll_

ANDERSONS&DOW,

nov!5_d3t
M.

O,

E R E E

M,

-A.

GENERAL

Washington Reception.

Pantomime—"LOVE IIV AMBUSH”
AND

Insurance

—

Grand Army

—

Mechanics5

Hall,

Building,

MONDAY EVENING, NOV. I5th, at
8 o'clock.
TICKETS 35 CENTS.

novl2

MONDAY

PORTLAND.

M

P.

MAKER

SHIP

THE

1S«5 Federal Street,

KIMEAL,

ARCHITECT
1-2

CHAS.

176 Middle Street.
BOYD BLOCK.

my22

dtf

PERRY

Commission

of

LYNNE

We have been btfying larae amounts for cash, and
to-ilay we are able to show UDon
our counters the

GENERAL

!

Merchants,

SYNOPSIS OF incidents:

The Arrival !
The Elopement !
The Return !
Inactive preparation the Beautiful Drama of
ROSEDALE!
With new scenery and eflects.
Ladies’ Matinee every Wednesday and
Matnrday at 3 o’clock.
se2dtf
Box office op en from 9a. m., to 9 p. m.

PR“ DUCE,

9 Moulton Street, Lend of Long WLarf
PORTLAND, MR.
TSV IT.
G. %. CLARK, in.

THE

—

OF

INDUSTRY#

Brown

81.

P.

CR4JTI,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
119 1-2 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND.

Legal business of

all

tended to*

kiuds promptly atnovlOdtf

ill Maine, regardless the base assertions of others to the contrary.
Others have bought early and paid
high prices, but we have waited
until late and are able to sel'
OVERCOATS from $1.00 to $5.00
less than can be bonght in Portland. We have 10 styles of ELY8IANS from the cheapest to best-

article.

imported

Also

Blue,

Brown and Black Beavers, ChinWorsted Kerseys, and
others. Our ULSTERS beat the

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS chillas,
The Samaritan Association
will give

LEVEE & PROMENADE CONCERT
AT

world.
Ail

NOTICE.

a

—

is hereby given that Brackett
NOTICE
the track of the Boston &
Bridge
Kailroad will be closed to travel
the
over

of

a new

Street
Maiue

during
building
bridge, commencing October 5, 1875, until

urther notice.

CITY
HALL,
Next Tuesday Evening, 16th inst.

B.
Chairman Committee

RICHARDSON,
Streets, Sidewalks and

M.

on

Bridges
Portland, Oct. 5. 1875.

oct5dtf

Refreshments solicited. Tickets 35c each, or 3 for
81.00 IIUSIC BIT CHANOI,KB. Dancing
to commence at 8.

novl3d3t

I. A. R. A. Lectures.
The second lecture of the

course

will be delivered by

Father McKenna,

Yeni, Vidi, Yici !

OF MABliBOBO, MASS,,
—

OK

—

THE

Next Wednesday evening. Nov. 17, 1875,
8 o’clock.

at

novlO

tbe Band at 7$ o’clock. Tickets 25.
by Members and at tbe Door.
d7t

Army & ISayy Course.
City Hall, Thursday Eve., Nov. 18th,
Grand Concert by tbe

BOSTON PHILHARMONIC CLUB!
Bernhard I>i»tcmnnn, Violin Soloist,
Violin

Soloist,

Adolph Hartdegen, Violoncello Soloist,
Eugeu Weiner, Flute Soloist.
Emil Rramm Viol, and Violin Soloist.
A-iolph B- Iz, French Horn Soloist.
Assisted by tlio Charming Soprano MISS LAURA
SCHBIMEK
Evening fckets, 75 cents, to be procured at the
store of ffm E. 1 homes, under Music Hall, Stockbridge’s Music Store, and at tbe door.
Doo. s open at Cl; Concert begins at 8.
dot
nov!2

a

ARTICLE

Complete iu itself— eon tain i ug a perfect
Spring; Hatirt-iui, a Receptacle for Ciotfciug. The pillow rent can be adjusted to
any

THIRD ENTERTAINMENT,

Fritz Lil.lemann

FIRST-CLASS

ing

of us.
Come in WORKINGMEN, and it
will do you good to see the long
row of little tin pails of a Saturday eve, and set yours down, too.
You only need to come once to find
out who your Benefactor is.
LADIES ! Bring in your BOYS
and we will fit t hem to a first class
suit. If yon cannot come send
them in, and if the goods and
prices are not satisfactory they
may be retnrned
Bay your FURNISHING GOODS
of ns. All kinds of SHIRTS and

cnstom made, at the
CHEAPEST and LARGEST RETAIL STORE in Maine.

equal

>

that can l>c called

prudent LABORERS and
MECHANICS buy their CLOTH-

DRAWERS CHEAP.
Buy all of yonr CLOTHING,

ONLY

SOFA

Subject-“The Evil of ihc Day.”
Concert by
cents, for sale

and

Piano.

For Terms inquire at

68

PLEASANT

STREET.

oct22dtf

Eaton Family School For Boys,
-AT-

NORRIDtiEWOCK, MAINE.
For Circular Address H. F. Eaton, Prin.
anglD-tf
FANNIE E. JORDAN
St.

References given if required,

dtf

novl

The New Parlor Game.
are so

Low,

LATEST THING OUT.
WILL

BEY

IT !

!

our facilities are so much better

for ob-

taining the

The neatness of the game must
leading game

at once make it the
seen for years.

^

OF.

BOYS’

MEN’S,

AND

CHILDREN’S

to be found in Maine, at Prices which DEFY COMPETITION. They
are DUD because we persist in advertising our prices.
They RAVE
because the prices advertised are so far BELOW their selling prices

that they can’t touch them. WE ARE NOT ASHAMED of OUR
PRICES. We do not object to others quoting theirs. II they can undersell us we will take a back seat. But until they do we shall hold

present position

as

J. Burleigh&Co.
189 Middle St.,

degree.

FURNITURE
of all descriptions

to

will be sold lower than any other house in the State.

YE HAVE BEEN MAD, NOW RAVE!
We have made a general reduction in our prices, and we quote
few for the benefit of onr readers.

a

Heavy Winter Working Pants $1.50. former price $2.00
“
“Hard Pan” Winter Pants,
2.50
2.00,
Splendid ALL WOOL Pants for $3.00 and $3.50,
“

can’t be

bought in this city less than $5.00. REMEMBER THEY
ARE GUARANTEED EVERY THREAD WOOL.

$3.00

ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL

$3.00

$3.00
$3.00

WOOL PANTS
WOOL PANTS
WOOL PANTS
WOOL PANTS

3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50

(j[9 Aft

AW.UU

$9 [ft

It will be tbe most popular game
put upon the market. Over
one
hundred thousand
dollars
were made from the sale ol the
liitle Return Ball. Tbe New Parlor Game must have a larger sale.
We wish to make immediate
arrangements witb the right parties for the control of every city,
town and village in the State of
We can offer great inMaine.
ducements to good, smart busiand will guarantee
ness
men,
them a handsome income between
now and Jan. 1,1876.
Those who
apply first will have choice of terever

ritory.

Office, Xo. 65 Exchange St.,
Up

W.3U

Flegant Dress Pants tor 84.00, $4 50, 81.75 and 85.00.
Flannel Lined Keefers tor 84.50, former price 85 50.
Bine, Brown or Black Beaver Overcoats for 812.00, 812.50, 813.00,
former price from 814 OO to 816.00.
Splendid Flycsian Beaver Overcoats for 811.50 and 813.00.
A reduction of from 82 00 to 84.00 Has been made on these Coats.

BEEF

CLOTHING !

PORK

Suits “WITH BUTTONS ALL OVER THEM” for 83.00.
School
uits from 84.50 to 810.00.
Children’s Cape Overcoats from 84.50 up.
No two Stores in vtaine snow the amount of Children’s Clothing
that we do. Sizes from 2 1-2 years oln to any size required.
Don’t take our word for the above, but come and feast your wondering eyes on the

Great

■me

VARNISHES
AND

PACKERS,

have fitted up
special department for
WE ing
and packing
a

And every possible provision bas been made to ensure the utmost care and neatness in its preparation.
All Bone la Rciuoveu and the solid and
compact neat is eqaal to more than

DOUBLE ITS
—

OF

QUANTITY
—

Clothiers, UNCOOKED

233 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

octl2

e jolt-

BEEF IN CANS

C. D. B. FISK & €0.,
Manufacturer of

Stairs,

-AND—

CHILDREN'S

cltf

EASY CHAIRS DIVANS.
MARBLE TOP TABLES,
BLK WALNUT SETS,
PAINTED CHAMBER SETS,

LOUMIES.MPRINH BEDS,
AND MATTRESSE>,

benefit of it.

The W orld’s Clothiers. LARGEST & BEST ASSORTMENT OF CLOTHING EAST OF BOSTON.
OClG

PARLOR suns,

CASH DOWN BRINGS BOTTOM PRICES. Early in the season we
bought largely of Cloths, manufactured them ourselves, and now propose to sell the Clothing on our counters at MUCH LOWER PRICES
than we have been selling it. We do this because we have made more
goods than we can dispose of at wholesale, and we give the public the

MEAT.

Having unsurpassed facilities for slaughtering and
curing, and long experience in the provision trade,
we guarantee every ern satisfactory.
dtf

For Sale by all Grocers.

Oct26tt.

jH

J. W.

RAYMOND’S

Fairbanks Scales,

MACHINERY,
SPERM, LARD,
BURNING, AND WOOL

1R1IV AXD MAV1T UALL.
Will commence Saturday, Oct. tfOtli. Juvenile class at 2J o’clock. Terms $4 00 per scholar.
Also a Private Evening Class on Priday
Evening. Nov 5, for Adults. Terms $10 per
couple, or $8 lor Gents aud $4.00 for Ladies for the
season.
oc20t

grand

—

BY

—

ALSO—

Tills

OILS.

Ball

200

FQF.Ts

THE

THE ELLIS PATENT

Vienna. -Montreal, 1673
Philadelphia, 1674.
THE MOS S- ACCURATE.

THE MOST CONVENIENT.
respect worthy of the must imidicit confid nee.
ALSO-

Designed

d6m

jne24

for

and

adopted by

tbe

UNITED

TATES GOVERNMENT.

BEBAGO

DYE

HOU^E,

ALSO

Patent Alarm

NO, 13 i'Ll'fl STBEEl,

HALL,
Thanksgiving ev-ning, Ncv. 25,’

75.

JKMIC BY CHANDLER.
Floor tickets $1.00, admitting Gentleman aud Lade s;
Gallery tickets 21 cents eac-i; t he hadot Members
of the Committee at the Armory Thanksgiving Day.
and at the Door. Grand March at 8J o’clock.
deoulwtdtd
novl5

For Sale.
Drig Torrent, 336 tone, coppered.
touiid in sails, raging, chains,

Well
an-

chors S:c. Could be sent to sea immediately. For farther Information apply

aul8lf

Dyeing, (llranniut and Repairing ni
abort notice and Reasonable Ratra. Hire

VIEW WHEN OPEN.

ua a

Cn,I.

J. S. 91II.LEB. Nnpt.
JOHN
oct25

130

LORD,
Exchange

d3w&wtf45

a Merchant Tailor's stock and busiwith fixtures in storo.
Good reasons for
selling. Address P. 0. Box 824, or J. T. SMALL,
Rea! Estate Agent, Lewiston, Me.
ocUOeodfiw

IN

E.

.UI'RIJATKOVD, Dyer.
For Sale.

VIEW WHEN CLOSED.

Lewiston,

ness

Retail shoe More tor Sole
amount of stock to suit purchaser.
Must
he sold at once. Inquire at No. 11 Market Sq.

St. WITH
uovlO

Safety

Honey

Drawer.

RE-OPENED.

CITY

dtl

Gas Burner, Regulator aud Shade

THE HOST DURABLE.

uevery

WAREHOUSES—3 Milk

Street llo-ton.

FAIRBANKS. BROWN& COF

311 Bro**dtrav, New York
A. 1 R BANKS & C O

e24

CONSUMERS!

DEVOS’S

WORLD

’"•TRSSET. Fairbanks’ Postal Package Scales,

—

to J. 3 WINSLOW & Co.

mTANDAkD OE

HlgheilPineasi Purloin 1607.

Cotton’s Folding' Lap Boards.

annual

Thanksgiving

THE

Ana Dealer in

Dancing Academy,

Private

GAS

dilrn

Horses Wintered.

Combined
is decided to be the best Gas Light ever produced—
as steady as the Argand, which varies as ihe
pressures varies, aud need to be constantly watched,
as all know, beside the
great annoyance from the
heat caused by the styles ot the shade and chimney
By our Shade the light is deflected, and beiue so
constiurted as to allow the heat to pass upwards,
alter being pro perlv adjusted is always regulated,
with «n actual saving of from 15 to 40 per cent, in
the consumption of gas over any other burner.

quite

C.

Xj.

MAR8TON,

l’BOHBIEIOK FOR JIAIKE,
12S Exchange Street.
Agent Wanted.
octlldti

Fireproof Rooting

Paint

The best and cheapest Snow A Davis I'aicut
I Nhtc ikoodns Paiut for Shingle. Tin aud Iron
a surplus ol hay that I wish consumed
Hoofs, also for cheap outside work, sold by the gallon
j or
on my firm, 1 will win'er horses for $LB0 a
applied by
;
week. Good bui.dings, hav of first quality, runningJ. N. McCOY &
water in stable, sunny yard for exercise, horses well
eared for. Addre's,
an Muring Ml., Portland,
C. D. SMALL.
ROOFERS AND PAINTERS
no victim*
Cornish, Me.
Jj24
dU

HAVING

CO.,

-BrilliaxitOIL,

SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST. FOR SALE BY
ALL GROCERS. SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST.
For sale by
CHAN. HcL.AIIGHI.IIV Ac CO.,
aul6eod&w6m
Cortland.

Vermont Copperas,

BEST FOR DYEING,
THEDISINFECTANT
known.
Cblo.

as

Lime, cheaper and odorless.

HOWE

&

well as best
Better than
solution.

Use in

GOODWIN.

GENERAL AGENTS,
Nos. 11,12,13 India, and 52 Central Sts., Boston.

DYE WOODS,
INDIGO
COCHIMEAL. ANILINE*.
oc2S

MDLIjE.

boutelle,

Seventh daugbtor of the seventh Sou,

Clain-oyant and

Fortune Teller,

describes your future wife or nushand, looks aft.r
absent friends, lost or stolen goods,
gives advice on
law and business, gives names, Ac.
Office,
JJ3 I.3 .oairsm street. (up one flight),
two doors below
Hotel. Hours from 8 a. m. to
10} p. m. Satisfaction guaranteed.
oct28d3w«tll

City

Vaults Cleaned.
ORDERS promptly attended to by caning
at nr addressing
R. GI aSON,
588 Congress Street
•Jtl2
dtf

ALL

PRESS.

MONDAY HORNING, NOV. IS,

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. Ail railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

journal.

________________

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily tor publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

OUR THANKSGIVING.
By the Governor of the State of Maine.
A

PROCLAMATION.

accordance with a revered custom, and in conlormity with the recommendation of the President of
the United States, I do hereby, with the advice and
consent of the Executive Council, appoint THURSDAY, the 25th of November, instant, as a day of
Thanksgiving and Praise to Almighty God for the
mercies and blessings of another year.
And I earnestly request all the people of this
State to abstain from their usual secular employments, and appropriately observe a day hallowed by
so precious memories, and set apart for so exalted a
purpose. Let all the people give thanks in the sanctuary, rejoice and not withhold praise in their homes,
and by cheerful deeds of hospitality and charity,
commemorate the loving kindness which the Heavenly Father has shown them in all the relations of life.
Given at the Council Chamber, this first day of
November, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-tive, and of the independence of the United States of America the
one hundredth.
NELSON DINGLEY, Jn.
the
Governor.
Dy
Sidney Pebham, Secretary of State.
In

The French Electoral Debate.
The remarkable combination of Left and
Right in the French Assembly has been defeated in the debate on the electoral bill. The
motives of the Legitimists in entering into
the alliance are not apparent. Probably they
were actuated by their dislike to local govThe motive of the Republicans is
ernment.
evident. The system of scrutind’arrondisse
went gives a deputy to each electoral department. The scrutin de listc gives the elector
in a department the right to vote for a member of deputies. Paris, for example, forms a
district of sixty electoral departments. Under the first named system each department
in Paris would vote for one deputy.
Under
the last mentioned the sixty deputies are
voted for on ono ticket by the whole city. The
two systems are something like those otten
mooted in our electoral system. The scrutin
iFarrondissement answers to the choice ot
presidential electors by cougrcssional districts; the scrutin de liste to that of the electors for a state on a general ticket, as now
practiced. The Republicans prefer the last
method because it gives much weight to the
cities, where the Republicau influence is
strongest. It is in cities only that the political machinery works well, that committees
can be formed, and lists prepared to scatter
through the departments. The great vote
in the large cities also can control the country
districts in the same department.
The Republicans have reason to tear the conservative tendencies of the rural districts.
The
Iiava

annt.fiAr

nnint

tn

mnbo

They desire to test the plebiscite. Their plan
is to place M. Thiers’ name on the head of
the electoral list in every district in France.
If he should be chosen from a great majority
of these districts, the result would be construed as a popular endorsement of him and
the popular desire that he should be chosen
executive head of a radical French republic.
If each arrondissement of France is permitted
to choose a deputy it will be difficult to persuade two or three hundred arrondissements
to deprive themselves of any real representation and to cast all their votes for M. Thiers.
If on the contrary a Ions list can be made in
each department, if M. Thiers is simply one
of sixty deputies elected on one general ticket
from Paris, or one of fifteen from Lyons, and
so on, the plan of a plebiscite can
easily be
carried through.
The situation may be summed up thus:
the success of the scrutin <Farrondissement
means the election of a Conservative Assembly; the success of the scrutin de liste
means the choice of a Republican
Assembly.
The attitude of the Legitimists can only be
accounted for on the supposition that they
believe that the establishment of a radical
republic would bring about revolution and
a consequent restoration of the Monarchy.
Judging from the vote, some of them have forsaken their alliance.
A rei>obter of the New York Tribune
has been inquiring of business men in that
city as to the cause of recent failures. It was
generally admitted to him that there had
been numerous failures for small amounts,
the cause of which was attributed to the
panic oi laiJ. una merchant said: “The
large dealers were the first to feel the effects
of the panic, but the continued dullness in
trade 'has finally reached the small operators,
and those who cannot live on> small business
must succumb. In other words we are now
experiencing the more remote effects of the
troubles of two years ago, and I do not regard it in aDy other light than an indication
return
of
of the
a
more
healthy
condition of business affairs. There is no
question hut that we have touched bottom.
The sales generally during the present season have been fully as large and perhaps
lareer than they were a year ago, and while
we must wait for a return to specie basis before we can expect the confidence and stability in business that are so much to be desired, I believe we shall see some improvement next Spring and that business will continue to improve from this time forward, if
Congress will let the financial question alone.
The merchants are much more generally in
favor of an early return to a specie basis than
they were two years ago. If they had not
raised such a great howl against McCulloch’s
contraction scheme, the panic of 1873 would
never have occurred, and we should have
been back to a gold basis before this time.
The thoughtful portion of them have since
seen their mistake, and would now be glad
to take back what they have done.
Tho
fact is, as they now see, tho prompt return to
a gold basis by a contraction of the legal
tenders would not affect the commercial interests of tho country as seriously as one
year’s fluctuation in the price of gold and tho
continual
that
exists
in
uncertainty
regard to the action of Congress upon
the subject.’’ Another merchant thought
that
“there is a general feeling that
we have touched bottom, aud if Congress will
do nntliinfr to inflate nrices

we

shall stav

there; otherwise we may have to go to the
bottom again. There would be no difficulty
in returning to specie pavment if the legal
tenders were not in the way. As it is to-day,
a merchant buying goods in Europe is compelled to receive daily advices from this country regarding the fluctuations in gold, and
after all of this expense and annoyance his
profits are liable to be entirely swept away
by a slight change in its value—a matter so
foieign to his branch of business that he caunot be expected to have an intimate knowledge of the circumstances controlling the
price. As long as this condition of things
continues, healthy, legitimate business must
remain comparatively dull.”
The amendment to the constitution of Nebraska adopted at the late election does not
provide for the election of United States
Senator by popular vote , which would be in
contravention of the constitution of the
United States. What the Nebraska amendfor is for a popular vote for
ment

provides
Senator, which the legislature may regard or
disregard when it comes to elect. The sole
object of this provision seems to have been
to give exmessiou to popular preference, and
it does not in the least modify the powers of
the legislature as to the election of a senator,
who need not even be chosen from among
•

1

ISIS

with

T?Annhlif*9n«i

EVERYONE

The Great Clothiers of Maine I

D.

dtf

JOHN

365 1*3 Congress Street,

stock Of

STREET

Opposite head of

on

Voice

._f_t_._s_

our

Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.

TUESDAY NEXT, in Temperance Hall,

of

mvlTdtf

FREE

74=

LARGEST, CHEAPEST & BEST

MAYIIEW 0. FOSS.

EBEX X. PERRY.

alG

Of Worcester, Mass.,
will give a Public Lecture

played out.

and Wholesale T'calers in

COUNT* RV

Farley,

LARGEST AND BEST ASSORTMENT

Gas and High Prices
is

FOSS,

&

School

same,

receive pupils for instruction upon tho
WILL
Piano«forte. For terms apply at 18 Winter

OF OUR PUNY COMPETITORS

has almost expended itself and
our Rooster will breathe the pure

Navigation School.
taught byCapt. Edward
NAVIGATION
Breen, at No 97 Franklin Street. For terms
to the
or to C. H.
No. 9 Ex-

Teacher

THAT E*VY AND MALICE FILLS THE BREASTS

They don't like it because

uov5d&w4wt5

ETTA G. BURNHAM,

WHITMORE,

Our Store is so Large,
Our Stock is so Great
And our Prices

air once more.

Architects.

and

&

During winter term student9 who board in the
seminary sutler no exposure in attending recitations.
For particulars, terms, etc., send for catalogue to
JOEL WILSON. Principal,
Or J. A. WATERMAN, Sec.

change Street.sep22eodtt

PUBLISHERS,
BEAVER STREET, NEW YORK.
lllawlmM

a- .a. s

H. HOWE & SON.

Engineers

Civil

Proprietor..

ther NotlveTiie great emotional play

As everybody else has been having tbeir say, we have concluded
to «ay a little for ourselves, hnowing that the

IUIDDL.E
NTREET
(.Boyd JBlooli,)

Plane, Details, Superintendence, etc., tor every dedee28tf
cription of building.

$2.50.

And Continue Thirteen Weeks.

apply

III HAPPY MJP ffl Wffll!

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Monday, November 15th, and uinil fur-

—

PRICE

jy26

reliable

dty

ISO

Kxchange Street.

SOVEREIGNS

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 29th,
It comprises a complete classified list of CORPORATIONS, FIRMS
AND INDIVIDUALS engaged in tlie MANAGEMENT. BUILDING,
OUTFITTING AND FURNISHING OF OUR MERCANTILE MARINE.
Also, embracing a complete encyclopedia ol NAUTICAL INFOKMATION of value to Masters and the GOVERMENT AND HARBOR
LAWS REGULATING THE MANAGEMENT OF VESSELS.
A Book that every Ship Builder, Broker, Chandler and others doing
a marine business needs.

S3

CO.,

PHILADELPHIA.

te1>8

SEMINARY.

will commence

GAYLOR

Offices.

MUSEUM,
and

TO

—

UNDER THE U. 8. HOTEL.
P. S.—Old Coats taken in exchange for new ones.
oct!2
d2wtcod2m

—

Wl BR & ARNOI.D

—

AT

for all

PORTLAND

EAST

CLOTHING.

BROKERS.

part, of the world.
Marine Insurance etlected In
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those voted for.
Fraetically,—save where
the contest is narrowed down to two candieates for the senatorship,—this
popular-vote
clause will amount to nothing.
Tue Maine Democrat has yet to learn tho
difference between the greenback and the
national bank bill. It cannot be made to see
that the one is a compulsory note and the
other an optional one. No man is obliged to
take the bank-notes in diseharge of a debt,
and so no issue of bank notes can be called a
forced loan. The greenback is legal tender,
and the creditor mast accept it or go without
his pay. A further issue of greenbacks then
is equivalent to a forced loan, for people cannot refuse them at their face value in payment of debt. It is this further issue, this
forced loan, that the Democrat advocates.
An enormous piggery is proposed for New
York city. In the session of the Health Association Tuesday, Mr. Jackson S. Schultz
read a paper in which he suggests that the
city have an island in its neighborhood,
and put upon it sixty thousand swine, the
swine to be fed on the garbage of the city,
and tended by tho city paupers.
Thus, he
claims, a great amount of waste may be uti
lized, the streets of the city kept clean, and
the investment be made a paying one.
It appears that the expression “I don’t care
fig,” first to be found in Shakespeare’s
“Henry V,” has no reference to the Eastern
fruit. The word “fig"’ in this connection is a
corruption of the Celtic fuigh, meaning a
worthless remnant.

a

Current Notes.
Recent Jacksonian remark by Mr. Bris tow:
“The revenues of the country must and shall
be collected, no matter who falls by the
way.”
Wherever the sexes together touch science,
art, literature, the race lifts, and goes forward
more successfully.
So, I beseech you, force
the vote on woman. In the rottenness of the
cities and the feudalism of the nation we
must employ every force to secure the success
of democratic institutions. Let the state rest
on man and woman with the
certainty that
we shall outride the storm.—Wendell Phil-

lips.
The Democratic party, as a party, is certainly a pretty hopeless case. The symptoms
tally remarkably with the prayer-book diagnosis ; it has left undone those things which
it ought to have done, it has done those
things which it ought not to have done, and
there is no health in it- Physicians will be
in vain, we fear.
As things look now, the

Gov. Tilden and his sort of Democrats
job, the better for them
and for the country .—Springfield Republican.
Several of the defeated Republican candidates for Congress in Mississippi threaten to
contest the election. A correspondent of the
Cincinnati Commercial writes: “The Democrats have elected the whole'- floor full of
Congressmen, giving them a gain of five. In
three of these districts the Republicans will
codest the election, and, although the new
Congress is largely Democratic, I should not
be surprised if, in at least two districts of this
state, the Republican contestants were able
to show such a condition of things about
sooner

give

it np as a bad

election time

as

to set

their seats,

even

at

the

bands of a Democratic Congress. This state
was given two additional Congressmen on
account of the enfranchisement ol the negroes, aud justice would demand that the
blacks have an untrammeled voice in their
selection. You may expect this Mississippi
election to be hauled over the coals next winter at Washington. With three or four seats
contested, as there doubtless will be, it will
give Congress an opportunity to look into the
true inwardness ot the election.”

STATE NEWS,

The

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNT*.
H“rald comes out as an

Androscoggin

eight page paper and tbe organ of tbe temperance reform in Maine.
It is non-political and
non-sectarian. Tbe paper is unusually fall and
tbe
of
worthy
support
temperance people.
The Lewiston Journal says that a boy named
Frank Carville of that city died last week from
the effects of being thrown violently upon the
sidewalk by a larger boy. Tbe injury was received ten years since.

Tbe Journal thinks there is too much busiLisbon street in that city for one so
The complaint isn’t frequent

ness on
narrow.

KENNEBEC COCNTT.

Dr. Quinby, of tbe Gospel Banner, left a
slide in the rear of the furnace in his dwelling
at Augusta,
open about au Inch. 'The bouse
got full of coal gas, and Mrs. Quinby and one
children towards morning were very
sick, but recovered after the windows were
opened. Dr. Quinby records this experience as
a warning to others.
A dangerous tramp who travailed about peoples’ premises in tbe vioinlty of Waterville village with rocks in his band and bad outs on his
face, was arrested last Friday and taken to
Augusta, where he is identified as a former inmate of the Insane Asylum for fifteen years,
but for two years has been a denizen of the
town farm of Both.
He run nwav last snrincr
His name is Franklin Hart.
The store of G. M. Pisbon & Co., at Pisbon’a
Ferry, was broken open Wednesday night, and
robbed of various articles—among them a blue
overcoat.
Three young fellows, from about 14
to 20 years old, lounged about the depot daring
tbe afternoon, aud are supposed to be the robbers.
The Watcrville Mail says: ‘‘They have come
down hard on an employe on the railroad for
stealing, but we see no mention of those who
were concerned with him but stood above him.
To be sure he was only a brakeman and a
Frenchman; but the same sauce ought to be
served out alike to goose and gander. Poor
Perry was a faithful and honest soldier, and
though he went through the war unsoathed in
life, or limb, or morals, he was not proof against
vicious associates, and having fallen into bad
company ho has been led away.”
Tbe selectmen of Wateiville bavo offered
$100 reward for tbe detection of tbe incendiary
who burned the college gymnasium. The Mail
says that some of tbe students are confident
that it is the work of outsiders in revenge for
being turned out of the gymnasium; while
many outsiders are confident that tbe fire was
set be students, and they mention the suspicious
fact that the students were in the hall of the
Zetas, down town, until alter midnight on Sunday night, and it is also known that there was
some
dissatisfaction among a portion of the
students with certain wholesome rules of management enforced in the gymnasium.
LINCOLN COUNTY.

The News says that Klnda Harding of Boothbay was arraigned before Justice Keoniston,
accused of "an attempc at arson.” The accused olead guilty, aud in default of bail for
her appearance at tbe Ap il term of court, was
committed to Wiscassei jail.
OXFORD COUNTY.

Tbe Press’ Denmark correspondent writes
that Sidney, a four year old son of jilipbalet
McKeen, was considerably hurt Saturday by
being kicked in the forehead by a yearling colt,
cutting agash 2J inches in length and shaped
like a boot, aud presenting the skull to view
The wound was dressed by Dr. Brown, and the
child is now doing as well as could be expected.
TUn Trv.a.nnl

r.„ ....

that
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and others of Lewiston and Auburn on Tuesday organized a Reform Cub at Bryant’s Pond.
There was a very enthusiastic meeting and one
hundred persons signed tho pledge; among the
nnmber forty old topers. The relorin work
goes on glorionsly. Lewiston and Anburn have
hard working and earnest reform men who aro
doing God’s work.
The News reports the ravages of typhoid fever in Sweden.
SOMERSET COUNTY.
The Skowhcgan Reporter says that in conseof
the trouble with the Solon Savings
quence
Bank, many of ths depositors iu the Skowbegau Bauk became alarmed and commenced
something of a run upon it a few days since.
We understand that there have been paid to
depositors within the last two weeks more than
fifty thousand dollars, the managers requiring
no notice; and
they say they are ready to pay
all who may call.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

The Advertiser says that at the two temperance mass meetings held iu Calais, the past
week over 150 persous signed tho pledge.
The now bonds of tho city of Calais for $100,000 at (> per cent, will be ready December 1. A
part of them are already spoken of.
The Sentinel says the Russian sardine factory
at Eastport is puttiug up five thousand kegs of

sardines a week.
In one school in Calais Gfi of 101 scholars
have had the measles tho present term.
YORK COUNTY.

OurSpriugvale correspondent writes: Rev.
Mr. A. Bryant, from Dover
has been settled
over the Baptist church, aud Rev. Mr. Blake of
Dover over the Free Will —The first of a series
of Dances was given in the new town hsll Fri
day evening, the attendance being large. Music by Wteinan & Lewis’ quadrille band, a
local organizat on, which can produce better
music and more of it than any band in this
section.—The water iu the Mousam still continues high, aud no fears are entertained of a
draft, the same having caused the manufac
turers much trouble last wiuter —Edwin tlodg
don is erecting a carriage rvpaif and paint shop
at his stand on School street.

•

trie on the 19th. Liberal subscriptions are bePresident Mcing received for the statue.

MARINE NEWS.

BY TELEGRAPH.

Mahon is among the contributors.

Mutiny on board tbe Lennie.
London, Nov. 14.—According to another account received here of the mutiny on the British ship Lenuie, it appears that that vessel
arrived in tho roads of Laflotte on the evening
of the Cth inst. Her movements creating suspician, the captain of the Travillen, a despatch
boat, ordered the master to appear. A man,
who stated that he was a Belgian, came forward and was taken to St. Martin, where he
staled that the master of the Leunie ordered
them to reduce sail, when he was murdered.
The mate and boatswain were also killed.
As the cook knew something of navigation
he was ordered by the mutineers to conduct
tbe ship to Gibraltar. Heavy weather compelled them to put into Laflotte. Ou the 18th
inst. the Lennie was still anchored a few miles
from Laflotte. Six Greeks escaped the evening before in a small boat. When the weather
moderates the Lennie will be taken to Rochefort. Six Greek sailors arrived yesterday, stat.
ine that they were a part of the crew of the
ship St. George, which they also said had been
lost at sea The prefect of police, suspecting
that they belonged to the ship Lennie, ordered
them to be taken before a judge.
Foundering of an Unknown Schooner.
Norwich, Conn., Nov. 14.—A special to the
Bulletin says it is believed an unknown schooner, coal laden and bound cast, foundered this
morning two miles south of Wickapeset, near
Watch Hill.
Ship Wrecked and 23 Lives Lost.
Halifax, Nov. 14.—Steamer Albert of Pictou, this morning from Magdalen Islands, re
ports that ship Calcutta, from Quebec for Liverpool, deal laden, was wrecked on Grosse Isle
on Sunday last.
Twenty-two men of crew and
The captain,
a lady passenger were drowned.
three men and a boy were saved.
In General,
Schooner Walton, from
Wilmington for
Richmond, Me., put into Fortress Monroe with
loss of sails and deckload of lumber.
The

MATTERS IN MAINE.
Launched.
Bath, Nov. 13.—Launched to day by William Rogers, a tine ship of about 1100 tons, not
yet named, owned by tde bailders, built under
special survey of the Shipmaster’s Association
and Bureau Veritas.
Call Extended.
Biddeford. Nov. 13.—Rev. Nathan L. Rowell of Biddcford has received a call to the 29th
street Free Baptist church in New York city.

Burglary.
The house of Horace Perkins, on an
town road, was burglariously entered
midoight. Mr. Perkins’ clothing was
from his room and the pockets rifled et

out of
about
taken
about

$60. The burglar escaped.
Bntal Accident.
Bangor, Nov. 13.—J. W. Noyes of this city,
a lad 18 years old, was accidentally killed today by falling under a train while in motion.
A Project Killed.
Great Falls, N. H., Nov. 13.—Berwick voted five to one against building an iron bridge
between that place and Great Falls, at a town
The subject was

meeting to-day.

indefinitely

previous meeting they voted
to rebuild, but now refused to concur with

postponed.

At

a

Somersworth in building an iron bridge.
heavy debt of the town was given as the

The
rea-

son.
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THE CITT OF WACO.

flagration.
Successful UouNcbrenliiug.
Gardiner, Nov. 14.—The house of Capt.
Joseph Park of Searsport, a wealthy retired
ship-master, was entered by burglars last even-

ing, between

7 and 8 o’clock, in the absence of
the family, and money, notes and valuables to
•he amount of three thousand dollars or more
stolen. No clue to tbo robbers.
Boy Drowned.
Bangor Nov. 14.—The sou of John Stone of
Brewer village, was drowned Saturday afternooD.
Panic in a Church.
A floor timber in the Methodist church gave
way this evening and the floor settled a little.
A Sabbath school concert was being held at

Quite a panic
injured

that time.
one was

was

created,

but

no

Incendiarism in Bangor.
Bangor. Nor. 15 —An incendiary fire was
discovered at 11 o’clock last night under one of
the city stables, in the rear of the county workshop. It was burning briskly, but by its timely discovery was put out before doing any damage.

Appointment.
Washington, Nov. 13 —0. A, Strange of

Bangor, Me., has been appointed
gineer in the navy.

assistant en-

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Serious Accident.

LSpecial to the Press.]
Gorham, Nov. 13.—Alexander Marque,

an

uo.

at

employee

at

me

Milan

nteam

miu

Stark, bad bis left band cut off to-day while at
work on tbe planing machine.

MASSACHUSETTS.
A Strange Kind of Beformers.
Boston, Nov. 14.—The New England Laborers’ Reform League held a convention in this
city to-day, afternoon and evening. A series
of resolutions were adopted denunciatory of ail
political parties, creeds and faiths; asserting
that all legislation in this country tends not to
protect persons and property, but to promote
interests of speculative robbery. A large number of speakers addressed the convention. Dark
hints of revolution and secret military organizations among laboring men were thrown out.
One speaker asserted men were drilling in Chicago and people need not be surprised to find
that city in ashes some morning
Other cities
were to be similarly served. Tramps were lauded as only honest men, the Savionr Himself
having been one. The convention failed to bit
upon any remedy for the alleged disorders, and
adjourned subject to call.
A Jealous Husband Shoots His Wife.
Owen Marshall, residing in Stoughtoo, shot
and probably fatally wounded his wife last
night. He had been married but three months,
and it is said he was jealous of a fireman on
the railroad whom he had charged with imHe returned
proper relations with bisw:fe.
home last eveuing between 8 and 9 o’clock, saluted his wife’s family (with whom the young
conple lived) pleasantly aod passed np stairs to
his room.
Without speaking to his wife, who
was sitting on the bed, he drew a revolver and
fired, the ball entering the bridge of the nose
between the eyes.
The people down st lira
rushed up and found Mrs. Marshall insensible
on the bed.
Marshall fled and has not yet been
arrested, though tbe officers are in pursuit. He
has hitherto borne an excellent reputation.
Probing has failed to find the hall and the
wounded woman is in a precarious conditiou.
An Old Han Beaten to Death in tbe Streets
of Boston.
Thomas P. Pulsifer, an aged and highly recitizen
of the South Eud, who has
spectable
been for the past 23 years proprietor of a provision store at 73 Prince street, was assaulted
by two ruffians at hall past 11 last night, and
beateu so severely that he died to-aigfit from
lujuiico.

iuico
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iu
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money

a gold watch and chain which he had on his
person were left untouched. The motive of the
crime is unknown.
There is no cine to the

murderers.

NEW FORK.
Mrs.

Moulton Calls for a Council of
Churches.
New York, Nov, 13—Mrs. Moulton sent a
letter to Plymouth church last night, reiterating her reasons for not being present at the
meeting, and protesting against the action of
the church in dropping her name from the
rolls. She asks that this wrong be righted by
the church joining with her in calling a council
of churches, before which they may state their
reasons for this action, and she can state
hers,
—the said council to judge impartially between
them. If they do not join with her iu calling
this council in four weeks, she wiU proceed
herself to ask a council of the churches in or
der to vindicate her christiau character and
1

name.

Henry C. BoweD, in an interview, sa^s he
shall not withdraw from Plymouth church, and
thinks the
church should investigate the
charges made in court by Beecher’s counsel
against him, which lie stands ready to disprove.
Jealousy ami Murder.
A shocking murder was committed this
morning at 247 15th street, Biooklyn, near
Greenwood cemetery.
From what can be
learned it appears that John H. Burroughs became jealous of bis wife
Elizabeth, and quarreled with her. Sharp words were kept up
until after nine o’clock, when he drew a revolver and discharged it m her face, into which
two balls entered, and another went *n below
the right ear as she turned around.
The woman died almost instantly. Barroughs was arrested.
Exportation of American G'nlicoc*.
New York, Nov. 14.—The somewhat remarkable movement of American calicoes to
the English market continued last week without interruption.
Exports of mauufactured
cotton are more every week than they formerly
were in a month.
Several new arrivals from
Great Britain, Germany aud Canada, commissioned to purchase American cottons, excite
considerable comment among the trade. Total
value of exports of domestic cottons last week
was $171,000, of which $141,000 went to Great

The Captain’* Body Found.
Galveston, Nov 13.—thebodv of Captain
Wolfe, the Galveston pilot, who went oat on

board the City of Waco, was found near where
the steamer went down. His remains bear
several marks which appear to oe burns. Capt.
Wolfe was an experienced pilot and seaman.
There is no hope that auy on board the burne I
vessel escaped. It is thought the bodies will
all be recovered in a few days.
Tee Steamer Full of Oil.
New York, Nov. 17—A special from Troy,
N. Y., says Bev. Peter A Moelling, of the
German Methodist church here, accompanied
his daughter to Pier No. 22. East Biver, -t2J
o’clock on the day the steamship City of Waco
sailed, and remained wth her till quarter past
3. During the time he was there a large number of barrels of oil were taken on board aod
stowed on tha deck running around the cabin.
So many of these casks were on board that the
whole space, fore and aft, was occupied by
them. He therefore had some difficulty in
making bis way from Miss Moelliog’s cabin to
the gangway leading down to the wharf. He
also noticed boxes snch as contain tins of as
trai oil piled on deck at the entrance aft, and
saw a large box which may have contained
matches or other inflammable material. He
thinks that when it was seen that the passen
gets were of a class who could not resist the
shipment of the oil an advantage was taken to
put it ou board at the last moment. During
the time of its being shipped other merchandise was being taken into the hold.
He has lived at Galveston for twenty years
and never knew of an instance of lightning setting fire to anything there, therefore be considers that the dire arose from the materials
aboard the City of Waco, and not from lightning. From the position of the oil, ranging
aft, no possibility of saving the vessel could exist when once the fire broke out. He intends
to commence legal proceedings against the
owners of the City of Waco for the loss of his
daughter, and visits New York for that purpose.
_

The Cation Crop.
New Orleans, Nov. 13 —The committee of
the Cotton Exchange, to whom was entrusted
the duty of compiling the national cotton crop
report, have made up the following summary:
In Louisiana the yield as compared with last
year will show an increase of fully 12 per cent.
In South Carolina the average yield will he
23 per cent, short of last year’s crop.
In Mississippi the crop will exceed last year’s
by 15 per cent. The picking has been retarded

ers, and in others by political excitement. In
Northern Mississippi the estimated increase of
yield is 15 per cent.
Texas reports 42 per cent, of increase over
last year.
In Alabama the crop will be 10 per cent less
than last year.
In West Tennessee the estimated increase of
yield is 18 per cent.
In Georgia the average yield is over 10 per
cent, less than last year
Picking will generally be finished by the last of November.
In Tennessee the yield will be 33 per cent,
less than last year.
Picking will be finished
about N .v. 20th.
in moriGt*
yleJtHo 10 |ioi voofci l«oo tlxau
last year. Three-fourths of|the crop was picked,
and picking was to be finished by the first of
November.
In Arkansas the yield will be fully 50 per
cent, increase over last year. It will be picked
by the first week in January. In Northern Arkansas the estimated increase of yield is 34 per
cent., 42 percent, of the crop has been picked.
There is considerable trouble with the laborers,
who are demanding higher wages.
Crimes and Casualties,
Capt Perry, of the shfp Peter Young, was
killed by his steward at Pohellia de Pica, a
short time ago.
Adams’ block, Ashland, Mass
was burned
Saturday morning. Lass $15,000.
Henrich Miller was instantly killed on the
Baltimore and Ohio railroad, near Annapolis

kins, resigned.

has beeu a strenuous
Contest for this position on the part of several
applicants. The successful applicant was supThere

ported by Secretary Belknap.

The Pension Bureau.
The Commissioner of Pensions to day issued
an order
consolidating all I he reviewers of the
various adjudicating divisions of tho bureau
into ono board of reviewers. This action is
taken.in order to secure greater uniformity iu
tne decisions of similar
cases.
The Vice-President

Improving.
Nov- I4-—ViM President Wil-
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IZ !,wel1

night

from 11 o’clock till 0

gar'&iita.VAvar&i
feeling quite?

and then lay down

°

°U1

weak.

Ku-Klux Hemic need.
I-OUISV ille, Ky Nov 14,—.Judge luminous
yesterday sentenced the Ku Klux prisoners.
Smoot was sent to the penitentiary tor five
yea-s; John Ouau three years,and the sentence
of Mefferts was
suspended lor an indefinite period. A W. Hale, the other Ku Klux
indicted,
was found not
guilty of conspiracy,

A Washington special to the N. Y. Sun says
the Supreme Court have not consulted together on the Union Pacific case, and the decision will not be reached before the holidays
at least.
The millers of the Northwest aro to meet in
consultation at Chicago this week to try to induce the railroads between Chicago and New
York to put the rates on flour on the same
basis as those on wheat.
The lour mile race at San Francisco for $30,000 has been postponed on account of rainy
weather.
Mr. Bowen claims $10,000 from the Brooklyn

Houghten

urday.

called on the President

Sat-

Portland Wholesale markets.

Saturday, November 13.—The markets aro quiet
and show but little change. Sugars are firm and unFlour is in good demand
changed in prices.
and the sales have been good tha last lew days.
Grain is quite steady and is quoted as follows: Com,
Mixed 78c, Yellow 80c, Mixed bag lots 82c, Yellow do
83c; Meal 79c; Rye 125; Barley 75 @ 85c; Oats 55 @
60c; Fine feed 35 00; Shorts 28 00.

of the S'aterville Company, in
North Smithfield, R. I.. containing 140 tons of
was burn id Friday night.
Loss $20,000.
Eliza Stone, tried at Hudson, N. Y.. on a
charg of poisoning her husband, was acquitted.
Merrill’s planing mill at Norwich, Ont,, was
burned Friday. Loss $20,000.
The second trial of Sawyer for the murder of
Mrs. Emerson, at Piermouf, N. H., has been
postponed till March.
John Sweetman, a burglar, has been senXT
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heads, 24,675 hoops, 100 bbls potatoes, 100 kits mackerel, 20 bbls beans.
ST JOHN, NB. Br Schr Pampero—1400 bbls of
flour, 240 bags feed._

NETEOROLOKICilL
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT

TWENTV-FOUR

HOURS.

War

Dep’t,

Office Chief

Signal)

Officer, Washington. D. C.,
November 15, (1 A. M.)

>

)

New Eugland
cast to north winds and rain
orsuow, followed by cold, narily cloudy weath
er, north to west winds and rising barometer.
Cautionary signals coutiuue for New York,
Wood’- Hole, Boston, Tbacher’s Island, Portland, Eestport and Duluth, and are ordered for
For

falling barometer,

Eseauaba,

♦.lift cppIt 11 ROD

Marquette, Milwaukee. Chicago

Graud Haven and Alpena.

Horrible Outrage
Philadelphia, Nov. 14—About midnight

a

gang of ruffians attacked the house of John

SergeaDt, in the lower part of the city.

They

stoned the house aud then entered and bound
the proprietor, and thirteen of them outraged
his wife, whose injuries are serious. Three of
the gang have been arrested. Four cart loads
of stones were taken from the house.

er

Falls, and

he will

bis

shnntin**

are abaudoned.
It is
even visit Madras.

evnedirinn
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doubtful wheth-

England and Ireland.
London, Nov. 15, 5 a. m.—Disastrous floods
are reported throughout England, and in Ireland the river Folka, near Dublin, has burst
its banks and submerged thousands of acres.
(Huibord to be Buried Tuesday.
New Youk, Nov. 13.—A Montreal special
says the remains of Guibord are to be positively interred next Tuesday. Tho police force of
tbe city is armed with Snyder breech-loading
rifles, which will also be loaned to the villagers
Floods in

ef St. Lacrcat and Cote Dei
Veiges. Judge
Coursul, on the part of the Crown, will order
out the entire military force at his
disposal, and
it seems certain that the funeral will take
place.
Ten rioters of Sept. 2d have been arrested.
Their trial lias beeo postponed till Thursday
next, when tbe authorities may have a fresb
hatch to prosecute.

Foreign Notes.
Carinal McUloskey sailed lor New York in

the Abyssinia yesterday
Orders have been issued for tbe prosecution
of the author of tlie recent pamphlet libelling
Von Aruini is the suspected auBisma.ck.
Tbe punishment is a long term of imthor.

prisonment.

mLinh

Daily Domestic Receipts.
receipts by the Grand Trunk
Railroad—King & Gilman 800 bbls flour and 100 half
bbls do, David Keazcr 6u0 bbls do, Norton & Chapman 300 bbls do, G W True 300 bbls do and 4 cars of
corn, John Randall 300 bbls do, Messrs Milliken 300
bbls do 100 half bbls do and 1 car oats, flour, G A
Hunt 375 bbls flour and 50 half bbls do, C B Varney
175 bbls flour and 50 half bbls do, J F Randall 100 do,
D W Coolidge 200 bbls do, Marr & True 175 bbls do,
Shaw, Hammond & Carney 100 bbls flour, Marshall
<& llsley 100 bbls do, J S Crockett 100 bbls flour 83
apples onions and 203 do apples, W L Alden 100 bbls
do, Paris Flouring Mill 125 bbls flour 2 cars corn 350
bags meal and 1 car oats, Blake & Jones 4 cars cats,
C fi True 400 cars beef, Kensell & Tabor 5 cars oats
and 1 car corn, Webb & Pliinney 1 car oats, Greer &
Go lOaoom, & H 1 .arminio 1 uzux oaf.s and 1 do com,
S H Thaxter 1 do corn, G Haskell 3 cars potatoes,
Twitchell & Champlin 1 car lard Burnham & Merrill 2 cars corn, Stevens & Co 2 do corn, Kendall &
Whitney 200 bagi seed, Wright & Co 1 car oats, Waldron & True 3 cars corn, Clark «& Jones 1 car oats,
Howes, H Tarbox 319 sacks bran, D W True 5 bbls
flour and 1 do herring, F Stevens 1 car potatoes, F
Dodge 150 bbls apples.
by water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G W
were

change.
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MARRIED

In this city, Nov. 13, by Rev. Dr. Shailer, Geo. A.
Webber and Miss Martha A, Deering, both of Web-

Sales at Auction.

Railroad.110$

ster.
In

this city, November 14th,

the Cathedral
Wm White to
Miss Mary A. Welsh, both of Portland.
In Biddeford. Oct. 21. Stephen Fletcher, Jr., and
Addle C. Tuttle, both of Saco.

Chapel, by

Rank Statement.

Rev. Father

Ry*n,

at
Mr.

DIED.

Decrease in loans.
.$2,674,200
Increase in Specie.1. 1,163,900
Decrease in legal tenders.2,360,000
Decrease in deposits.3,423.900
Circulation Increased. 105,700

In this city, Nov. 14. of congestion of Iho brein,
Luther Barton only child ot Luther and M. B. RedIon, aged 5 months 8 days.
In Falmouth, Nov. 13, Mr. Nathan D. Noyes, aged
47 years 10 months
LFuneral services Tuesday afternoon at 1 o’clotk.]

340,125

New York Stock and Money Market
New York. November 13—12.30 P. M. -Gold
opened at 14$, sold up to 114$, oft to 1141, up to 114$,
and is now 114$. Governments are dull and steady.
Money at 3@4 pei cent. State bonds quiet. Stocks
active; Western Union lower; the rest better. Sterling Exchange 483 @ 488.
The following were tne closing quotations of Government securities:
R’e

IfiSl

s>svnr,

In

[Funeral services Monday afternoon.]
In Windham, Nov. 7, Mrs. Mary Jordan, aged 71

Aimauai.November 15*
Sunrises.6.51 j High water
12.30 P
Sun sets.4.38 • Moon rises..
6.20 Pv
...

MARINE

Wade, tbe British Minister to China, has
been knighted.
A tidal wave ten feet high swept up Parrott
river, in Somersetshire, England, Saturday,
ard bvrsting opeu tbe gates sunk one and dam
ag-d twenty other vessels
Gen. Q ie’sada bas repulsed the Oarlists with
heavy loss.
The Franco Americau Union, for the erection of a statue in New York harbor nt xt year,
are to give a grand fete at tbe Palais de Indus-

NEWS,

Matui'day, Nov. 13.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Chesapeake, Bragg, New York—passeugers aud mdse to Henry Fox.
Barque J H Chadwick, IIow. Elizabethport. (with
loss of flying jibboom)—coal to Randall & McAllister
Vessel to Curtis & Davis.
Brig Bismark, (Br) Vauce, Pictou—coal to G T
Railway Co.
Biig Proteus, Farr, Philadelphia—coal to Boston &
Ma ne RR. Vessel to C H Chase & Co.
Brig Kaluna. Mitchell, Boston, to load for Cuba
Sch F H Odiornc, Crowell, Georgetown lor Yarmouth.
Sch Sami Gilman, Kelley, Philadelphia—coal to Jos
H Poor & Bro.j
Sch Star. Bray. Port Johnson—coal to Wm Spear,

Erie.17$

Erie nreterred.35
Michigan Central....
66$
Union Pacific Stock.
74$
.^ake Shore.
...
62
Illinois Central, ex-div. 92§
Chicago & Northwestern. 38$

Chicago & Northwestern preferred.
Chicago & Rock Island... li4$
St. Paul Railroad.
36“
St Paul preferred... 66

Wabash
5$
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 18$

Pacific.13$

Ferry Village.

Atlantic & Pacific, preferred. 5
The following were the quotations lor Pacific Rail-

Sen E E Stimpsou, Rhoades, Rondout. (with loss
of foretopmast)—cement ioGA B Morse & Co.
Sch D K Arcy, Robeits, New York tor Yarmouth
Sch Game Cock, Robinson, Boston, to load for Calais.
Sch Willis Putnam, Eye, Boston, to load for Caiale.
Sch Toronto, Gott, Boston, to load for Brooklin.
Sch Janet S, (Br) Somervil'e, Boston.
Sch Crown Prince. (Br) Branscomb. Boston.
Scb Annie S Conant, Baker, Boston, to load for
Buenos Ayres.
Sch John Tyler, Cook, Lynn, to load lor Calais.
Sch Teaser, Bunker, Portsmouth.
Sch John A Dix, Pinklian*. Cape Porpoise.
Sch Sunbeam, King, Trcmont—herring to Wm H
Preble.
Sch Clear the Track, Arey, Vinalhaven.
Sch Nevada, Gilley, Nortbhaven.
Sch Arrival. Farnum, Boothbay.
Sch Taglioni, Garnage, Bristol.

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.104$
Union Pacific do.. 103
Union Pacific land grants. 98$

89$

Gloucester Fish Market.
69
Gloucester, Mass., November 13.
Gloucester Fish market and arrivals for tho week
ending Nov 13th:
Arrivals have been reported, sixty-three; 24 from
Georges Bank, aggregate catch 350,000 tbs cod fish,
25,000 lbs of hafibut; 13 from Grand Banks aggregate 1.040,000 salt lbs codfish; 26 mackerel trips, 17
from oti shore bring in 9t0 bbls; 9 from the Bay of
St Lawrence with 1750 bbls. The mackerel fleet are
hauling up fast as they arrive; season about over;but
few shore Is and 2s on market, mostly 3s; sales Shore
l’s made at $20 p bbl; mess $25; 3’s $850; Bays are
dull and held at $18 @ 20 p bbl for l’s and 2’s. Codfish market quiet andfirm at 5$ p qtl tor Georges;
4 50 p qtl for Grand Banks. We quote Hake 3 00 p
Pollock at 2 75 p qtl; Cusk 3$ p qtl; no Haaock on market; Tongues aud Sounds 12 00 p bbl;
Halut heads 3 50 p bbl; Halibut Fins at 11 00 p bbl;
Round Herring 3 50 p bbl.

CLEARED.

Providence Print Cloths Market.
Providence. November 13.—The Printing cloths
market closed dull at 4|c for best 64 x 64 goods with
sales tor the week at 101,000 pcs.

Steamship Bermuda, (Br) Cleaver, Halifax NS—J
Porteous.
Sch Herald, (Br) Hanson, Havana— Phinney &
Jackson.
Sch Pampero. (Br) Branscomb, St John, NB—John
Porteous.
Sch Maud, Robinson, Philadelphia—J Nickerson.
Sch Gazelle, Gardiner. Pembroke—Nathl Blake.
Seh Sea Pigeon, Seavey, Calais—Nathl Blake.
Sch Ida C Spoftord, Ingalls, Eastport and Calais—
Nathl Blake.
Sch Fanny Barney, Creech, Rockland—N Blake.
Sch Three Sisters, Bickmore, Friendship
Chase
Broa.
Nnuday, Nov. 14.
ARRIVED
Brig Crescent, (Br) Falker, Windsor, NS— 1plaster
to Knight & WMddeu.
—

Domestic Markets.
New York. November 13—5 P. M.—Flour—Receipts 19,395 bbls; the market is heavy, shade lower
and less doing; sales of 14,800 bbls; Superfine
Western and State at 5 00 @ 5 30; common to good
Western and State at 5 35 @ 5 65; good to I
Wheat Western extra at 6 15 @7 20; Fmcy do at
7 25 @8 00; common to good extra Ohio at 5 45 @
7 50 ;common to choice extra St Louis at 5 60 @ 9 00;
Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 6 25 @ 7 25;
choice to double extra 7 30 @ 9 50, including 2700 bbls
shipping extra at 5 45 @ 5 70; 3700 bbls extra mill
flour chiefly at 6 00 @ 7 00; the market closing quiet;
Southern flour is qu’ut ana unchanged; sales of 1400
bbls; common to fair extra at 5 50 @ 6 50; good to
choice at 6 55 @ 9 00; Rye flour steady; sales 150 bbls
at 4 30 @ 5 50. Cornmcal firm at 3 50 @ 3 80. Wucat
—receipts 144,395 bush; the market is dull and
slightly in buyers favor with ouly a limited export
ana home trade inquiry; sales 64,000 bush; 1 05 @
1 07 for rejected Chicago; 115 (<£ 117 for No 3 Chicago; 1 27 @ 1 28 for No 2 Chicago; 1 28 for No 2 Milwaukee, car lots; 1 38 @ 1 40 for small parcels of
choice new No 1 Spring; 1 05 for inferior Winter Red
Western; 1 22 for good do; 1 45 for old Amber Michigan ; l 40 for White Michigan; 1 40 for W bite Canada
in bond. Rve is steady; 1300 bush very choice State
at 90o; 8700.Wb Canada iu bond on private terms;
at 82 ® 84c.
Barley is heavy aud lower; sales
45.000 bash; 2-rowed State at 84c; bailey Malt is
1
at
30 cash. Corn—receipts 16,81*0 bush; the
quiet
market is ouiet and without decided change; eales
58.000 bush; 74 @ 74|c for steam Western Mixed: 754
ftg 76c for tail do; 764 Q 77c for high Mixed and Yellow Western; 71 v® 73c for soft and heated Western
Mixed; 72c tor kiin dried new Western Mixed. (Jits
—receipts 68,700 bush; the market is dull and sliglitm buyers favor; sales of 51,000 bush at 44
@ 50c for
Mixed Western and State; 51c bid for choice No 2
Milwaukee; 46 @ 53c tor vVbite Western and State,
H iy firm at 70c tor shipping. Coffee—Rio unchanged with a better tnuuiry; caigoes at 174 @ -0t. gold;
job lots 174 21c- Sugar is quiet and firm at 74 @
84c for fuir to good refining; 8ie lor prime; refined is
firmer at 10 for standard A; 10c for granulated and
puwuered; He for crushed. Molaates—grocery
grades are quiet. Rice is quiet and unchanged.
Coalt seady at 5 25 @ 6 50 per ton for Anthracite.

wuuutj,
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P Prince & Son.
Sch F A Bailey. Hutchinson, Philadelphia—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sch Saarbruck, Clark, Weebawken—coal to J W
Deering.
Sch Geo B Ferguson, Ferguson, Now York.
Sch Ariadne, Dyer, New York—coal to Rich &
Judkins.
Scb William B, (Br) McDonald, Pictuu—258 tons
coal to John Porlcous.
Sch Bowdoin, Randall, St John, NB, for Philadelphia.
Sch City of Ellsworth, Grant, Ellsworth.
Sch A T Hayes, Tprrey, Tremont—wood to Lemuel

Dyer.

Steamer J M Todd, Poland, Gloucester, with
tons coal trom brig Machias, to Rich & Judkins.

63

Shipbuilding—Edw O’Brien, of Thomaston Iwill
build one or two large vessels next season: S
& Co, also, will build a large ship, and Stetson
Gciry
& Co a three-masted schooner
Wm Rogers launched from bis yard at Bath Ptb
inst. a first class ship ot 14(10 tons.

\Vattts

'quoted

i

—

SPOKEN.
Oct 22, lat 46 35, Ion 12 20, oarque A Houghton,
iiom Newport, E, for Cardenas
Oct 24. lat 14 45 N. Ion 57 54 W, brig Peri, from
Newport, E, for Martinique, 37 days out.
Oct 20, lat 32, Ion 60, barque H F Hussey, trom
New v0rk for Galveston.
Nov 6 lat 40 36. Ion 68 48, brig Eva N Johnson, fm
St John NB for Havana
Nov 3. mt 49 13, Ion 27 45, barque Jas E Brett, from
Liveipool lor New York.

Symptoms of Catarrh.
Dull, heavy headache, obstruction oi the nasal passages, discharges falling from the head into the
throat, sometimes profuse, watery, and acrid, at
others thick, tenacious, mucous, ‘purulent, bloody

ms'ioRimojt.

'hip Belle Morse, trom Rangoon, was dismasted at
London llihinst, during h heavy gale
Ship Ida Lilv Blanchard, from Knderi nry Inland
tor Falmouth, which put into Valparaiso
leaky, dmabout

cha*ged

covered

|

500 tom* cargo, when the leak was dis
sue remained iu port Oct 10th,

aud stopped.

reloading and

titling

gails.
uarque Brunswick. Hutchinson, from Liverpool
for Baltimore, put into Queenstowu 12th inst, with
loss ot sails iu a gale.
It ig Weuonali, tol Portland) Simplon, fro n Darien
for Philadelphia, was spoken Oct 31, tat 34 50. Ion
74 48, leaking larlly. The crew were throwing over
deck load to lighten her. Wanted no assistance.
Brig Hattie, from Windsor, NS. arilv«d at Philadelphia lith, with boat stove, in a gale 3lst, off Race
Point.
new
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CONGRESS

Nanai Douche—the onlv instrument hv which Anuta
can be perfectly injected to all the passages and
chambers of the nose from which discharges proceed.
These medicines are sold by druggists.
oct29
novl2deod&wlw

A Well-Merited Success*
As contrasted wiih fortunate charlatanism, wellmerited success is less frequent than it ought to be.
Puffery, blatant assertion and coined recommendations, too often, for instance, give an ephemeral popularity to medicinal compounds intrinsically worthless at the expense of really deserving remedies, and
to the grievous detriment of the sick
Hostetter’s
Stomach Bitters, a tonic alterative which has
achieved one of the best merited and most signal successes of tbe nineteenth century, has never relied
upon such methods of manufacturing a
reputation, nor
has the competition of counterfeit tonics ever affected its reputation in the slightest degree
That it is
the best remedy for malaria, and the surest safeguard
against it; that it eradicates dyspepsia, biliousness,
constipation, disorders ot the kidueys and bladder,
and the various causes which produce weakness, arc
implicit and well founded beliels with the great body
of the American people.

Re nOVAL !
We would inform our patrons, correspondents and
the public that

THE MERCANTILE AGENCY
has been removed from

—TO—

No. 33, Stanton

Block, same Street,

where, through the ready appreciation of uqr wants
on too pari oi our iiDerai landlord, noil, w. w.
Thomas, we are provided with premises suitable for
tbe enlarged business of the ACSENC Y iu this
State. It is hoped, and indeed expected, that we
shall be uble to serve our patrons more efficiently
than ever before, and that

THE MERCANTILE AGENCY
will be regarded as an indispensable auxiliary to
every wholesale and jobbing merchant iu the Stale,

EDWARD RUSSELL & CO.
T.
1

EKANK JONES,
Malinger.

One bottle of Way’ Compound Myrup of
■ uugwort cared me of one of the worst colds I
ever had, and a se ond bottle cured the second cold.
I never saw a betier Cough medicine.
F. S. KNIGHT,
At Small. Kuight <x Co’s,
Nov, 9,18T5.

151 Kxchauge St.

All Druggists should beep it.

At His Post Once More
MR.

»

LAM8QN,
PlioiMgiapiitir,

Respectiully notifies his patrons aud the public that
having recovered from his recent severe illness he Is
prepared to give his personat attention to his sitters
as usual.
uovi2gniw

We have engaged the services of a first-class Cutter
from Boston, and we are prepared to make up

.Surplus for protection of Policy Holders.. 368,102
Capital Stock. 200,000

3107,871 05

NO. 13

I
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FURNISHING GOODS

rept22

FOR

Lowest

:

a

31 EXCHANGE STREET.
nnvD3wls3wo8

R. S.
Crockery,

that ho has opened

NEW
569

R. 8.

ST.

00.,

97

ITS-

Street. Portland.

Portland municipal (J’s.
Portland Aid of Railroad 6’s.
And other Good Securities, by

BONTOa

$6000

skilful

any

quantity

experience and

of

Engladn, and

all work is

A variety of new and original designs tor Door,
Ship and Car lights, may be seen at my store or may
be had on application by mail.
aa

low

as

can

ap29

ny

an

SELLING

110v«*

Champagne

Coated Inside aud Outside with

WARRANTED.
connected by our Patent Sieere Couplings, preventing nil leakage.
Specimens can be seen and obtained on application
Joints

I

W

—

isfTl

11

dlw

T. D.’s, T.

|

D.’s, T. D.’s.

T. I>. TOBACCO PIPES
shortly expected to arrive, for sale by

geO. H.
STARR,
novtO30 EXCHANGE ST.
^

BEG to inform al> my former patrons that I have
moved to 224 FEDERAL SI
wbe e I will be
pleased to furnish them and all who will condescend
to patr -uize me, w th service nd material for steam,
gas ami water pipiug, as cheap us It is possible to sell
even these hard times.
K. MCDONALD,
novl2dlw
Federal St.

I

.

novel by Augu-ta Kv...,

Publishers,
eodlui

I. O. «. F.
rptlE monthly meeting of the Old Follows’ Mutual

Let.
No.

KARKKT SQUARE.

OVltt

_224

Notice

__

w

—

REMOVAL.

author ot
Beulah,—St. Elmo,—Vashti, etc. The
last auil best book ever writieu by this popular author, itud ono ol ike Unesi Actions in the Lnglisu
Every one must read it. Sold everylanguage
where.

(J. IV. C UtLEION & CO.,
Miff YORK
oct20

GO TO

Aa Invoice of

kind of bottles.

I C E

15

Good Trade
—

ELDER & CO.,

dtf

same

a

BOOTS, SHOES MID RUBBERS.

PORTLAND. MAINE.

called up-

at

WMF3m

—

novl__dtf

ew

Company’s Office,

Pemberton Square. Boston, and 78
William St., New York.

If you want

S. MAIN**.

splendid

arc

au!8

AT COST.

Immediately.

au

INDESTRUCTABLE ENAMEL

|

Pint Bottles Wanted

Bass’ Ale usually comes in the

CHARLES B. STROUT, Executor,
ot Portland.
Brunswick, Nov. 2d, 1875.
nov8dlaw3w.M*

Apply

BoMon, TlattM., and TlcKeesport, Penn.

Mlalionrry

ments-

PIPE,

National Tube Works Co.,

BARGAINS. G. U.
OFF

Specialty.

WATER

10,000

hereby given that the subscriber has
beeu duly appointed Executor of the will of
JAMES STROUT, late of
Lrun>*wiek,
iu the County of
Cumberland, deceased,and has taken upon himself that trust
bonds as the law
by
giving
directs. All persons
having demands upon the estate
of said deceased, are
to exhibit ibe same:
required
and

SUIT oi rooms withou* board.
47 DAufortli Street.

iu

oc29eod2w

From One-half Inch to Fourteen Inches diameter:
in lengths from 16 to 20feet. Capable of Mu.tain
lug n Pressure of I ,OuO lbs. to tbc Manure
Inch.
manufactured by the

cTgERR*,

Utf

are

A

at the

JOHN
508 Congress Street,
wishing to close his business, will sell at cost
Marble Tablets, Grave Stones and Mouu-

STREET.

said estate

dealers

attendance to operate tbc machine.

WATER PIPE

FORTUNE

.ale

JOSSEIiYN,

Lap-Welded, Wrought Iron

TELLER.-Madame N. A.
Maddox, the celebrated Clairvoyant, Fortune
Teller and Doctress, can be consulted at No. 3 Quincy St. Madame «t. has had largo experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, &c., and was nover known to be at iault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Persons entering
intoany
new business or profession, the
conducting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
ot friends In any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She nUo describes all manner ot disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels since she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired
Terms, Gents SI.00: Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.no9dtt

GREAT

is

all persons indebted to
on to make payment to

in

dtf

i.r

T.

SEAMLESS,

Exchange street, Portland

1* fc M

~iSVeSTIGATE

AND

418 Congress Street, Portland.
Sole Agent for Cumberland County. Also
Agent for Nmilh’s Paper Patterns.
MRS. HAZELTON, a lady of experience, will be
*

be obtained

lvison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co.,

the subscriber ha
been duly appointed Executrix of the Will of
DAN VILE F. ROGERS, late of Cape Elizabeih,
iu the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has taken
upon herself that trust i»y giving bonds as the law
directs All persons having demands upon the
estate ot said deceased, are
required to exhibit the
same; and all persons indebted to said estate are
called upon to make payment to
SARAH J. ROGERS, Executrix.
n
t?it
Capo
Elizabeth, Nov. 2,1875
nov8dlaw3wM»

A

any in New

furnish cut

138 6t 140 Grand Street, New York
sel5
eod3m2p

hereby giveu, that

Ti»

Xj.

warranted to give satisfaction.
Glass signs and table ware cut and engraved to any
design of letter, name or wieath in the best manner.

arc

MATTOCKS & FOX,

NOTICE

as

men

Seam.

Rip of Itself.

AT SALESROOM OF

Ac.

glass,

own

casnot

The only Machine in the world with Automatic Tension

CALL

For the convenience of those who may wish to try
them, Sample Cards, containing one each or the 15
numbers, will be Bent by mall on receipt ot 43 cts.

—

MIDDLE

Positively

SHIP’S

is now prepared to
rjlHEuniereigned
1.
either white or enameled in

to Let

ON

Never Skips Stitches.

CUT GLASS
DOORS, WINDOWS,

re.nir.4.

Tension.

Absolutely Noiseless in Operation,
Fastens its

No. a Exchange Street, Portland.
dtt

a

Most Powerful Feed ever Invented.

and

ISpencerian

First Class City Real Estate !

is

New

Ii3

STEKL

Nearly opposite the ‘'Falmouth.”
no Vidtf

OC15

Hartford,

BOA I' TICKETS.

and at the shortest notice.
The workmen employed are

Experience

or

Practically without

8

Watch-Maker and Jeweller,
NO. 201 MIDDLE STREET,

183

No Instruction

—

The Celebrated Doubel Elastic

LAMSON,

—

TO

ROLLINS, LOKINU & ADAMS,

SW41 A B&RRH1TT
200 Middle St.
Efi&M__codtf
NEW STORE.

tu

■"I

MAINE CENTRAL TICKETS
Lewiston,Augusta and Bangor less than regular fare

4

fncl*__dtf
Bonds for Sale.

Latest a.d moat Marvelous luvcntion
.twins Machine Mcchani.m

Remove, all Difficulties.

My terms are
in the country*

Burglar-proef

AUTOMATIC.

via all the Kail and Steamboat Lines.

C. BE. FAKLEY

Exchange

H.

—

THE

Completely Revolutionizes Machine Sew*

are as

—

Safe-keeping of Valuables and the Renta)
of Safes,
and

TO

SEEN

WILL.COX & GIBBS

EXAMINE.

RATES

YOU

NEW

BAUD.

CABIN'S^&c.,

of the Legislature
of Maine 1875,

Agent.

Boston, New York Chicago, St. louls,
San Francisco, and all points West,

FOR

dtf

act

HAVE

novlO___dtf

THE

Fire-proof

AND

Werceater, Springfield.

finished by Mr. Lamsou’s special artist, Mr. Frank
Leman, now well-known to his Portland patrons as
by far the best Photo, colorist ever in the state of
Maine.
i.y Do not Delay too Iona, and thus avoid the
rush and hurry of the last days when work can be
delivered for holiday gilts.
Remember the Place,

General

Congress Street, between
Green and Oak Streets.

PLEASE CALL

TA It BOX,

New Store with

Haven, New
Fork, Philadelphia,
Washington at a redaction.

PHOTOS,

C

Office—Tor. of middle At Exchange Street*.
Portland, maine.
octOdt

GOODS,

—

those most exquisitely artistic, colored

IN

a

Portland & Rochester Tickets

PORCELAINT S,

PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT

V.

Glass

China,
Ware, &c.,

Photographs,

—

RAND,

cheapest.
New England Co.’s expenses of management to total assets in 1874 was. 1.31 p cent*
Average expenses lor all Life Companies
doing business in Massdcbusetts in
1874. 3 81 $9 cent.
The conclusion to which carefhl investigation and
unbiased judgment will lead one is, that there is
nothing desirable in Life Insurance, which may not
be secured by a Policy Holder in the old New England Company of Boston.
Energetic and reliable men wanted to
represent this Company in Maine. Address

Informs bis Friends and tbe Public in want of

—

of

nuv!2_

CO.,

Floor, Stanton Block,

REDUCER

Holiday Gift,

MIDDLE

ist

Office,

a

THE HOLM !

FOE THE

Thus it .will be seen that tbe entire principal, and
$3,000 000 of interest has been saved to the Membets <>f this Company, after having paid ail tbe expenso* ot conducting rbe business
Or, in other
words, the Company’s payments to, and present investments for, its Policy-Ho.dere, amount to $3,231,458 more than it has received in premiums.
It is evident, the Company that absorbs tbe least
in running expenses, can turnisb Life Insurance tbe
over

TICKETS

W. D. LITTLE &

3,261,458

$31,483/183 $31,483,583

Baltimore,

Be particular to call at tbc old Union Ticket Agency of

New

Do not Forget our other Recent Books.
Song Monarch, 75 cents, for Singing School..
Shining river 35 cents, for Sabbath Schools.
High School Choir, Si 00, for High Schools, 4c.
Living Waters, 30 cents, for Praise Meetings.
3LIVKR DITSOls & CO., Boston.
CHAS. U. DiTSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. T.
no3
d& w2w

—

Philadelphia,

ACCIDENT

Weary.

Chartered bran

Total interest received.

We furnish through tickets for

Work,

Company

Dane for its Policy-Holders

Policy-Holders. 13,581,118
I Total premium receipts from organization to JaD. 1, 1875_$28,252,125

Plates,

for any number of days whilo travelling at 25c per
day, insuring $3000 in case of fatal injury, or 515.00
per week in case of disability by accident.

a true Gem. and undeniably Popular
Among tbe attractive titles are:
Nazareth.
Ring on Sweet 4ngclus.
fc*im»aldn.
Utile flaid oi Arcadce.

Among tbe authors are:
Lady Scott, Camp aka, Linds ay .Gounod, HatHowe,
ton,
Topliff, Barnby,
Claribel, Abt.
Tbe GF1T1S OF ENGLISH SONG will be
sent, post-patd, to any address, for the Retail Price,
which is, in boards.$2.50, in cloth, $3 00. in gilt, $4.00.

1875

Total amount paid to Policy-Holders from
organization to Jan. 1,1875.$17,902,465
Total amount ot present investments for

I

Railroad.

Songs, each

MINIATURE

linn

Washington, etc all Rail, or vin Boston
Mlearners, or via Portland and Rochester

ENGLISH SONG !

244

heretofore.

as

New

GFJ91S OF

or

—

via all tbe most popular routes at tbc

PUBLISHED !

Lainson’s

Insurance

CONTINUE TO ifiLL

California and the West and Southwest

day

TIIE GEMS OF BNGLI8H SONG is
boo* ol 232 pages, all of full sheet music size.

WHAT THE

1835

PASSAGE TICKETS

Cy the HIne Sea.
Rose ITiarie.

d2w

d3m

WE

of D. I. Deland & Co., is this
by mutual consent. D I. Dcland will
continue the business, and settles all bills at tbe old
stand 528 Congress Street.
D. I. DELAND,
novlO
dlw

one

JESSE WATSOS, JR„ Gen’l Agent.

AAKOYSOY,

—

than

The Agency of
placed with Messrs. Sparrow & Peck, of 1M Middle
Street, who will issue Policies on all “A 1” Mercantile and Dwolling Risks at adequate rates. All losses
equitably adjusted and promptly paid.

No. 13 Market Square, opposite
Old City Hall.

Notice.
copartnership heretofore existing under the

appropriate lor

1S73.

Portland, Me., Not, 5, 1873.
this Company haa this day been

Prices to suit the times and compare favorably
with other houses.

CQPARTN ERSHIP.

more

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

novll

suffm

and what

Co.,

—

ORGANIZED

NO TROUBLE TO SHOW HOODS.

There is no article which will relieve the pain and
heal the wound so quickly. Keep it where yon can
put your hand on it at any moment. Yon will find
the book at the druggists.

IWlOR

OF

—

East ot New York, and with fair and square dealing I hope to win the patronage of all that will favor
me with a call.

BOOK”

name

Insurance

show one of the finest and best

CLOTHING AND

will give you the information you need on this subject. All the healing properties of Tar are found in
the
“FOREST TAR SALVE.”

>

Fire

SQUARE,

MEN’S AND BOYS’

TAR.

How much pain and Buffering might be avoided,
much time and money might he saved, if every
man and woman knew just what to do in cases of
Cuts, Braises, Burns and Sores, which occur daily.
The

75

and elegant Hare

new

stocks ot

how

JTJST

Exchange St„ Portland, Me.

no8M&Th3w

Opposite Old City Hall,

6n3m

firm
THE
dissolved

28

WILLIAMSBVRGH CITY
(laving aliened the

Barrel

oct5

,

AGENTS,

_eodf'iu

CLOTHING.

8. CROCKETT,
85 Commercial Street.

TAR

BARNES’ BROS

TAILOR,

Exchange Street, Portland.

and for gale by

“FOREST

C. V. C. MURPHY, Secretary.
CALEB S. GREEN, Treasurer,
CHARLES SCOTT, President,
JOHN K. SMITH, Vice President.

O’DONNELL,
_

07
00

Net surplus.$168,102 07

Garments to the Latest Style.

NICE MICHIGAN APPLES,
Packed in the Orchard.

NOTICE

magsntf

Fancy Suitings}cassimeres and Fanis Goods.

Apples.

C.

NO 88 EXCHANGE ST. PORTLAND,

LIABILITIES.

fine lot of

a

Claim* for Losses outstanding
on July 1, 1875.$ 5.751 05
Reserve for Reinsurance. 98,895 00
All other Liabilities. 3,225 00

96

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PUESS, the circula- I Beadfield; Joseph Dane, Kcnnebunk.
ftd* D. Ms SWEAT) Prcwiduut
tion of which, per month, exceeds lOO.OOO.
A. W. COOMBS, Secretary.
03ir*For circulars or information addre
A W. COOMBS, Secretary, Portland,
I. A. R. A.

Fori land,

Also

MERCHANT

Philip
Hammond,

There will be a special meeting of the I. A. K. A.,
on next TUESDAY EVENING, Nov. 16th, at
7J
o’clock, for the purpose of perfecting tlio arrangements of the coming Lecture, or any other business
that may come before the meeting.
Per order of President.
uovl5snd2t
JAMES CLARY, Sec’y.

and

Fur Beavers.

P.

DIRECTORS AND SHAREHOLDERS:
John Massey, H. J. Libby. F. K. Swan, Jacob McH. Brown, William
Lellan, William E. Gould,
G. Davis, William
W. H. Anderson,
Frank Noyes, L. D. M. Sweat, A. W. Coombs, Portland; Abner Coburn. Skowhegan; Anson P. Morrill,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Iiolsntf

Chinchilla, Elycsian

jy2I

FOREST

18405
15460

•

ABOUT**
Mortgages, (first liens).$214,150 00
United States Bonds. 60,500 OO
State of New Jersey Bonds.
15.750 OO
Elizabeth City Bonds.
9 400 00
Jersey City Bonds. 25 000 OO
Toledo City Bonds.
1,000 00
Bank and Kailroad Stocks. 103,300 OO
Loans, secured. 14 "00 OO
Cash in Bank.7,123 18
Premiums in hands of Agents.
18)570 07
Interest accrued.
6,979 87

•SIXCII ACS

sn2w

so2:

168,102.07

Book Valor Murk

Bonds and

Under United States Hotel.

J.

200.000.00

Ratio Ancta to Liabilities

ST.,

Warranted three Ba.hela to the

$368,1020?

....

"SffiCf". nb.OTe

We baye received a full line of

—

nov3

putrid; the eyes are weak, watery and iuflamed ;
there is ringing in the ears, deafness, hacking or
coughing *o clear the throat, expectoration of offensive matter, together with scabs from ulcers; the
voice is changed and has a nasal twang, the breath
is offensive, smell and taste are impaired; theie is a
sensation of dizziness, mental depression hacking
cough, and general debility. Only a tew of the abovenamed symptoms are, however, likely to be present
in any one case. There is no disease more common
than Catarrh, and none less understood by physi-

DR. SAGE’S CATARRH REMEDY
is, beyond all comparison, tbe best preparation for
Catarrh ever discovered Under the influence of Its
mild, soothing, and healing properties, the disease
soon
yields. The Golden Medical Discovery should
be taken to correct tbo blood, which is always at
fault and to act specifically upon the diseased glands
and lining membrane of the nose.
The Catarrh
Remedy should be applied warm with Dr. Pierce’s

Cash Capital

TO THE PUBLIC.

ANDERSON’S,

444

PORT OF PORTLAND.

-touks:
Western Unic Telegraph Co—ex ciiv.75$
Pacific Mail.41$
N V Centra) and Hudson R.consolidated, ex-dv. .104$

Sinking Funds.

XU UlUIllUS.

limiuinre

1001

United States 5-20’s 1864,coup ex-int.114$
United States 5-20’s, 1865,old.116$
United Stales 5-20’s. 1865, new. 119$
United States 5-20’s, 1867.
121$
United States 5-20’s, 1868.12l|
United States news’s.
115$
United States 10-40 coupon.
117
Currencv 6’s ex.123$
are
the
The lollowmg
closing quotations ot

Missouri

Cape Elizabeth,

Nov. 12, Mrs. Nancy Tr&ey,
aged 74 years 8 months 12 days.
In Windham. Nov. 12, Mrs. Margaret J. Varnej.

JUU.13

Sid lm Gloucester E lltb inst, sch Grace Bradley,
Turner, United States.
Sid fm Ayr Oct 28. Lizzie Dewey, Davis, Matanzas.
sia fm Batryport Oet 20. Snrafi K Kingsbury, Waterhouse, Aspmwall, (and put into Queenstown, leaking)
Ar at Cuxhaven Oct 27th, Garnet, Oliver, Jarvis
Island.
Sid 8th, Limerick Lass, Peters, New York.

•KiV, s:uSr1?*- •!

dtf

ocl6

*radeH.

i and

—■■■■■

MERCHANT TAILOR,

Pair.

a

Assets, $475,973.12.

BECKETT,

244 Corner of Middle and Cross Streets.

French and German Cornets of the finest
Glove fitting Cornet*. Doable Mask
or*ctft, nod Madnm Foy’s Skirt Supporters at Lowest Prices.

Bowers,

burg.

___

action.

Lawson.

[Latest by European steamers.1
Cld at Liverpool 20th, Minnie A Reed, Strout, for
Fernandina.
Sid 28th, M E Downer. Thompson. Providence.
Sid fm Cardiff 29th. Maria W Norwood, Andrews,
Havana; 30th, Cbas Dennis, Keazer, Callao.
Oft Scilly Oct 20, India, Patten. Irom London tor
Key West.
Ar at Falmouth 29tb,'Bertha, Pote, Lobos.
Ar at Shields 20th, Don Quixote, Munroe, Gotten-

glandular maladies, Bright’s disease,
and incontinence of urine, diabetes, gravel, afflictions
of the urino-genital organs, female irregularities, pain 1
in the back and
loins,vpartake occasionally of Hunt's
Remedy and all the avenues of health will be restored j

Roaton Stock Market.
at the Brokers* Board, Nov. 13 ]
$1,000 Eastern Railroad 7*s, 1883. 65
81.000 Eastern Railroad 7s, sinking fund. 67$
24 tfastern Railroad... 21
25 Boston & Maine Railroad.Ill

annruin

Stackpole, Pascagoula.

How to establish permanent health when the constitution is undermined by dropsy, kidney, bladder

[Sales

W. C.

nn,i

Ar at do 12th, oarque Masonic, New York.
Sid fm Matanzas 12th inst, sch Nellie

Liverpool, November 13—12.30 P. M.— Cotton is
dull ;middling upland&at 6^d; do Orleans at 7 3-16d;
sales 6,000 bales including 1,000 bales for speculation

True & Co.

Reserve Decrease.

r.. v’_i.i~.

preferred 29

retention

50c

viion/

FOBERiN PORTS.
Ar at Callao Oct 19, ship Ellen Austin, Mitchell,
San Francisco.
Ar at Queenstown 12th inst, barque Brunswick.
Hutchinson. Liverpool tor Baltimore.
A at Aspinwall Oct 27, sch Mabel F Staples, Burrell, Brunswick, Ga.
At Havana 6th inst, brig Martha A Berry, Berry

_

ana

univ.

Below, schs Grace Cushing, Bramhall, A W Ellis,
Iona, and Clio Cbilicott.
Below, barque Archer, from Rosario.

European Markets.
London,November 13—12.30 P. M.—1Consols 94 3-16
for money and account.
London. November 13—12.30 P. M.—American securities- United States new 5s at 103g, Erie Railway

and exort,

v

STATEMENT JULY 1, 1875.

and be more happy to sell them.

SPECIAL BARGAINS:

N, J.

INCORPORATED 1861.

Goods for Fall and Winter Wear,

and is offering as

W i sc asset.

and all tho buds were to the United States.
Molasses nominal; no stock.
Lumber is nominal;
Pitch Pine $30 @ 32 gold.
at
Havana
for the United
Freights dull; loading
States
box ot sugar 50 @ 60c; loading at Havana
for Falmouth and orders 37s 6d @ 40s; loading at
other points on north coast of Cuba 40s @ 42s 6d.
Spanish Gold 226 @ 226J. Exchange quiet and un-

3tl;

Albert Edward Afraid of the Cholera.
Poonah, Nov. 13.—The Prince of Wales arrived to-day and had an enthusiastic reception.
His movements after leaving here are uncertain. There are had accounts of the spread of
the cholera in various districts of the Madras
Tho trip of the Prince to GairPresidency.

snrtna

nf

maij

BOSTON—Ar 12tb, sch Mary Augusta, Holt, from
Ellsworth.
Cld 12th, brig Golconda, Lord, Barbadoes; sch M B
Rogers, Preble, Bath.
Ar 13th. schs John C Smith, Jones. Malaga; Starlight. Jones, Brunswick. Ga: H Macomber, Williams,
Newcastle, Del; Annie L Wilder, French, Albany;
Alaska, Clark, and Ida Ella. Wilber, Weehawken;
Bertha J Fellows, Smith, and A L Butler. Butler,
do; Melville. Green, and Joseph Eaton, Rogers, Hoboken; H E Wellman, Wellman, and Peiro. Kelley,
do; Alcora, Hadden; Helen, Robinson, and Helen M
Condon, Condon, do; Ella Pressey. Pressey, and Jas
Holmes, Ryder. Rondout; J R Bodwell, Wallace,
Newburg; Wm Buck, Miller,and M K Rawley, Rawley, Port Johnson: Native American. Agnew, Calais;
Chattanooga, Snare, Bangor; A L Fitch, Fitch, from

boxes

5l|

Severe Storm in the West.
Omaha, Neb., Nov. 14.—A most extraordinary storm is reported to have set in along the
lino of the Unioo Pacific west of Green River,
last night. Sleet fell in such quantities that
the telegraph wires are reported as large round
as a man’s wrist.
Snow to the depth of one
foot has fallen at Butter Creek and is still falling. At lb o’clock this morning the storm was
moving east.
Telegraphic communication
with points west of Green River was broken all
to
There
was no storm east of Laraday
day.
mie City. The trains are running on time,

Bay Poor

Iv\tpb nml 1‘W lihilo

viuuaiaut,

David ** Siner. and Nellie Brown.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 11th, sch Cicero,
New York.
Ar 12th. sch L A Orcutt, Hart, Hoboken.

market.
Havana. November 13.—Sugar opened with the
demand active and prices advanced, but on the receipt of adverse news from England closed dull and
nominal; No 10 to 12 d s 14 @ 15$ reals per arrobe ;No
15 to 20 d s at 20 @ 24 reals; Molasses Sugar 11} @ 12
reals for No 6 to 9; Mu-covado nominal nominal;
Centrifugal Sugars No 10 to 11 in boxes 16$ @ 17 reals; hbds 16} @ 7$ reals; stock in warehouses at Ha*
vauaand Matauzas, 121,000 boxes and 7300 hbdsjreceipt of the past week 157 boxes; exported during

Exports.

uuigran,

Berry. Seavey, Savannah.
Cld 11th, schs Kate Wentworth, Mea 1, Santander;
Minnie, Hudson, Maranbam; Cyrus Fossett, Pierce,
Fort de France and St Pierre; Jas J Talbot, Crocker,
Montego Bay Ja; Starlight, Reed, Aux Cayes; M W
Drew, French, Portsmouth; Statesman. Eaton, and
Diesden, Mitchell, Salem.
Cld 12tb, brig Adelia McLoon. Munroe, Havana;
sobs Zeta Psi. Jameson, do; Allegro, Kellar, Kingston, Ja. Anuie P Chase. Pocle, from St Augustine;
Seguiu, Whittemore, Richmond, Va; Wm Rice, Pressey, Bangor; MariaS, Knowlton, Boston; J Snow,
Seavey. Salem
Sid 11th, brig Hermon. for Havana; schs Victor,
tor Parnabiba; Helen Maria, for Cardenas.
Passed throuhg Hell Gate 11th. schs Helen P, Roberts, and Bramhall, Hamilton.from Port Johnson tor
Portland; Kossuth, from Nev York for Boston; Castillian. Port Johnson for do; Lucy Lee, do for New
Haven; Red Jacket, fm New York for Rockland; W
Freeman, do for Bangor; Challenge. Port Johnson
for do; AW Ellis, do for Boston; Dexter Clark, do
for Providence; Wigwam. New York tor Salem; Ida
Ella, and Bertha J Fellows, do tor Boston; H E
Wellman, do for Fall River; Jos Eaton, Hoboken for
Boston; Haven, do for Providence.
Passed do 12tb, brig Z Williams, Weeliawken tor
Bangor; schs Rival. Hoboken tor Bath; Dresden, do
tor Salem; David Torrey, Amboy for Portland; Emma Arey. Alexandria for New Haven; Dr Kain, Carroll, New York tor Portland,
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 11th. schs Mauna Loa,
Sanborn. Elizabethport for Boston; iohn C Smith,
Jones. Ma aga tor do; Fannie A Bailey, Hutchinson.
Philadelnbia for Portland.
In port, schs H L Curtis, Carrie Jones, Percy, M K
Rawley. Alaska, James Holmes. Tantamount, Odell,
A L Wilder. G B Ferguson. Peiro, Matanzas. Saarbruck, Starlight, Melville, Anna Elizabeth, Garland,

Havana

sundry merchandise.

TTnifarl Cfafau

mucua.

TRENT© N,

RMnS OTEB A. B. BVTLEB’S
Where X shall be liappy to show them a Fine A».
■orlmenl of.

Under the United States Hotel,

Higgins. Ellbworth. brigs Kremlin, Wyman, Rio JaRamirez, Bernard, Mlnatitlan; ach Cathie C

uplands 12gc.
Mobile, November 13.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands at 12$c.
Charleston, November 13.—Cotton dull; Middling uplands at 12}c.

Steamer Bermuda—3400 bills of
flour, 200 do oatmeal, 4900 lbs hoops, 350 bush malt,
298 bagB bran, 350 bush barley, 4S00 lbs tobacco, 1000
do rags, 258 packages paper, 4350 galls whiskey, 1200
lbs butler, 22 packages boots and shoes, 550 packages

Streets.

STORE,

444 Congress Street,

neiro;

dun*

HALIFAX, NS.

Las moved to tLe

1STEW

PEOPLES

place ot

now

244, Cor. Middle and Cross

^00

ML

...

hay,

fannnsl of I’omo

x>u

business,

ANDERSON

Peak, Boston.
RICHMOND—Ar 10th, sch Hattie Coombs, Bishop,
LndioM’ Heavy Merino Tern* nt
New York.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar lOtb.scbs H RCondon, Provand
Qlh/| Children’s Merino Vests
idence; Mary D Haskell, Boston.
Pants, all sizes, at 40c,
Ar 11th, scb Eben Fisher, Reynolds. Windsor, NS.
Sid lltb. scb Mary D Haskell, for Boston.
Ladies’ and Children’s Merino
BALTIMORE—Ar 11th. sch E R Emerson, Sears,
Cuderwenr. all
and
Cashmere
Kennebunkport; Lulu, Snow, Boston
from the cheapest to the
qualities
Sid lltb, sch W S Jordan, for Bordeaux.
finest finished goods, at very lowArl2th. brig E A Bernard, Willeby, Barbadocs;
est prices.
sch Alfred Keen, Pillsbury, Fox Island.
Sid 12th, ech George «Xc Emily, tor St Lucia.
Dozen Children’s Balmoral
*1AA
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 11th, brigs Tally Ho, Cabc,
A”” shrined Hosiery from 25c upWindsor, NS; Hattie, Robbins, do; sch Orio.e, Bak- \
wards.
er, Boston.
at Low
Ladies’ Fleeced Hose
Cld 11th, schs Hattie L Fuller. Smith, Charleston;
price
Sallie B, Bateman. Portsmouth.
Mary
sebs
Windsor,
Colwell,
NS;
Arl2tb,
Lucy,
Dozen of tbe Best Dollar Kid
"
W Hupper, Gilman, hockport.
€4loves in the City, Black and
Below, sch Irene E Meservev, from Bangor.
Colors.
Cld 12th, barque Fury, Loud, Genoa; schs Quoddy,
Ladies* VCxtrn Quality Felt Skirt
Young Port Spain; F L Porter, Wharf, Portland.
from 05c to 9i>5(l each.
Sid tm Delaware Breakwater 12th, ship John O
sch
Joshua
Grindle.
Baker;
Dozen Ladies’ Wool llote, finNEW YORK—Ar 11th, brig Centaur, Stanley, fm
A” ished seams, at 25c a pair, very
Grey town. Nic. 35 days; sch AD Henderson, Hencheap.
derson, Fernandina.
Also ar 11th, barque JoseE More, Carlisle, Portland
Dozen French
Woven Corsets,
•f” 20 bones.
Ar 12tb, barque Cardenas
Sundberg, Havana;
Bcb Zeila, Hallowell, Dennysville.
Ar 13tb, ship Kendrick Fish, Watts. Manila; bark

Ogdensburg 7$.
Indianapolis, November 13.—-Live Hogs in fair
demand and firm at 7 15 @ 7 30; receipts 3U00 head.
New ITork, November 13.—Cotton quiet; Middling upands 13 5-16‘c.
Savannah, November 12.—Cotton is dull and lower to seil, Middling uplauds 12gc.
New Orleans, November 13.—Coitou oasierjMid-

FINANCIAL, ASD COM. tlEKCIAL.

16 Boston & Maine
43 Boston & Maine

uuu

uuu

INSURANCE.

_<1.01HJNG.

■

WILL TIIE CENTUM

WILMINGTON, NC—Cld 12th, brig Wm Robert-

Shipments—8,000 bbls flour, 256,000 bush wheat,
000 bush corn ,0,000 bush oats, 0000 bush rye.
St Louis, November 13.—Flour is dull and unchanged Wheat is dull and lower; No 2 Red Wintei 1 56$ cash; 1 56 seller for December; No 3 do. at
1 27 @ 1 58
Corn higher, No 2 Mixed at 50$ @ §l$c
bid cash, according to location; sales at 50 @ 51} lor
seller for November. Oats dull and lower to Bell; No
2 at 32c bid cash. Barley quiet and weak; prime to
strictly choice Northern at 1 00 @ 112. Rye dull and
lower at 66c. Pork lower.
Receipts—5.000 obla flour, 29,000 bush wheat,12,000
bush corn, 13,000 busb oats, 6,000 bush barley, 2,000
bush rye, 1200 hogs, 500 cattle.
Cincinnati, November 13.—Pork is quiet andunchauged; jobbing sales new at 21 75 @ 22 00. Lard is
easier; steam at 12 @ 12$; kettle at 13. Bulk Meats
are easier; sales of salt from 10 to 15 shoulders at 8c;
clear rib and clear sides at 11 @ ll$—all loose
Bacon is easier; shoulders 10c; clear riband clear
sides 14 @ 14$; Green Meats are inactive; weather is
unfaeorable; shoulders 7$; sides 10§c. Hams in pickie
13c; shoulders do 9$c. Live Hogs opened dull and
closed active and firm; common light at 7 00 @ 7 25;
fa«r to good packing 7 30 @ 7 40; good butchers 7 45
@ 7 50; receipts oi 4293 head; shipments 885 head
Whiskey in good demand at full prices at 1 li; total
number hogs slaughtered siuce November 1st, 39,925,
against 29,179 last year.
Detroit. November 13.—Flour is quiet and firm;
City Whiteat 6 50 @ 6 60. Wheat is ir, egular; extra
at
38$: -So 1 White Michigan at 28; Amber Michigan at l 24$. Corn dull and unchanged Oats are
firm and in lair demand; White 33}; Mixed at 36}c.
Barley is quiet and firm.
Freights—Wheat to Buflalo at 3$c; to Oswego 6$;

_

Tbc following
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son.

70c. Provisions held firmer; Mess Pork at 20 75 @
21 00. Sweet pickled Hams at 10} @ 12c; dry salted
shoulders Sc loose; 8$ boxed. Lard firmer; steam at
11
12.
ights quiet and easier; Wheat to Buftaloat5;
to Oswego 9c.
Receipts—9 000 bbls flour, 162,000 trash wheat, 0,000 corn, 00,0U0 bush oats, 000 bush barley, 0000 bush
rye.

mes-

New York, Nov. 13.—The followingis tbc weekly
bank statement.

Saturday.
A large barn

uuauuniij

..

Of Portland and vicinity call at
my

vcy, Boston.

Beceipts—000 bbls flour; 26.OU0 hush Wheat, 34,000
Corn, 4,000 hush Oats.
Shipments—0000 bb s flour, 7,000 bush Wheat, 33,000 bush Corn, 9,000 bush OatB.
Milwaekee, November 13.—Flour is quiet unchanged. Wheat is quiet and weak; Nol Milwaukee at 1 18; No 2 Milwaukee at 110; No 3 do at 01}c.
Corn is in fair demand aud advanced, No 2 at 56 @
56}c. Oats steady and firm; No 2 at 32}c. Barley Is
quiet and unsettled; No 2 Spring at 105; No 3 do is

The Arkansas House has passed tho Senate
bill authorizing the state board of finance to
hypothecate the bonds of the state in order to
borrow money to piy the current expenses of
the state government.
The Supreme Coart of Pennsylvania has refused a review in the case of Westervell, convicted of aiding m the abduction of Cbarlie
Ross, and be will probably go to priso n for 7
years.
Rev. James E. Miles, D D., Secretary of the
A merican Peace Society, and General Secretary ot the Association for the Reform and
Codification of the Laws of Xaiions, died SatHe
urday morntDg, after two days’ illness.
bad lately returned from the Hague, where he
had been occupied with the business of the latter association.

Rr Sclir

CHARLESTON—Ar 11th inst, Ech Hattie Baker,
Bearse. Boston.
Ar 13th, sch Ellen H Gott, Piper, Bangor.
GEORGETOWN, SC-Cld 6th, brig Cbas Wesley,
Colson, Searsport.
PORT ROYAL, SC-Ar 12th,sch Nellie Treat,Sea-

bush

apoplexy.

HAVANA.

Georgetown.

bbls flour, 113,000 bush wheat, 50,push corn, 52,000 bush oats, 31,000 bush barley,
3.000 bush of rve.
Shipments—50,000 bbls flour, 19,000 bush wheat, 55000 bush corn, 35,000 busu oats, 9,000 oush barley,
19.000 buBb rye
Toledo, November 13.—Flour is steady and in
W heat is firmer and held higher ;No 2
fair demand
White Wabash at 1 38}; No 3 WUte Wabash at 1 26;
No 1 White .Michigan at 1 28; Amber Michigan on
spot and seller November at 118; seller December at
121: seller Fehruarv 1 27; No 2 Bed Winter at 19 @
1 21; No 3 Bed at 1 ti5 @ 1 07; rejected 92c. Corn is
firmer and held higher; high Mixed on spot aud lor
seller JSov at 6ic; new at 56Jc; low Mixed at 6o;new
do at 55c; no grade 59}c: new at 49c; damaged new
40c.;Oats are firmer and held higher; No 2 at 35}c;
seller for January 36}c; White 4u}c; Michigan 35}c;
rejected at 30}c.
Freights dull; Wheatto Buffalo at 3}; to Oswego
at 7c.

The U. S. sloop-of-war Antietam was launchShe was comed at Philadelphia, Saturday.
menced 11 vears ago.
Col John A. Joyce, the convicted revenue
official, was sentenced at St. Louis, Saturday,
to three years and six months imprisonment,
and to pay a fine of $3000.
Slight shocks of earthquake were fe't at
Cairo yesterday morning.
Snow fell at Whitehall and Watertown, X.
Y., yesterday. At Plattsburg it reached the
depth of 12 inches.
Republicans in Richmond are eugaged in an
effort to reorganize the Republican party by
uniting with the Conservatives, and as a preliminary step they want Judge Morton appointed pastmaster in place of Miss Van Low,
and Gen. Heath collector of internal revenue.
Rev. John Mattocks, a Presbyterian clergyman, died at St. Paul., Minn., Saturday, of

Poreisn

SAVANNAH—Cld 11th, barque Lewis T Stocker,
Tyler. New York; Ech Etta M Barter, Barter, for

Beceipts—11,000

day.

sage.

Havre.
Cld 11th ship Kentuckian, Dunbar, Liverpool.
Sid 1m SW Pass 11th, ships Vigilate, for Harve:
scb Etta & Josie, for Havana.

112.

The Amoskeag Company at Manchester, has
notified their employes that a reduction of
from 5 to 15 per cent, will take place Dec.’m
her 1st.
Ex-Judge Metcalf, formerly on the Supreme
Bench of Massachusetts, died in Boston Satur-

The President has not commenced his

active

NOTICES.

SPECIAL
__

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 11th, ship Ellen Goodspced,
Preble, Shields.
NEW ORLEANS-Ar 7th, ship Scioto, Mitchell,

000

Eagle.

John Knowles, an apprentice on the locomotive which exploded at Providence, Friday
night, was so seriously injured that he died

WASHINGTON.

reinstated.
Washington, Nov. 13.—The President has
appointed W. C. Woodward of Iowa to be Examiner-in chief of the patent office, vice Hop-

lyn.

Lord

Sch Lacon. from Weeliawken for Newburyport. before reported wrecked on North Breaker, is now said
to be in good condi ion, and if the weather should bo
favorable a lew days, will come off.
Scb Victor Puig, (of Boothbay) Pinkham, at New
York from Baraco.i, reports having been four days
North of Hatteras with strong NE and NW gales,
and lost foretopmast, sprung foremast, &c.

Chicago, November 13.—Flour is steady. Wheat
and lower; No 1 Chicago at 110 @ 1 10}; .v, g
Chicago at l 07 on spot; 107} seller for December;
Corn lower;
No 3 ao at 92}@92}e; rejected 79}c.
No 2 Mixed at 52}c bid on spot; 57}c bid seller tor
year. Oats quiet
November; 48|c bid seller ad the on
and weak; No 2 at 31|@31}c
spot or options.
Barley is dull and lower at 83}c on spot; 82 @ 821c
seller tor December.
Kye is held higher at 67 (a, 67}.
Pork is ill lair demand and lower at 20 50 @ 21 00
Lard irregular and
on spot; 19 15 seller January.
lower; at 1185 on spot; 11 80 for seller November.
Bulk Meats—shoulders 8 @ 8}; short rib middles 11}
@11}; short clear middles 11}. Whiskey Is quiet at

MINOR TELEtiRiMS.
Paul & Pevey, woo’, dealers in New York,
have suspended.
The small pox has abated slightly in Brook-

Junction, Friday.

FOREIGN.

is m ill health.
It is stated that
Secretary Chandler yesterremoved
chief clerk Grinnell. of the patent
day
office, and all the clerks immediately under
him. The latter are said to be ad
secessionists,
and Grinnell is reported to be a well known
Democrat.
Nearly all the patent lawyers in
Washington have petitioned that Grinnell be

of Marine wh it is best to be done in viow of
English legislation respecting British ships.
Herzegovina will send a deputation to Berlin,
Vienna and St. Petersburg to present petitions
embodying their wishes.

Railroad.. 1 lOi-adll
$11,000 Portland City Sixes, 1895.102| @1021
$2,000 Rockland <Me.) City 6s, 1898.100$
$2,000 Eastern R. 7*8, notes, 1883... 65$

Britain.

Rumored Chanson iu Hie Departments.
New Yokk, Nov. 13.—The Tribune
says that
Treasurer New will probably resign shortly, to
take charge of his hank at
home, the president
of which

Recent movements of troops in Russia having led to the suspicion that that country was
preparing for war, it is emphatically denied
from St Petersburg.
At a meeting of St. John ship owners, Friday, a committee was appointed to consider
shipping affa rs and to suggest to the Minister

Pork easier; 22 50 @ 22 75 for mess; 150 bbls job lots
at 22 75; 1500 bbls sellei February 20 00; balance of
the year quoted at 20 50 @ 20 60. Beef is unchanged;
100 new on private terms. Beef Hams quiet; tierce
Beef Is dull; 50 tcs new on p t; Cut meats—Western
quiet; middles dull and easier at 12} @ 13 lor long
clear. Lard is easier; 750 tcs prime steam on spot at
12 @ 12 9-16; 1000 tcs seller November 12} @ 12 9-16;
3000 tcs all the year at 12 7-1G @ 13.
Freights to Liverpool—market firmer and quiet;
Cottou per steam }d; do sail at } @ 5-16d; Corn per
steam 9}d; Wheat do lOd.

Association will be held *1 Odd Fellows’
llall, TUESDAY EVENING, Nov. 16, at 7J o’clock.
Per order,
JOSHUA DAVIS, Sec’y.
nol3
d3t

I

PERSONS requiring work dor please upplyto
“Home” of W.0. A., No. 16Spring St., plain
family sew»ng, dress-mak**!*. copying. embruld-

*nd
ng

adi’v

»or>

d

wool*-
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AGIOS lor Sole.
a
FEW more carloads ot Ashes for sale by
BERLIN MILLS CO..
il
Benin WhaJrfl
oct23dtt
Portland, Oct. 23,1873,

THE
MONDAY

MORNING, NOV. 15.

1875

THE PREKN
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marouis, Brunei &
Andrews,
•Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, Co.,
and Chisholm
iBros.. on all trains that run out of the
city.
3

Biddelnrd, of PhiUsbury.
Saco, of L Holgdou,

At
At
At
At
At

Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co.

IVcw Advertisements To-Day.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Grand Annual Thanksgiving Bal —City Hall.
Profs. Cadwell & Carpenter—Music Hall.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
I. A. B, A.—Special Meeting
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Special Offering—Tukesbury & Co.
Maine Wesleyan Seminary
For Baltimore—J. Nickerson.
Lennon & Carey—Horse Shoers.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Special Salo-F. O. Bailey & Co.

every reason to suppose that the increased fervency in prayer has been produced by the Holy
Spirit, and, it so, we may know that it may
not be in vain.
When our petitions are really

inspired and

There will be
dramatic entertainment at
the Cniversalist church, Stevens’
Plains, next
Friday evening, beginning at 8 o’clock.
The Samaritan Association will have a pleasant party at their levee at City Hall, to-morrow evening.
There will he n
.i
to

furnish the

music.
The lecture of Mr. Karle before the Soverto-morrow evening, will be
of great interest to those who
belong to the
ordor or about to join.
Look out for a surprise at the Museum this

eigns of Industry

evening.
Assembly at Army & Navy Hall this evening. Music by Chandler.
Mr. C. C. Kimball of Boston, is
talking of
establishing a warehouse in this city for the

sale of printers’ material.
Mrs. Augusta S ifford Hull is to give a reading at India street church this evening.
“Sappho” is filling an engagement with Tony
Pastor in New York.
The ease of M. V. B Stimson was called
in the Municipal Court at Boston, Saturday
morning, but the defendant not appearing the
case went by default.
The brig Wenonah of this port, was spoken
Oct. 31, leaking badly, and throwing deck load
overboard, but declined assistance.
The American Literary Bureau has engaged
City Hall for Jan, 13tb.
Mr. Smith, with D. B. Rickor & Co., is to
build a two story dwelling house on Smith
street.
The third annual exhibition of the Maine
Poultry Association will be held January 20th
and last six days. The entries will close Jan.
1 rr*u

There will be

a

mass

meeting this evening at
public are invited.
A

gospel temperance

the Allen Mission. The

who was released from the police station about ten o’clock last night, remarked that
if he had known how cold it was he would
man

have been coutented where he was.
Officer York arrested a boy yesterday who
was throwing stones at horses.

Yesterday

The barber
ual.
Two

dark, gloomy day.
shops were open yesterday

was

a

as

us-

sailors,

who came ashore iu a dory yesterday, were left by their shipmates and were
obliged to go to the station for lo tging.
A Stkeet Scene —The other day we paused
to admire a queer descendant of Adam who
was selling sbochs of an electrical machine
down on the street, and at the same time sell

ing

He was an example of perHe was of the bean pole
variety. His slender legs were encased in a
tight pair of pants, bis body was loDg and
thin, and his bead and shoulders were kept a
a

little toy.

petual slack-jaw.

foot apart by a neck so red that it might be
mistaken for that of a turkey-gobbler. But
he could talk, and the diseases be could cure
were numerous and the rapidity marvelous.
A fellow evidently from the farthest back town
that ever was, was standing near with ears
erect and mouth extended.
“M'ster,” said he,
“kin yer masbeen cure chillblains?” “Keuer
chillblains? I should say so; I had a case where
had been bed-ridden seven years with
chillblains and I cured bim with this most celebrated machine with a few mild applica
a man
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It will only cost you a papor dime,
and in case you are not satisfied with tbe medicine bring it back and I’ll refund tbe money,
Tbe sensation is very pleasant. Pass in your
ten cents. Take those handles in yours; don’t

indicted by Him, we may know
that oar praying will be effectual.
The fact that God’s people, with one accord,
are looking for a revival, is quite a sure Indication that it is approaching. And thus in many
places the work has actually commenced—in
some cases in a very extensive manner.
And
very geoeraliy God's working forces are rally
ing for service and en ering with increased
vigor upon the work assigned them, in the employment of the establisbed means of grace.
These things all indicate an approaebiug revival.
A revival such as the prophet prayed for is
not the mere exoitement of feeling.
Men may
come together at almost any time, aud by various skillfully employed appliances succeed in
awakening fervor of feeling which shall communicate itself from one to another, until a
whole community may be wrought up to a high
pitch ot exetement aud no good permanent
results remain except those of a baneful nalure.

iuu inure we nave

account. Now, already.” Tbe
apparatus buzzed until *t had accumulated
all its force. All at once Jonathan uttered a
howl and jumped as though forty great gross
on no

of cambric needles bad been plunged into him,
doubled up so that his face nearly touched the
toes of bis No. 11 cow-hides, straightened back
with a cannon-ball velocity which made every
bone in his body snap. “Stop yer tarnal thing,
stop I tell yer or I’ll hurl these pesky lead handles through yer dod rotted pictur
The ma.
cline stopped, and the amazed Jonathan as he
gasped for breath exclaimed, “I’d a darned
sight rather wear chilblains all over my feet
all my life than take any more of that tarnal

stuff.”

__

The Bank of Portland Muddle.—We
understand that Mr. Clement did not ask for
time to explain a list of checks which were
made by him upon the late Bank of Portland

presented by

assignee’s counsel and furnished by the party in bankruptcy, but on the
other hand, he denied ever making such checks.
The investigation was adjourned by agreement
to oblige one of the touusel in the matter. It
the

is asserted by parties who claim to know that
several men have been buying up the claims
against the bankrupt bank at about one-third
of their face, and if by any means they can
connect Mr. Clement with the bank as a partner, they will realize a handsome thing by tbe
speculation. The investigation continues this
afternoon in Gen. Fessenden’s office.
Beal Estate Transfers.—Tbe following
are the real estate transfers recorded in this
countv Saturday:
Portland—Lot of land on Franklin street
from Nancy Turner to John Turner.
Lot of land and buildings on Cbapel street
from Thomas Wildes to Susan S. Cummings.
Deering—Lot of land from Abel ChaEe to
William H McDuffie.
Harpswed—Lot of land containing about 80
acres with buildings from William H. Gray
and John Avis to John Crowley and Samuel
Snow.
Szarborougb—Lot of land on Pine Point from
Seth Scammon and Ezra Carter to James Donnell.
Standish—Lots of land, containing respect
ively fifteen and twenty acres, from George F.
•
Cressey to Almon H Cressey.
A Night Pbowleu.—The dwellers in the
vicinity of Hucksters’ How were entertained
about one o’clock yesterday morning by a mau
well known about town, who was trying to
gaiu admittance tc a bouse of questionable
character. The proprietor of the aforesaid
house refused to let him in, and he amused

himself by ringing the door bell for about half
At last the police interfered and
an hour.
drove the man home. Then he waxed wroth
and declared that he would complain to Marshal Parker and have the house closed, but he
wont

__

Playing Cabds.—The number of tramo at
the station has greatly fallen off since it was
given out that all who apply iu future were to
bo put at hard work with ball and chain at the
almshouse. This report has had the effect to
greatly lessen the number of arrivals at this
nr.niil'ir

roiwl

loil

font

last.

HVOn.

the number of applicants, one of
them had about a half of a pack of cards, and
duriDg the first part of the evening Uncle
Oliver detected them playing a little game.
They spent the remainder of the night in tho

ing. Among

cell room.

__

A Mean Act.—James Doherty, who was arrested Friday uight for creating a riot ou Centre street two years ago, is now to be tried for
larceny iu addition to the other case. It seems
that after arriving iu this city
Friday he went
to the honsc of his stepfather and broke into
a trunk belonging to his
half-brother, a poor
cripple, and stole quite a sum or money w liicb
fellow
had
earned.
little
the
Mental Magnetism.—Music Uall w*s well
filled Saturday night, and it is seldom that a
better pleased audience has been gathered iu
aDy hall in the city. Prof. Carpenter conducted the entenaiuiucuc and made aDy amount of
fun with a few good subjects. They will continue at the same place three evenings this

week, and they

are sure

to have full houses.

Vagrants.—The Overseers of the Poor have
made arrangements to keep the city clear of
Every person
vagrants this coming wluter.
the police station more than one
Alms
or two n'ghts, will ha ssuteceed to tho
jjoiuc. This cannot fail to lessen the mimber
who

applies

at

of tramps in the city.

ul

sucu

mau-inaue,

purely mechanical awakenings, the worse we
are off.
Infidelity and distaste for all religion
are more likely to result from them than any

real growth of Christian graces.
The revival for which the prophet prayed, is
a quickened progress of God’s work—that special work for mankind which in His revelation,
through Jesus Christ, He has shown it to be
His desire to do.
This work of God consisted in doiDg as Christ
did—“going about doing good,” and in every
direction where necessity calls to relieve the
wants of the needy.
Visiting the sick, feeding
the hungry, clothing the naked, and generally
aiding the poor and suffering, is emphatically
the work of God.
God’s work is to destroy vice and cultivate
virtue. To root out dishonesty, falsehood, deception, every kind of vice; and establishing in
their place truthfulness, trustfulness, goner
osity of kindness of all the virtues which render happy and mutually helpful all the relations between man and man in this world.
It being God’s work that is to be revived—
implying that it has ceased or is in a low degree-leads to asking that if it is God’s work,
why does it not go constantly forward without
lessening of efficiency or vigor?
The answer is easy to be found. In the plan
which God has formed—the best plan according to His infinite wisdom—God's work for
man must be carried on through man.
The
Savior took upon himself our nature, when he
came to work ont our salvation
Through humanity the salvation of humanity must be
wrought out. And so now God works through
man in saving
mau; he employs his own people—those who are in symparhy with him and
love his work.
When these human means fail
or are wanting, then the work of
God ceases.
*v
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because

religions declension occur, it is

u«

men

have lost their interest in their fellows, and
have ceased to offer themselves to the L ird, to
be nsed by him. A revival does not mean a
quickening of the divine compassion—that 'is
always full and free; not the awakening of
God’s willingness to save, He is always willing. It means the quickening o' His people
iu the special direction of earnest labor for
Him and His cause.
It being God’s work that is to be revived, it
is not the work of anv maD, ii is not primarily
the work cf the church. And it must bo Goi
himself who must revive it. None of our plans
which may pass for a revival will bring a gen
uine revival.
None but God cat produce a true
revival. The prophet realized this and earn
estly entreated God to revive His own work
We must ask God because we are His instruments—buying made us masters of ourselves
and given us the rigbi of self possession aod
seif control, He will not take and use us for
His work until we ask Him iu a proper way,
aoy sooner than an boaest man would take
without permission the property of his neighbor and employ it in his own service.
When we properly ask God to revive HU
work, we do. in fact, ask Him to lake us and
use us for this purpose, since in this way only
can He revive His work.
Our own hearty cooperation is necessary to a revival; it is not for
us to lay out the work—except as
we do so uuder the Spirit’s direction. And when we thus
of
God
to
work
the lead
undei
prepared
begin
oi the diviue spirit, tbeo bas the revival of
God’s work commenced, and then may we expect the blessed results to follow which at ways
If we have laid
accompany such a revival
aside bitterness and hardness, and booestly
presented ourselves to God to be used by Him,
the reviv si may commence dow

plication

drop them

Christaius all over the country are
more than common
This prayer for a re-

land.

offering this prayer with
frequency aud fervency

languished, but during which all ruinous vices
have flourished, is nearly at an end.
There is

Brief Joltings.

•refreshments and Cbaodler is

preached a sermon on the subject of religious
awakening, based on Habakuk, 3d chap. 2d
verse, “O Lord, revive thy work.” In an unusual degree this is tho cry of God’s people in

vival is accompanied by a strong expectation
that it will bo answered without much delay.
There are many encouraging indications that
this expectation will bs realized, and that the
long religious drouth, in which all virtues have
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CASCO STREET FREE BAPTIST
Yosterday morning Rev. C. S Perkins, pastor of the Casco street Free Baptist church,

our

Waterville, of JT S. Carter.

CITY

SUNDAY SERVICE*.

PEESS.

Boston 4k Maine Bnilrond.

The following annual report of the officers of
the Boston & Maine llailroad shows the receipts and expenditures for the last fiscal
year compared with the year previous:
1875.
1874.
Authorized capital 6tock. .$7,000,000 00 $7,000,000 00
paid m and actutually realized. 6,921,274 52 6,921,274 52
Number of stockholders...
4234
4116
Amount

debt.$3,200,500

00
86

$2,512,500

nxpense ior consirucuou... y,**2,000 *0
Cost of equipment. 1,437,778 72
Total property and assets ot

y,300,*01

32

1,338,407

14

Funded

Debt liabilities. 4,039,662

3,861,308

00
44

the company.12,255,741 15 12,115.12# 37
Net addition to property account

265,493

for the year.

Receipts, passenger depart-

512,807

14

30

ment. 1,452,966 98 1,487,247 26

Receipts, freight

depart-

ment.
Total earnings.
Earnings per mile of road..

809,680 38

2,262,647

11,203

Earnings per mile single

36
39

track.
9,665 72
Total income.- 2,388,740 18
Maintenance of the way and

buildings...

General

384,700

traffic expenses-

Passenger train expenses...
Freight train expenses.
Operating expenses.
Operating expenses per mile

615,849
336,707
257,669

1,594,986

otroad.

Operating expenses per
mile of single track.

53
20
33
65
77

820,275

79
2.307,523 05
12,160 79

10,172 43

2,675,382

03

413,898

01
06
78
04
89

007,120
315,154
209,710
1,515,882

7,897 50

8,146 90

#,637 75

0,814

Per cent, of expenses to income.

Paid for rent.
Income over operating expenses.
Paid for interest.
Dividends declared, per
cent.

741,178 41 1,117,724 74
258,199 03
236,786 95

560,000 00
Surplus. 1,294,803 77
of
main
line.
115.05
Length
Double track on main line
37.09
ot
branches.
11.00
Length
126.50
Length of road.
Miles operated.
201,561
73
Locomotives.
163
Passenger cars.

Freight

560,000 00
1,372,589 41
115 05
37 09
8.05
124.00

Locomotives
with train
brakes.
Cars with train brakes.
Cars with Miller platform..
Miles run by passenger
trains..

40
14

153
497,909
1,576,575
4,906,779

65,423,484

647.374
25,410,756
$0.0265

Average rate season passenger fare.
Average fare tor all passengers.
rate freight per
ton.

Peisons employed.
Season ticket passengers...
Three pissengers and ouo
i/uuocjj

ucjvmu

940,575
432,631

1,424,698
4,749,985
75,061,175
22

652,922

880,690
$0.0227

0.C0935

0.0812

0.029

0.0188

Average

0.0285

1,600

556,741

employe

tmiu wuwui

0.0285
1,550
773,203
were inauu

tuai

employes killed and two injured by tbeir own
carelessness, and seven others killed and three
injured by their own carelessness.
Matrimonial.—On Saturday evening a very
pleasant wedding took place at the residence of
Capt. Drinkwater on India street, it being tbe
marriage of Mr. Frank Curtis, the clever comedian at the Museum, and Miss Clara Drinkwater,also member of tbe Museum company.
Tbe ceremony was performed by Rev
C. W.
Hayes of St. Luke’s Cathedral, in the presence
of a few friends of tbe bappy couple
The
a

presents were many and some ot them very
tine, including a gold watcb aud chain. At
tbe conclusion of tbe ceremony they repaired
to tbe Preble Home where they have an ele
Mr.
gant suite of rooms fitted up for them.
and Mrs Curtis have the well wishes of a large
circle of friends. We would acknowledge the

receipt

of

a

generous

slice of the wedding loaf.

A Mystery .—Yesterday morning a family
liviDg on Smith street, discovered a roll of
cloth in a vault near by. Word was left at tbe
police station aud Deputy Bridges and officers
Merrill aud Buruhaiu weut to the spot and
found a silk sacque of fiue pattern aud two
rolls of new cloth. No one living uear cau
give any information as to bow tbo articles
came there, aud it is quite a mystery.
The
sacque is of tho finest black silk aud must
have cost quite a sum, and tbe cloth is such as
It is said that two
is used to line ladies’ boots.
well dressed ladies were seen coming from the
vicinity Saturday evening, but this fact does
If the articles were
not explain tbs mystery
stolen why were they not sold or thrown into
the street?
M. C. M. A. Free Lectures —This course
will be opeued this evening by Judgo Knight
with a new lecture, A Plea for One’s Self,”—
a very
Our citizens need
suggestive

subject

no aasurauce

from

us

to be satisfied that they

very instructive and pleasant entertainment. Judge Knight is a clear minded,
logical tlii'.ker, and will give the course a good
commencement. The association will do their
utmost to make those who attend comfortable.
Their effort'! are —ell appreciated hv the com-

may expect

munity.

a

knows now, whether I have talent or not?’
and
it
may
be, as the jealous ones
to
used
I
was
say, when
applauded,
she’s
an
‘Of Course,
American.’ I was ill with
a cold, for I had to pay my tribut; to the treacherous climate, but after my first rehearsal with
the orchestra £ knew that ‘failure’ would not
be the verdict, for the musicians rose to ap
plaud me, which was the first time they bad
noticed an artist. That gave me courage. The
terrible night came, and £ put ee the war paint
with fear and trembling, and my eyes were
double their size with excitement. I sang my
couple's which open the second act of ‘Trovatore’—and such applause! It was just like the
Cincinnatians at the Festival (bless them), I
had been told to make my first bow at a certain box containing the princes and princesses,
but for the life of me I couldn’t tell which it
was, so I stood still, as frightened as a goose,
and then, in my misery, £ bowed first to the
‘plebs.’ Horrors! When I came to my senses
I bowed to the wrong box. After the delirious
sceue I was applauded aud shrieked at until I
thought the Modocs were on my track, and
then I bowed to the wrong box again! After
the close of the second act we were called out
four times. By that time I knew where to
bow, and £ smiled my sweetest to ‘the Royalties.’ After tbe third set I was recalled three
times, and alter the entire opera we went out
six times.
The second time we sang the public was even
more enthusiastic, and I had to go out alone
in answer to the cries of ‘Cary solo!’ They
—

pa!1p#1 fnr

mp

Alnnn t.ViA first nicrVit tint. T fin

nnr.

like to offend my sister and brother artists, so l
went out with others at the end of the opera.
I went out alone six times, and such shout ing
and waving of bats and handkerchiefs ! My
success has been the event of the season thus
far. You see they thonght nothing special
could come out of Yankeedom. When I say 1
am an American, they think I am from
South America, which I
hasten to explain by telling them that I am the Yankeeiest of Yankees, and that 1 was born among
the rocks of Maine. I am so glad to have made
a success and
to have given pleasure to my
friends, for surely you will all be glad to know
that these barbarians like me just as well as
my own countrymen. To-night we sing ‘Les
Huguenots,’ and I must confess to more nerv
ousness than before; for with my Gypsy face
and dress I feel as if they couldu’t see me.
Anna Loume Cart.”
Grand

Concert.—'To-night

the first

grand

concert of the Portland Music School will take
place at Congress Hall on Congress street. We
have no doubt but that this concert will be

Mother Goose ond Other*.

safely promise

good evening’s entertainment
to all those who will attend. The pupils of the
P. M. S. have

of the season. The
matter is in charge of ladles whose care is
guarantee of the best taste and spirit The
the

brightest and prettiest

Martha Washington Reception will be exclusively an affair of the children, who will be
iu tbecostumaof Washington’s
dauce the minuet, with all the
formal airs and graces of their elders. Great
pains have been taken in dressing and training
these little people, who will undoubtedly do

prettily dressed
period, and will

credit to their instructors and furnish a most
attactive spectacle to the patrons of the entertainment. The pantomime of “Love in Ambush,” which was so successful in the late
statuary and art exhibition, wiU be given with

liveliness and will be funny. Mother Goose
will be honored by the representation by
and pantomimes of her immortal
which will be sung by a trained chorus
behind the scenes to illustrate the action on
the stage. This affords a field foi no end oi
amusing situations—a field which will be thoroughly cultivated on this occasion, for the
managers are ladies who will let no opportunity

made

for making an effective point escape their attention. It may be confidently assumed that a
most agreeable evening will be enjoyed by those
who attend. It will be desirable to go in good
season as the attractiveness of the programme
and the smallness of the price of admission

(25 cents) will

programme for the

Abt Notes.—Our readers will find themselves well repaid by a visit to the studio of
Harry Brown. The walls are covered with the
fruit'd nf

his

Rtimmar

Overture—Grande Fantasie de Concert.Blake
Miss Ida Gonld and Prof. E. J. Dooley.
Grand Chorus Wedding Bells.from “Pauline”
Pupils of the P. M. S.
Sopiano Solo—Take Back the Ring.Torry
Miss S. M’Shea.
Solo and Chorus—The Letter in the Candle_Coote
Miss Clara Mercier.
Comic SongAria—Tbe Grand Old Ocean.Millard
Mr. Thos. M’Cann.
Duet—Oh! Mayest Thou Dream of Me.Gabriel
Misses C. Mercier and A. Burns,
Piano Solo—Fantasie Brilliante.E. J. D.
Prof. E J. Dooley.
Duet—O’er Hill and Dale.Glover
Miss Ida Gould and M. Tobin.
PAUT II.

Piano Solo—Marche Hongroise.Kettorrer
Miss Ida Gould
Solo—My Queenly Bland Home.Rvder
Miss E. Donahue.
Duet—I Know a Bank.Horn
Messrs. B. C Donahue and Thos. M’Cann.
Quartette—My Native Isle.White
Misses M. Moels. M. Tobin, Messrs. W. M'Gonagle an > T. Donahue.
Romance—LePostillon de Lonjumeau.. .E. J. Dooley
Prof. E. J. Dooley.
Solo and Chorus—“Kileen Alanua”.Thomas
Miss Clara Mercier.
Duet—Beautiful Venice.Dressier
Misses Donahue and A. Barns.
Tenor Solo—Where are theFrieuds of My Youth,
Barker
Mr. B. C. Donahue.
Old Ireland.Mills
Prof. E. J. Dooley.

The Missino Man Found.—Our Fairfield
correspondent says that young Bradbury, whose
disappearance from Skowhegan, where he had
been at school, caused so much alarm in Fairfield, where his parents reside, returned to his
father’s house Fri lay evening in a bewildered
state of mind. All that could be learned con-

cerning him was that he said he lefl the road
between Skowhegan and Fairfield and traveled
by an unfrequented route to West Waterville,
where he took the cars, From that point nothing definite can be learned of his travels for a
week. A long and very hard course of study,
both in school and out,has doubtless over-taxed
his mind, causing bis wanderings.
Three or four years ago, young Bradley, then
cabinet maker, boarded with Mr. Jonathan
Eastman, of the firm of D. B. Bicker & Co.
Friday morning he went into the store of the
firm and spoke to Mr. E
who remarked to
him that he was looking well. Bradbury re
a

plied that he was better physically than mentally. He said that ho had come from Boston
the night previous on the boat and was on his
way home. He was short of money, and Mr.
Eastman lent him as much as he asked for—
enough to purchase a ticket to Fairfield. Mr.
Eastman also took him to the station and was
quite particular to see him off, having seen the
Press special of Saturday morning.
Museum.—This

evening the favorite
Lynne” will be brought

emotional drama “East
out at the Museum iu a manner far surpassing
any representation of it yet given in this city.
The cast, which we give below, is unusually
and the scenic effects will be made
the most of. The play is an attractive one to
the majority of theatre-goers, and will be likely
to draw full houses so long as it is kept on tho
boards. It is to be succeeded by “Eosedale.”

promising,

Sir Francis Levison.Mr. J. A. Arnold
Archibald Carlyle.Mr. Charles Norris
Lord Mount Severn.Mr. J. Southerland
Richard Hare.Mr. Harry L Bascomb
Dill.Mr. A. K. Adams
Justice Hare.Mr. C. P. Monel
Officer.Mr. F. P. Barton
Little Willie.Little Lottie

^sdUnViiio, j.Isabel Waldron
Barbara Hare.Florence Stratton
Miss Comic Carlyle.Miss Isabella Preston
.Lizzie May Ulmer
Wilson.Rose Grahim

Joyce

The Beform Club —The meeting of the Beform Club last evening at the vestry of tho Congress street M. E. church was a grand success,
The speeches by
tho meeting beiDg crowded.
Messrs. Choate, Hyer, Facey, Thomas, Smith
and Pearson were lull of interest and feeliDg
The few pad experiences of their past lires
which they gave must result in doing some
good, as those present who are in tho habit of

drinkiDg, eitbei moderately

to excess, can
see what their fate will be if they continue to
At the close of the
use intoxicating liquors.
meeting the Club was cordially invited to come
again. The next meeting will be held at Williston

Chapel,

or

next Sunday evening.

Temperance Campaign in York
County.—O. B. Chadboum, Epq President of
■he York Couuty Temperance Alliance, with
Bov. G. P Blanchard and Capt. Ira Foss of
Saco, will address a temperance meeting at
South Berwick this (Mouday) evening. Meet
ings will aleo bo held under the auspices of the
County Temperance Alliance at Sanford, Wednesday evening, Nov. 17; at SpriDgvale, Thursday evening Nov. 18, and at Goodwin’s Mills,
Saturday eveniug, Nov. 20. This is said to be
the begiuniug of the winter compaigu of this
The

organization.
Course.—Tho lecture
committee have decided to place a few more
course tickets on sale at reduced rates, as the
very best of the eourso is yet to come, and
there is no doubt they will bo taken by our
music loving people. There are four concerts
Army

and

Navv

and two lectures for the very low price of $1.50,
me price or evening tickets lor tnese entertainments amount to $4 00, and as everybody
will want to attend -be grand Gilmore concert
it will be much cheaper to get a course ticret.
They will be found for sale at Wm. E, Thornes’
under Music Hall, this morning.
Congress Street Lecture—The second
lecture in tue course at G mgress St. M. E.
church will be giveu this evening by Prof.
Lummis. Subject: “The Deluge of Noah.”
At the close of the lecture the Professor will
g!ve the chemical experiment of lighting a
lamp with a piece of ice. for the pleasure of the
yoUGg folks. Children under fifteen will b-

admitted this eveniug for IS cents Kev. C B.
Pitblado of Manchester, N. H,, is the next lecturer.

and

autumn

rumhlac

the coast and among the White MounThere is no gift so acceptable or pleastains.
ing as one of Brown’s beautiful pictures, and
those who think of giving a present at Christmas should call and see his new sketches.
He
will be glad to see all, whether they intend to
purchaso or not.

along

Base Bale.—There will be a meeting this
evening, at the office of J. H. Hamlin & Son,
No 17 Exchange street, of gentlemen interested in the establishment of a first class base
All persons
ball nine in this city next season.
interested are invited to attend.

Ship Burning.
Attempt to Barn
Arrest

a

Maine Ship in China—

of Four of the Crew.

An attempt was made to burn the ship Charter Oak ot Saarsport. Me. (Captain Smith of
East Bridgewater, Mass.), on the 15th of September. She sailed from New York April 25,
and arrived at ShaDgbae August 31. The following account of the affair is from the North
China Daily News, published at Shanghae,

September 1G:
Yesterday morning,

ma*

use.—Piscataquis

FURNITURE.

cboppiog mmce-meat, salads, hash, fish, fruit
and vegetables. Over 60,000 now in use.
novl3 4t
__

The last half of the first term of Mr. Holmes’
dancing school begins in Lancaster Hall this
evening.
There will be a dance after the

octlidtf
_

Who

Mrs. Winslow?—As this question
is frequently asked, we will simply say that
sbo is a lady who, for upwards of thirty years,
h’s untiringly devoted her time and talents as
is

a,

*

uymciuu

auu

nurse,

—
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—
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BUTTONS

51 EXCHANGE ST.

circle. The number for the ensuing week ha3
been received ny Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall, and D. Wentworth, 553 Congress, corner of Oak street.

Lyon’s Kaxharion prevents the hair from
falling out or turning gray, renews it growth,
and gives strength and vigor. It is delightfully
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It
is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic
ever produced. Used by the elite.
Price only
50 cents.
aprlGeod dawly

GOODS!

TUKESBURY & CO.

■

Parlor

Maine Wesleyan Seminary
—

rPTTU!

OF

Ol'R

OWN

DR.
\
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Hathaway, 15,411;
prey, 10,167$; steamer S. Brothers, 8,528$;
schooner Dart, 8,364; schooner Antelope, 9,746$

steamer Os-

GREAT SACRIFICE.

The agent of the Sanford mill writes that an
item has been going the round of the press to
tbc effect that there is plenty of employment
at Sanford Corner, and a scarcity of laborers.
He desires us to inform the public that the
mills are full and several people there desiring
work which they cannot get.

thoughtlessly give currency
good deal of harm.
The

Hobson

to

Scribblers who
such items do

a

mill at Wiscasset is now run-

ning night and day, giving employment to

eighty-five

men.

shookseach

day,

They

1300 sugar box
and use 50,000 feet of lumber
cut

every twenty-four hours,
The' Sunrise says that the Presque Isle
starch factory has closed work for the sea-on,
having made 175 tons of starch. Potatoes have
not made as much starch per bushel as last
year on

account

of the constant rain of the

summer.

Spriugvale correspondent, says that the
manufacturers of that village are about
closing the most prosperous season for several
Our

shoe

years. A portion of the time of late they have
been obliged to run evenings to fill orders. The
sale-work business is quite good, R. A. Kempton and Weeks & Cheney receiving and dis-

tributing large quantities weekly. Tho -Springvale Mill is running ou full time, with a large
force.
The Calais Times says that it has been tbo
belief, uutil a few days since, that our lumber
manufacturers would curtail operations in tbe
woods as much as possible, and that the quantity of logs cut would ho very limited; but the
indications are uow brighter. Men who had
giveu up hope of entering the woods this winter have secured cbauces, and the prospecs are
that logging operations on the St. Croix waters
will bo quite extensive, although, of course, not

Eureka Bed

NOW

pronounced by all at tbe State Fair to be the best
Lounge of the kind yet.

PRICES

Good Crops in Sangerville.—Mr. George
E. Pond has raised the present season, 65 bushels of clean wheat, machiue measure, from 5
bushels sown.
Che variety, Lost Nation, sown
the first day ot June. He has als> raised on
one *cre, 100 bushels ears of corn, besides
beans and pumpkins.
Mr. Abel Oakes has raised on oue acre, 05
bushels shelled corn, 6 bushels beans, 6 cart

and

Open

VERY LOW.

intending to purchase
calling before they buy at
Parties

DEANE

will

save

Offering

AT

—

l*y

money

FITZGERALDS,

BRO.S’,

51 EXCHANGE STREET, One Lot of Hand made Corsets,
oclld2m

$1.00 each.

One Lot Best make Bustles,

$1.75 eacli.

buy.

Having bought

very large
first class Furniture lor

stock of

LENNON

&

HORSE

CAREY,

SHOERS,

have lemoved to

No. 70 Federal

Street,

where they will be happy to sec all llieir old friends
who may give them a call.
novl5d3w
KOK

J

.On

/MtAK
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RALTIIORE —Packet
0<horne, Capt. Crowell.

fob freight apply to

J. M< KERSON,

No.

very

One Lot of Fine Sid Gloves,

MUCH LESS THIN THE COST
of manufacture, we are selling it
at retail for much less than regular WHOLESALE PRICE*.
All
of our own Furniture we will
warrant as the best made in the
market.
THE

Best Bed

We offer at “HARD PAN PRICES” a
tall ana complete stock of Hosiery,
Gloves, Hoop skirts, Corsets and all
kinds of Yankee Notions
Prices and quality of Goods guuran
teed.
VERVJBESPECm'LLV,

We have

CITY

THIS IS NOT

any dealer’s in me state.
Customers will have a

splendid

Stock to select from.
All kinds of Furniture made to
order at sbort notice.
It is for the interest of every one
to call and see onr stock of goods
before purchasing.

the blood, and thus efiects

a

cure.

Sohench’s Sea Weed Tonic, fob the Cure

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, &c.

The Tonic produces a healthy action of tho stomach, creating an appetite, forming chyle, and curing
the most obstinate cases of Indigestion.
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills, fob the Cube
of Liver Complaint, &c.
These Pills are alterative, and produce a healthy
action of the liver, without the least danger, as they
are tree from calomel, and yet more efficacious in restoring a healthy action of the liver.
These remedies aro a certain cure for Consumption,
as the Pulmonic Syrup tipeDs tho matter and purifies the blood. The Mandrake Fills act upon the
liver, creato a healthy bile, and remove all diseases
ot the liver, often a cause of Consumption. The Sea
Weed Toni; gives tone and strength to the stomach,
makes a good digestion, and enables the organs to
form good blood; and thus creates a healthy circulation of healthy blood. The combined action of these
modlcines, as thus explained, will cure every case of
Consumption, if taken in time, and tho use of tho
medicines persevered in.
Dr. Schcnok is professionally at his principal office,
corner Sixth and Ahch Sts., Philadelphia, every
Monday, where all letters for advice must lie addressed.

lyUlioyleodUdp&wlinBD

MIDDLE STREET.

INDIA STRIPED LONG SHAWLS.
Cashmere Shawls,

Each,

IN

shown in Portland. Parties wanting these goods lor Christmas or winter wear, w ill do well
to buy them now.

Sporting Goods*,

Wholesale and Retail.
O.

BAILEY,

48 Exchange «*trcet, Agent for Du Pout’s Pov
der Mills. 1 shot Revolver and 10O Call*
ridges $4 50.
Sa?“Please tell us where you saw this Advertisement.
uuiSObcodtt
—At Wholesale and Retail cheaper
SLE'OBM
than
be bought at any other factory in
Maine.
can

Parties wishing to purchase can save money,
to my Factory in Gorham, opposite
WHITMAN LESLIE.
Depot.
nov3
dtf

LONG

AND SQUARE,

ever

All in

new and
elegant designs,
having just been purchased

DIRECT FROM TUI IMPORTER

Also, Thirty Dozen Children’s
Hand Knit mittens at 20c per
pair, very much under price.

Call and examine the above
Goods and you will be pleased
with the prices, at

OWEN &MOORE,
Congress St., Cor. Brown.

W.

dtf

F.Studley’s

PURCHASERS WILL DO WELL TO VISIT NEW DRY
GOODS STORE,

E. S. MERRILL’S

G. A. Whitney &Co.
Manufacturers nnd Dealers in

Under Falmouth Hotel.

noYll

Goods Store,

Fancy

—

IN

where can be found

—

desirable assortment of

a

OF

lull stock of

Ladies’ and Children’s Merino

Exchange St.,

Fringes,

PORTLAND.

Doeslons, Beaver
Cloths, Flannels, &c.

Underwear,

LINEN GOODS, TABLE DAMASK, NAPKINS, DOILIES AND TOWELS.

Gimps, Braids, Ac.,

French and German

otf

Corsets,

All must be sold at the

Thomson’a Glove Fitting, Madame Foy’a
and Comfort Coraata.
The Latest Novelties in Neck Ties, Handkerchiefs, Kuching*. Ac.
0c29

K I N D S I

Woolen Goods, Cassimeres,

HAND-KNIT WORSTED GOODS,
oc!6

AL L

Low Price, Medium and Fine Goods.

Laces,

AND—

DOMESTICS

FALL GOODS AT LOW PRICES.
PLAIN AND FANCY HOSIERY,

46

dlw

Housekeeping Goods

—

Deering Block, Congress St.
A

VERY LOWEST MARKET PRICES.

P. M. FROST,

d3m

FURNISHING GOODS

Under

Falmouth

Hotel.

ocl9

nUCEZLsTS

LOW PRICES !
Hen’s Heavy Rubber Bools, 92.75
Boys’ Heavy Rubber Roots, 2.25
Youths’ Heavy Robber Boots, 2.00
Women’s Rubber Boots,
1.50
•
Hisses Rubber Boots,
1.25
children’s Rubber Boots,
1.00
•
Women’s Overs,
50
...
Hisses’ Overs,
40
...
Children’s Overs,
35

Portland & Worcester

ALL

Fare Reduced!

QUALITIES,
—FBOM—

—

TO

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

—

FROM

Portland to New York

Charles Custis& Co.,

ALL KAIL, VIA

Springfield Route

493 Congress St.
ju9

leads to many thousands of dollars profits.
Comprehensive explanatory circulars, containing
detailed statements and quotation pnces of all stocks
dealt in at the

New York Stock

Exchange,

mailed free to those desii ing to speculate. Address
ALEX. FKOTH INGHAM & GO.,
Bankers and Brokers,
Opp. N. Y. Stock Exchange 12 Wall St. N. Y
ma26
deodly

Southern Pine Flooring.
300 M.

Dry

1 & 11-4 Inch

FIRST QUALITY
For sale in lots

or

car

FLOORING,

loaas at Cargo Prices.

J. W. DECKING,
‘410 Commercial Street, Foot of Centre St
nel2
eodtf

can

The Whole Population of Portland
bo
titled to tbe beat Hoots in the world
nicely

calling

at

by

GENTLEMENS

being properly fitted.

JTI.

G. PALMER

octll

deodOw

Book Store in the World

(00,000 Books without regard to cost,
(nood Clocks, Watches and Jewelry cheap.
Repairing and Cleaning well done and
Warranted.

ALBERT COLBY’S SOYS,
Publisher, and Boukiellem.

agStt

Sicuin Euaiue and Boiler
rdlUE ENGINE an upright of about six

Roduood Frioos

UNDERSHIRTS AKD DRAWERS

FOR THE REMAINIIVO ,|X NIGHTS
A

....

...

KID GLOVES !
a

...

full line

novlt

horse

dlw

HANDKERCHIEFS !

PORTLANH ATHE.NEUM.

Silk aud Linen Handkerchiefs in great variety;
J
also Silk aud Woolen Mufflers.

-Nunns of Proprietors Wauled.

H o

sTe

Cartwright & Warner's

aud

a meeting of tbo proprietors of tbo Portland
Atbeutnum. the subscribers were appointed a
committee to obtain, If [tosslble, the names of all the
proprietors or claimants. The records of ll>e society
have been partially destroyed bv lire. A proposition
is under consideration by which privileges In the
Portland Public Library may be bad for an assignment of the Atbemeum property, which is heavily
mortgaged, and now unavailable for individual ben-

AX

r Y 1

other first class makes

Hats and.

Capa

!

A.8 we want all of our room for
Furnishing Goods,
we shall close out our stock of Hata
aud Cap* at
very low prices.

efit.

Names, with certificates, may be banded in to ciththe committee, on or before FRIDAY, Nov
19th. If certiflea'cs are lost, satisfactory explanations of ownership
for consideration.

er ot

Collars. Cuffs and Ahirts received for the
Ex«*ier Ntcam Launurr vionrin s and ready
for delivery tfatar«tays. Work fully equal to that
of the Troy Laundries and returned in three or four
days less time. Collars and Cufls 3 cems each;
Shirts 15 cents each.

S.

PORTtiU

UNDER

PREBLE

&

mav^bo^ottered

CO.,

ICE

HOUSE.
istf

hoarded during tho winter tor $2.00 per
week. For particulars call at E. O. & C. U.
No.
300 Commercial St., Portland.
O’Brlon'st,
E. C. CPBRION
nov2U2w
Peering, Me.

Jj

EDWARD UOCLD,
Committee.
OLIVER GEKRlstf,
November 5, 1875.uovSdllt

CARGOES

Winter Board tor Horses.

X powei, and an Upright Tubular Boiler of about
toubie the power of the engine. Apply to WILLIAM LOWELL, 36 Union street or \v. H. PENNELL & CO., 36 Union street.
jne26iltf.

tickets will be sold for 91.30
91.00 for the conrse.

...

in all the latent styles ami novelties, just received
lrom the New York and Boston markets
New styles iu both standing and turn-down Collars.

and two buttons, in all shades; also
of Driving aud Street Gloves.

coarse

The price of the evening tickets will be as follows:
Philharmonic Club Concert
75 cts.
Grand Gilmore Concert
$1.00.
lfyers Sisters Concert
50 cts.
Opera of Mariiana
75 cts.
Wendell Phillips Lecture
50 cts.
Carl Soburz Lecture
50 cts.
"5 cts.
Evening Reserved Seats
The sale of tho tickets will beeiu at the store of
Wm. K. Thornes, under Music Hall, Mouday next,

HFCKWEAR !

One

Tew

and reserved neat.

of all grades and at jirices that cannot fail to ideate

no5

FOR SALE.

Army & Navy Course.

Goods 1

Furnishing

!

Through tickets can lie procured, and Berth* in
Mireping liar* secured in advance, of BAKINEM
BRO.’M, 48 Exchange Mtreet. ai the Depot
and on the train.
A VI. I,ENT.
n i3isdtfMop-. P. & K, R. R.

lttt

230 MIDDLE STREET.
Large joints, ingrowing nails, bunions and corns
especially provided lor, and in most cases cured by

8.00 Dollars

Only

50 Cents Each

§8.00 Each.

Invested in Stock Privileges in Wall St,

dtt

?

Hall’s Rubber Store,

119 EXCHANGE STREET.

and

d&w2w

novG

Actually worth $4.00 and $5.00,
comprising a lot of manufacturer's, samples and the handsomest

janll

Cheapest
Immuiiiiion

TALjT CALL AND SEE.

H UJyI>HGI>

$2.50

lot

elsewhere.

dtf

UIG

with Book and Foot Rest may be
tound at our store.
Onr facilities for manufacturing
and producing arc such that we
can DEFY COMPETITION.
Our stock is twice as large as

get

can

Knit Jackets
Easy Chair Hand and
3.00

Best

customers more

Goods tor their money, than they

HALL,

noil

and the

time to enumerate
ot Dry Good, bnt

Vickery & Leighton,

J. H. FITZGERALD

NEXT DOOR TO

no

prices and pieces
we will giv*’ our

Cor. of Congress & Myrlle Sts.,

Lounge

Goods.

Dry

I as Commercial Street.

The great virtue of this medicine is that it ripens
the matter and throws it oat of tho system, purifies

they will erne

DHYGOOnS.

$1.38 per Pair.

Consumption. Coughs, and Colds.

if

Jackets,

62 cents each.

a

Schenck’s Pulmonic Sybup, fob the Cube of

of

One Lot Woven Knit

into the mill yard. The attention of capitalists
lumbermen is Invited to this sale, which is

peremptory, and embraces all the property, real and
personal, ot the Pensacola Lumber Company.
X erms—ten per cent, cash on day of sale; 40 per
cent within 30 days; 50 per ceot. in six equal promissory notes, with endorser, bearing interest at 7 per
cent, and payable in 3,6,9,12,15 and 18 months
from the day of sale, secured by mortgage. For full
invent ory. description and particulars apply to the
undersigned. at his offleo, No 56 Wall street, New
York, or to Adna C. Cann, Esq,. Molino, Florida.
C EDGAR SMITH, Assignee,

William R. Darling, 56 Wall Street New York.
Solicitor for Assignee,
61 Pine Street, New York.
sep25dtnov5
The above sale is adjourned to WEDNESDAY, Nov. 17th, at 12 o’clock M.
novl0d7t
C. EDGAR SMITH, Assignee.

Jackets,

$1.95 each.
If you are in want ol any kind
ol Furniture now is the time to

timber on 4,500 acres in the county ot Escambia,
Florida; 45,466 57-100 acres of pine land in the county
Escambia, Alabama; an undivided half interest
7,688 acres pine land in said county of Escambia,
Alabama; 1 store at Whiting, Alabama; mill, booses,
etc,, situated at Molino, 23 miles north of Pensacola,
on Pensacola and Louisville
Railway, whose tracks
of
In

and

One Lot All Wool Indigo Shirts
and Drawers,

One Lot Hand Hnit

HALE IN BANKRUPTCY of the real and personal property of the
PENSACOLA LUMBER COMPANY, Bankrupt.
To be sold as an entirety.
By order of the U. S.
District Court, the undersigned will sell at public
auction, by Adrian H. Muller & Son, Auctioneers,
on Friday, the 6th day of November
next, at 12
o’clock noon, at the Exchange Salesroom, 111 Broadway, in the city of New York, all the real and personal property of the above named bankrupt, consisting of new steam saw mill, stores, blacksmith
and carpeter shop and tools; 28 dwelling houses
wharf and landing; 1 large stern wheel steamer;
9 lighters; platform scales; office and bouse furniture;
6 tons old iron; 110 T rails; 6 tongue switches; 6
(i frogs; 1 large safe; 1 watchman’s
open sockets;
clock; 14 jack screws; 2 slab cars: 1 wagon; 2 mule
carts; 2 double and 1 single harness; 1 mud drum;
6 pairs iron car wheels; pile driver; 7
skills; 1 yawl
boat; 11 lumber trucks;! grit mill; 5 old iron boilers; 3 old engines; between 30,000 and 40,000 pine
logs in the booms and stream; about 10,000 acres of
pine land in the counties ot Escambia and Santa

run

20 cents eacli.

FURNITURE!

Easy Chairs, Walnut Hat Tree, Velvet ^Tapestry,
Brussels and Ingrain Carpets, Hair and Husk Mattresses, Feather Beds, Arc., Ac.
Also a general
assortment of Kitchen Fujniture.
novl5d3t

AHAIGNEE’H

d2w

Lounge,

Continues to visit Portland at
the UNITED STATES HOTEL,
on the
second week of each

coming up

to an average year.
There seems to
be a confidence among dealers, based upon
what, facts we do not fully know, that there is
to be ao advauce in all descriptions of lumber
another season.

FANCY FOODS AND MILLINERY

We are Sole manufacturers of the

Room in Boston, 37 Tremont
O*_*
Street and 57 Temple Place. Located in Boston since

The steamer Jemima Boomer is new, this being her first season, and is the largest vessel

engaged in porgy catching. Siuce August 20th
she has taken 11,000 barrels, and tbo other vessels have done about the same relatively, to
their catch previous to that date. Church &
Hathaway’s factory is the largest on the coast.

we

novlO

Chiropodist,

sep20dtf

oc3dtf

By Auction.

AT COST OR LESS.

We won’t be undersold by any house in the State.

29tla,

4840.__

commencing at 9 o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited.

Darling,

OOINO AT A

KENISON,

|

T.nr.

*

CARPETS, &C.,

offer their entire Stock of

of this Institution will commence

may hear the click of the shuttle,
if he will step into the room now, where Overseer M. G. Needham is exercising his machines
preparatory to active work.
v
The following is a record of the number of
V
barrels of porgies caught this year by the vesX-nutSs.
sels belonging to Church & Hathaway of Bris- !
X.
tol up to August 20th:
Steamer Jemima
'SiiNlOlila

O. W.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every
Saturday at salesroom, 178 Fore street,

F. O. BAILEY A CO., AUCTIONEER*.
Black Walnut and Painted
NO. 531 CONGRESS STREET, ON WEDNESDAY, Sov. 17tb, at 10 o’clock, at
Salesioom, No. 35,37 and 39 Exchange street,
Chamber Sets
shall sell Parlor Suits, Chamber Sets, Bedsteads.

WTTMTF.R 'T'TT! R.TVT

and will continue Thirteen Weeks.
SEND FOR A CATALOGUE.
J. L. MORSE, Sec’y. Trustees.
Kent’s Hill, Nov. 12,1878.w3t4C

(Office 13 Exchange Street.)
X. O. BAILEY.

NANl'FACTl'RE

M. & A. P.

—

Novemtoer

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom IT6 Fore Street,

FURNITURE,

Congress

T

dlw

Suits

TUKE$B(jRY& CO.,

1fl AAft.

no6

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
is a welcome visitor to the parlor

DRY

steamer A. M.

495 Congress St., Morton Block,
jnst above the Preble House.

publication

Special Offerings

Waterville,

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

—

SPECIAL SALE OF

IUD

about 3.20, Thomas
Hope, one of the orew of the Charter Oak, an
American ship of 963 tons burden, anchored
below the shipping on account of having a
large quantity ot kerosene on board, raised an
alarm of fire. Captain Smith was the first to
get on deck, and not seeing smoke or any indication of fire, asked where it was. Hope said,
sear the fere hatch.
Captain Smith, however,
saw no sign of fire in that direction, but almost
immediately perceived smoke coming through
a ventilator near tbe
main batch. Tbe crew
being by this time aroused trom their sleep and
on deck, tbe main batch was lifted, and flames
and smoke immediately shot up some feet
above tbe deck. Tbe alarm bell was instantly
rung and blue lights burnt, hat these Srem to
have been neither seen nor beard by any ship
in tbe harbor except the Thyatira, lying about
a thousand yards away, and which at once dts
patched a boat’s crew to inquire and render
offer the following
help. In the meantime the Charter Oafr’s
cr>-w, s imulated by the energy of their captain,
REMARKABLE INDUCEMENT
rigged tbe pumps and procured buckets, etc,;
but tbe fire was in a great degree extinguisued
to purchasers of Dry Goods besides their regular
a
water
had
been
lett
mb
of
which
by large
Stock, which is complete in every detail,standing near the maio hatch, being overset by
BLACK CA- II IQ EKES,
s.<me of ihe men, tbe water falling plump on to
Bn> line ever offered in Portland, at
tbe seat of tbe fire io the lower bold, aod near91.00 ('JS els. below the usual prices.
ly putting it out. There were still 1700 oases ot
kerosene oil on the top of about 300 to .s of anBLACK TR ltlMlaG SILKS,
thracite coal, stowed in tbe lower he'd—ihe
$1.10(0 91.30 per yard.
several
thousand cases
ship baviog discharged
BLACK UL1LL1ANTINES
of oil By good luck the flames were got under
from 30 c(s. to $ I OO per yard,
before they obtained firm bold; but not until
tbe whole interior ot the vessel was made so
ALPACAS
hot tba> tbe baDd ould not near to touch ei her
from 21 i.'l ets. to 30 els.
wood or metal work. A very few mmutes more
and she would have bum into a mass of flame, -A few
pieces of Colored CashduubtlefS, from her positioo, involving loss of
meres,
life.
at 75 ets. Silks to match.
Ao examination was made below as quickly
Also choice styles in
as possible, aod it was found that a deliberate
Seal Brown. Navy Bine and Botattempt had been made to burn tbe ship, tbe
tle Green Camel’s Hair Serges,
completeness of tn« preparation for which
80 cents.
sbowed that more tban one person mast have
These
assisted in it. At the point in the lower bold,
goods have been bought much less than
prices ».-d have never been sofa in this City
just beneath the hatchways, which beiog open, market
less than $1 00 per yard.
would have acted as a tunnel to conduct the
One lof or Brown Basket Cloths,
flames, were found some 50 cases of oil, built
All Wool, 50 ets.
amuDd with old mats, tarred parceling, and a
quantity of pitch piue wood, surmounted by
All Shades in 34 Cashmeres
another oil case, in the bottom of which a
at the low price, 30 cis.
small bole had been made, apparently with a
mi nn
a-mr ■ nrmc
and
oil
was
from
which
the
marling spike,
In the Latest Designs, Job lot, 65 cts.
slowly dripping over tbe mass of combustibles.
CNDERVESTS AND PANTS,
Auotbei oil can had been broached in a similar
Warm Winter
Cadies’ and Children’s
manner, near the fore hatch, but the bole was
made too laree Inerhans nurnoselvl and the oil
HOSIERY AND CLOYES,
had ran about the deck iu that neighborhood.
modes, and lower prices than have
The heat had already partially charred the In the very latestever
been obtained,
wood casing of the cans, and the solder of seveCLOAKINCS AND SHAWLS.
ral of them was melted from the outside rims.
It is thought that the alarm was given a little
Also a full line ol
too soon,or that the light was applied at a place
and Cloak Trimmings, Worsted
fortunately not saturated with the oil, or the Dress Fringes,
Braids and Boltons
flames would certainly have spread with deIn the most desirable Colors and Styles.
structive swiftness.
A further investigation showed that the
chests and effects of the four men comprising
the present starboard watch of the ship were
537
Street.
all nicely packed as if for removal, no such
preparation having been made by the men in
BETWEEN OAK AND CASCO STS.
the port watch. The man Hope belongs to the
Samples sent by mail, and Goods by express prepaid.
starboard watch, and an inference detrimental
dtf
novl5
to them all is drawn from the facts stated.
Smith
laid
an
information
Captain
yesterday,
at the United States Consulate-General, before
O. B. Bradford, Esq., who at once issued a
And
warrant for the apprehension of the four men
COLLEGE
FEMALE
to
be
and
will
be
they
implicated,
thought
brought up for examination in the course of a
D.
H.
i*. Torsey,
D., LL. D., President.
day or two.

Business Notes.
The Waterville Mail in speaking of the progress made towards opening the factory in that
village says that the sceptical old resident who
didn’t believe a factory would ever be built in

AT

BROS.’, NELSON & CO.’S,

—

hotel on tbeir account. Knowing tbe reputation of the Westminster for procuring the best
of everything to su't all tastes, this Dewspaner
man gave out that Mr. Perrin, the proprietor,
had disappeared on the advent of the Celestials. After a tedious and prolonged search,
the article gravely stated, he was found in
Central Park, gathering birds’ nests to please
the palates ol his Chinese guests.

Regular Sales of Fnrnlture. Groceries and Genera
Merchandise every SATURDAY, at Salesroom No.
■Exchange street, commencing at 10) o'clock a. m.
Consignments solicited and prompt returns made.
Portland. May 15thmylSdtt

—

DEANE

the

The writing desk which Charles Dickens
used while in New York on his last lecturing
tour is kept in the private office of the Westminster Hotel. Over it hangs a large portrait
of Dickens. Near by is a large portrait of the
Chinese embassy, all of whom stopped at the
Westminster during their stay in this city. A

SalmMn No. 18 Exchange at*
A. M. MORGAN.
M. G. DOW.

YOUR

—
—

DOW,

&

MORGAN

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

FURNITURE

among

consequence of this article, Mrs. Winslow is
becoming world renowned as a benefactor of
her race; children do certainly rise up and
bless her; especially is this the case In this
city. Vast quantities of the Soothing Syrup
are daily sold and used here.
We think Mrs.
Winslow has immortalized her name by this
invaluable article, and we sincerely believe
thousands of children have been saved from
an early grave by its
timely use, and that million! yet unborn will snare its benefits, and
unite in calling her blessed. No mother has
discharged her duty to her suffering little one,
in our opinion, until she has giveu it the benefit of Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing 8yrup
Try it,
mothers—try it now
Ladies' Visitor, New
York City. Sold by all druggists.

AUCTION SALES-

The Tremendous Fall in Prices

principally

children.
She has especially studied
constitution and wants of this numerous
class, and, as a result oi this effort, and practi
cal knowledge, obtained in a lifetime spent as
nurse and
physician, she has compounded a
Soothing Syrup, for children teething. It operates like magic—giving rest and health, and
is, moreover, sure to regulate the bowels. In

AUCTION 8ALKH

Astonishing to All!

school.
Robber Coats $2.50. Pure Gum Rubber
Boo's, which are warranted not to crack. Hall’s
Rubber Store, under Falmouth Hotel.

FANCY GOODS.
~

Kendall & Whitney- have for sale the
American Meat and Vegetable Chopper for

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

evening:
PAST X.

The

early occupancy of all

ensure au

the seats in the hall.

rapid,

book
McGowan’s
store, under Congress
Hall, and also at tbe music stores. The admission fee is very small, being only 23 ets,
and 50 cents for reserved seats. We give the

Dressing used, horse

worked over by hogs, placed in the hill.
Mr Henry Knowlton has raised 65 bushels
wheat on 3 acres. Nost Nation sown in June.
Mr. Erasmus Cushman has raised 23i bushels of wheat on g of an acre. A large breadth
was sown to wheat the present season and a
full average crop realized, nearly or quite
enough for home
Observer.
nure

tableaux

ballads,

a

and we may say,
astonishing progress under the direction of
Prof. E. J. Dooley, for the certainty of which
assertion, yon may convince yourselves- by assisting at the concert to-night. The efforts of
Prof. Dooley for the advancement of musical
culture among us, deserve the warmest encouragement. We feel certain that but few will
miss this event in Portland’s musical days.
Tickets and reserved scats will be fonnd at

Comic Duet.
Finale—Dear

loads pumpkins.

The entertainment this evening at Grand
Arm; Hall (Mechanic bailding) for the benefit
of the Swedenborgian church will be one of

something worth listening to, if we may judge
by the programme, which contains a very
choice selection of good music, and we can

CAST.

1,033,924

Miles run by freight trains.
Total train miles.

juicu uj

189.75

1,360

cars.

Passengers carried.
Passenger mileage.
Tons freight earned.
Freight mileage.
Average rate passenger lare

83

57 78
11,775 00

66 77
52,575 00

MU* Cary’* Triumph ia Maacaw.
In a letter to a friend in Chicago, Miss Anna
Louise Cary thus graphically describes her recent enthusiastic reception at Moscow:
“Upon my word I didn’t know whether I
I said to myself, ‘Who
should succeed or not

OF PURE

ICE,

HORSES

I'm wished

{

dcc3’73

nnd

whipped by
nr. <* cram.
WH

-W——————i—————1

her seated beside him. She apologized very
for her “intrusion.” then said, with
at her husband, who was leaning on
the back of her chair, ‘Mr. Lambert had
some books which he thought your brother
might like to see.’
“Mr. Lambert acknowledged my thanks
with a careless bow, saying, with a' scarcely
perceptible sneer in his voice, as he strolled
away, ‘My wife is devoted to invalids.’
“Mrs. Lambert glanced up at me with a
troubled look, as if she feared my being offended ; but as I endeavored by my manners
to reassure her, she was soon chatting quite
cheerfully to Paul, who seemed to have taken
one of his violent fancies to her at once.
“After that not a day passed that did not
find her seated on the deck, trying to amuse
and interest my poor boy, who used to lie on
his cushions with his pale cheek resting in his
hand, and his large blue eyes fastened on her
eloquent face with a look of the most intense
admiration and love. Once she apologized to

PUfiTKY.

sweetly
a glance

A Sleeping Child.
WILLIAM BLLEBY CHANNIKG.

hath overshaded
dance, and curtained awe
Feebly lilts a sullen eye,

Darkness

now

Life’s swift

Wonted in this marble war;
His lips are still that sweetly spoke,
Silent space the charm hath broke.

For
not, parents dear!
Measures largest he has taken,
Now he threads the sun’s dominion,
Our low pastime all forsaken,
And his eyes have purer sight
From that calm, reflected light.
him

mourn

Let your woes dissolve in peace,
For he leads great company.
And he seeks with famous men
Statelier lilies of ancestry;
He might shame the bravest one
In his garments of the sun.

[From the

me

Galaxy.]

Twenty Years

of

Waiting.

When I hear people talking about romance
a
natural death in this busy
nineteenth century, and how prosaic and un-

having died

interesting our

lives have

become,

I

always

think of my old friend Phil Rodent I don’t
think I ever heard a story quite like bis.
Twenty years of a man’s life spent in waiting! and waiting is the hardest kind of wo'k.
The other day lie came into my study,
“What is the
looking worn and anxious.
matter, Phil?” I asked, as he threw himself
into an ea«y chair.
“Why, that Johnston woman is dead. No
need of her dying any more than you or me.
Aud her husband just come home—as* fine a
lau as ever

sieppeu.

„>ice

news

10

ineel

a

your wife dead now,
what’s to be done with the children ?’
His

tman with—‘Here’s
*

vessel was

wrecked,

she heard the

know; and though
picked up, that foolish

you

crew was

bound to have him drowned.
I
tried my best to keep her alive, but she just
woman was

fretb-d herself into hergrave.”
“All have not your patience, Phil,” I said

gravely.

He sat thinking for some minutes, while
that calm resolved look came into his face
that I so loved to see there. The lines of his
We
forehead smoothed themselves away.
often sat thus, each thinking his o vn
Phil’s
could
wbat
were.
guess
thoughts. I

I knew the thought that brought that light
of rest and strength.
What a grand, grave face my friend had 1
His powerful frame bore very lightly the
burden of its threescore years. His step was
quick and elastic, and his hand—soft and
white as a woman’s yet with a grip like
steel—was as firm and steady as it had ever

been.

Presently he rose and began drawing on
his gloves.
“I must go now, Archie; my
patients will be very impatient this morning,
I fancy. You have done me good, or taught
me how to do myself good, which is better;
and, Archie, it you think the story of my life
will help some other life that is weary of living, tell it, Archie, and tell them though the
wav be long, the ‘rest’ that ‘remaineth’ is at

its "close.”
So 1 had said my sermon aud began my
labor of love. Need I say my sermon was
laid aside, for what nobler sermon can there
be than a good man’s life.
I must ask your patience while I go back a
long, tong way to b-gin my story properly.
How like picture galleries seem the years as
Here au open
we look back upon them.
meadow, with, the sunlight sleeping warm
and bright upon it; there a bit of rocky coast,
on which the long line of breakers crash and
thunder, the only hint of life a tiny sale far
oat to sea; and as we glow older wo see more
and

nlainlv that to learn the real duties
of the pictures, the light must come from
more

above.
One evening about ten years ago I was sitting in my cheerless, uuhomelike hotel parlor,
when a letter was handed me bearing the
postmark of a remote little village among the
Connecticut hills.
I had been there once
long years ago,and as I took the letter a waft
from the breezy hills and fragrant woods

swept over

my

remembrance, causing again

the thrill of pleasure with which I first welcomed them.
I opened my letter; the writing was familiar. I glanced at the signature. It was that
of my old college friend, Phil Rodent.
I shut my eyes then and thought a while.
The tide of memory was too strong for me,
I had to let it float away. Twenty-six years
before Phil and I had clasped hands over our
farewell, he to finish his medical studies
abroad, I to enter the theological seminary.
And now here was I an old man with failing
health, and he the physician of the quiet little
village where we had once idled away our
summer vacation, with many a jest at the
old-time ways and customs of its primitive
inhabitants. Are lives what they ever hope
to be? How many eyes grow dim with

watching for the dawn that never breaks.
Oh, may we not hope that in the great hereafter blighted buds may swell and blossom into the perfect flower.
“I have heard of you my fiiend,” wrote
Phil. “You are out of health and spirits

Come to me, and

will cheer you up. I
have a room ready for you in my ‘bachelor’s
hall,’ and we need you here. Our minister,
good old man. has gone to his well-earned
rest, and we are a shepherdless flock. We
have had a young man preaching for us. talented and good-iutentioned, but be soared
among the clouds too much lor us; our heads
grew dizzy watching his aerial flights, so we
shut our eyes and left him, thinking that as
he seemed to know the way, he would some
time reach terra firma again. But that is not
what we want. We want to be baptized and
married and buried in the good old way, and
you must do it for us. Say when you will
come, and Ned (my horse) and I will meet
we

you at the station.”

■Kiud and hearty as ever. “If any man
can give me strength and happiness,
it is
Phil Rodent,” I said to myself.
Early in the next week the train left mo at
the quiet station, little different from what I
remembered it, and no soc ner had I stepped
upon the plattorm than a cheery voice exclaimed, “Welcome, old fellow; comeat last,”
and Phil clasped ray hand in botb|of his.
I

the brakeman smile as we two old men
walked off.together, Phil’s arm thrown across
shoulder—a
my
boyish trick of his—but I
thanked God in my'heart for this strong faith
ful friend, who had kept the memory of our
boyish days still fresh and green amid the
frost of age and the chilling winds of change
and absence.
saw

One

balmy September morning

I was in-

stalled pastor of the old fashioned littlle

church, and then I went to housekeeping.
Phil and I were busy all one week getting my
home ready, and then I wrote to Abby, who,
poor girl, was glad enough to leave her boarding-place and come to keep house fur me.
Many years ago she had buried her hopes of
happiness in the grave of young Richard
Phelps, and since then berlile had been rather a cheerless one.
We bad two brothers
married, but though “Auut Abby”

was

very
useful if the children had measles or scarlet
fever, there was no place she could call
her “home;” so now we two, the odd ones
in the family, planned to end our days together.
Phil and I were much with each other,
and one evening in the beginning of December we were

sitting in his sanctum smakii.g a
quiet pipe toeether, and he was telling me
of some improvements he meant to make on
his place, when I said jestingly: “What a
pity it is you haven’t made some woman,happy with the gift of your hand and pleasant
home, with all its etceteras of lame horses
and charity patients.” Phil puffed a cloud of
smoke into the air, and sat watching the
soft rings in silence for some moments; then
he said quielly, “I have been waiting these
twenty years, Archie, for my wife, and I still
believe that she will come, though it's a long

for

usurping my place

in

performing

some

little office for Paul which I had been accustomed to render, saying with a pathetic longing in her voice,‘It is so sweet to me to have
some one who will let mo love and care for
himand my Paul, accustomed to petting all
his life, soon demanded the most exclusive
attention from Kathleen, as he used to call
her. She would often come on deck looking
pale and troubled; but a few minutes beside
Paul’s couch anil her face would clear,
her eyes would grow soft with womanly
tenderness, and the smile that played upon
her lips was all the sweeter for the tears
Her two comthat had preceded it.
panions seemed to leave her almost entirely
to herself, and before the voyage was over I
strongly suspected that iu the interminable
games of cards always going on in their cabin, a good deal of money belonging to some
of the other passengers passed into their
hands, and yet good company and good wines
made their society very attractive.
They
were both very gentlemanly in their manners,
and Mr. Lambert was especially witty in con-

versation, though his wit was of the sarcastic kind that wounds oltener than it pleases.
Many a time have I seen Kathleen’s cheeks
flush and her eyes fill with tears, at some
careless sneer from this man who had sworn
to love and cherish her, and then, Archie, 1
confess I had to clinch my hands to keep from
collaring him and pitching him over the rail
The mystery of that union I never fathomed;
he seemed utterly indifferent to her, and that
she did not love him I was certain; that she
(eared him I was almost equally sure. Her
father seemed kinder, aud for him she

evidently entertained great affection. One
day he joined our little party, saying as he
laid his hand upon his daughter, ‘Trying to
replace the poor little Parisian. Kathleen ?
Well, that’s right.’ Then he added, half sad,
half jestingly, ‘I wonder if the good deeds of
an angel can blot out the sins ot one of the
evil ones ? ask that pale boy, Kathie; he looks
as if familiar with the ways of angels.’
Kathleen bent her head with a vivid blnsb,
but Paul reached up and took her hand,
saying, with his own bright smile, ‘I have
been lately, sir.’
T believe you, my boy,’ her lather said,
hastily, ‘may it do more good than it has
done me.’ Then he turned away, and I followed, for I thought Kathleen would rather
be alone with Paul for a time.
When I returned Paul was saying, ‘Do you

know, Kathleen, with all your dear little
motherly ways, I am four years older than
you?”
•‘In years, perhaps, but oh, Paul, not in
sorrow.
No,’ sbo continued, in answer to
his reproachful look; ‘how gladly would I
bear your sorrow, heavy though it is, no

words can tell.’
Then I withdrew as gently as I had come,
knowing that my gentle brother could comfort her better than I could. One day Paul
__a.!__
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ing place. Her face lighted up. ‘We are going there, too, at least I think so; I have
heard them mention it.’ Then she stopped
abruptly, and changed the subject before
either of us could reply.

Paul used to lie down and talk of her for
hours after I took him down stairs, and one
night when he had been telling me how loyally Kathleen’s lips had kept sectet the misery any child might read in her face, he
looked suddenly at me with a penetrating,
startled glance. ‘Poor Phil.’ ‘Poor Kathleen,’ I answered, wondering at his words.
•‘When we reached Liverpool Mr. Lambert suddenly decided to go first to Paris, so
Paul and I went on alone. We did not
speak much of Kathleen now, but my boy
missed her sadly, and as his health began to
fail I knew he longed daily for a sight of
her

face,

sweet

hand.

a

touch

of her

cool,

soft

‘My little sister,’ I heard him say
once when he thought he was alcne, ‘if you
knew Paul was dying, I think you would
come to him.’
“His words wrung my heart with a terrible pain and fear. If I had only known
Kathleen’s address I would have written to
her, but I had no means of learning it. Paul
said nothing to me about his wish to see
her, but when the doctor advised change
of air he asked mo to take him to Baden
Baden.
“

‘Why, Paul, do

you think—’
‘I think Kathleen may be there,’ he

And he

quietly.
our

right.
carriage passed

arrival a

was

said,

Two days after
me in the street.

Glancing up, I saw Kathleen leaning pale
and sad-looking among the cushions. As
she caught sight of me she started violently;
then stopping her carriage she made me a
sign to enter it. The street was crowded, so
I obeyed her. ‘How is Paul ?’ she asked
anxiously, as I seated myself beside her.
When I told hei how rapidly he had failed
she said eagerly, ‘Will you take me to him ?
I have so longed to see him again.’
‘Now?’ I questioned.
“
‘Yes. No one cares where I goand
the tears rushed to her eyes.
auu aic
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paler than you were at sea. I am
a physician, you know, so you must let me
prescribe for you.’
“She smiled gratefully. ‘I have been ill,
but I am better now I think I am getting
selfish and lazy, and do not exert myself
enough.’
•‘After a time I forced myself to inquire for
her husband and lather. She colored quickly
saying in a low, constrained voice, ‘Thank
you, they are well. They are both here.’
“Then we did not speak until we reached
the quiet lodging I had procured lor Paul.
are

much

I had

meant

to go first

and prepare him

thinking the surprise might be too great, but’
as we entered the ball his voice greeted us.
‘I hear you; come, Kathleen.’ It was only
when I saw them together that I knew how
much he had missed her. He seemed quite
content to lie and hold her hand, gazing up
at her with such a tranquil look
upon his

face as it had not worn for weeks. He
only let her go on the promise of seeing her
every day, and that night when the good
German woman with whom we lodged came
iu to ask him bow he was, he told bet, with
the bright smile so rare now on the wan
face,
that he was ‘Quite well. My little sister has
come to be with me.
You must see her tomoriow.’ Then he added, more to himself
than to us, ‘I’m getting ready.’
“The next day Kathleen’s father brought
her. He came in and stayed a few minutes;
was kind and friendly to Paul and courteous
to me; his manner seemed softened, but
whether that was only in the presence of
my poor boy I could not tell. Kathleen’s
eyes followed him wistfully as he went out,
and I heard her sigh. I now knew certainly
that both he and her husband were professional gamblers.
“During one of her visits she happened to
mention having spent a few weeks in this

village.

‘It

she said

was

such

dreamily.

‘I

quiet, happy time,’
always associate rest
a

with that little hamlet among the hills
When I die I should like to be there. There
was such a pretty grassy slope in the old
churchyard. I wish I could think I would
sleep there some time.’ Then she looked up
wiui

a
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green slope in my dreams, and once I saw a
time, a long time,” he repeated musiDgly.
white cross standing there, and when I went
Was my friend dreaming? I said nothing, to it my name was on it.’
hnt. sat. lroif !nrr eAmO In ri Vi
nnlinhfnnmnnt
I
“That night Paul had a long fit of pain;
“You never knew my brother Paul, did he fainted several
times; and the next day
yon, Archie?” Phil commenced in his full when Kathleen came he said quietly, ‘Won’t
voice.
“Poor
he
met
with
an
quiet
fellow,
you stay with me now, Katnlecn. till the
accident when a child which lamed him for last? It won’t be
long.’ And
life. When he was—let me see—about twen- glancing at my face, promised him. Kathleen,
ty-two (he was eight years youDger than myIn the afternoon a fine, drizzling rain comself) I took him to Germany to consult a fa- menced to fall, and when the twilight began
mous physician, in whose skill I had great
to wrap street and houses in its soft gray
faith. Just before our sailing three passenfolds, I seated myself in one of the windows
gers came on board, who attracted my attenlistening to the drip, drip, of the rain, and
tion and interest from the first. One was a
thinking what a dreary void my life would be
man between
forty and fifty, handsome and before the next day’s sun would rise. Paul
but
with an unpleasant air of and Kathleen were talking in low
stylish-looking,
tones, and
bravado about him, and a furtive way of now and then I could hear a
few words:
watching people, which impressed me very
“Is your mother like you, Kathleen? Then
unfavorably. He was followed by a man I shall know her. Now tell me what I must
some years younger than
on
whose
himself,
say.”
arm leaned a young and very
pretty lady. As
Tell her, Paul, that 1 am now living out
they passed into the cabin many eyes were her life, that though the road be loug and the
turned upon them. The men were talkiug path set thick with
thorns, my feet, like hers,
Wholly in French, aud paying little or no at- will one day reach the goal. Then her voice
tention to their silent companion.
and
she
said
broke,
‘Ob, my broth“Paul had his meals brought up ou deck, er, cannot you takesobbiugly,
me-too?’ His answer
aud at dinuer I fouud 1 was seated next the
was too low to reach
ear.
but presently
my
young lady who had so excited my interest her sobs ceased, and then he called faintly,
that morning. I never asked you, Archie,
Philip 1’ I was beside him immediately.
whether you cared to hear this long story;
Raise me up, Phil.
No, don’tring for lights.
I
bethat
heart
I
was
so
full
of
it
wish you would take me
my
to-night
home, Philip,
If I weary and lay me iu the
gan almost without thinking.
churchyard Kathleen
you. you will try to pardon me.
about.
speaks
Hush, Kathleen, dear, and
“Well, that night many glances of admir- I Inlip, you must hope and be patient. The
ation were cast ucon my neighbor, glances
beginning ot the end seems very near to me.’
not
utiminglej with pity; the pale, beautiful Then his voice sank. Presently he stirred—
face was so very
sad, and the latge brown ‘Kathleen—Philip—’ and when I laid him
eyes seemed heavy with unsled tears
As
down, the smile that had settled on his pale
she raised her band I saw she wore a
wedding young face was the smile with which ho woke
The elder ol the two
ring.
gentlemen W'as iu heaven.
evidently her lather, the likeness between
“Perhaps it was well tor me that I had to
them was so
stiong, and the other, 1 became attend Kathleen, whose grief really alarmed
convinced, was her husband, although he me. Leaving
the dead body ol my Paul iu
seemed strai geiy indifferent to her
comfort the care of our kindly landlord, I took her to
or convenience.
As we left the table she
her carriage.
afraid to leave her, I ac
dropped her handkerchief, and when she compauied her Then,"
home. She was silent, only
raised bar eyes to miue in thaukiug me for
every little while she would sigh shudderingrestoring it, whether she saw the. interest aud ly As we ueared their hotel, she turned lo
sympathy I felt revealed iu my lace 1 couldnnt me with an agouized gleam
in her dark eyes.
tell, hut a slight blush tinged her check as ‘Now Paul is
gone, I have no one—no one;’
she turned away.
Then I said to her quietly, with the shadow
“The next morning when 1 returned from of our
great 3ortow lying hetween us, ‘Proma seaich for Paul’s books and rug, I found
ise me,
Kathleen, that if your burden shall
A

become too great for you to bear, you will let
me help youand she stilled her sobs to say
solemnly, ‘Philip, I promise.’
Well, Archie, my story is almost done. The
next year was terrible to me. I missed Paul
daily and hourly, and life, that had once
seemed so full and bright, grew only a weary
load which I yet must bear.
Then I read
Mr. Lambert’s death in a French journal.
Poor Kathleen was released. Then I knew
the great hunger of my life might yet be satisfied. A love, whose mighty presence I had
not guessed, sprang up in my heart. I wrote
to her, sending the letter to Paris.
I knew
she did not love him, so my haste was no insult. ‘I am going to tha'. village among the
hills to wait. When you are free come to
me.’
“I have looked for her every day since then
Paul, in the churchyard yonder, and I in the
old house here, wait for Kathleen’s coming.
Her room is always ready. Would you like
to see it?”
I assented eagerly. Phil took up the lamp,
and unlocking a door I had not observed till
then, led me into a large, handsome room,
bright with soft, warm tints, and made cheerful by the fire which crackled and played upon the hearth.
The walls were hung with
pictures, the tables covered with books, and
in one corner stood a cabinet filled with
bronzes, exquisite statuettes, and here and
there a shrine of gold and gems. On the top

lay

Bible,

through the leaves, it trembles over the fair,
white marble cross, and by its light you read
the name “Kathleen,” and underneath the
Amalie La Fabge.
words, “My wife.”

ro LET.
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My faith sometimes
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grouped several
bush, covered with
the windows hung a bird

In one of
cage, its pretty occupant curled

up

into a

soil, yellow ball, How pathetic lo mo were
the faded curtains, telling, as they did, of
the long, patient waiting, the bitterness of

hope deferred.
When I returned to the fire Phil’s eyes
were fixed on a picture that
hung over the
mantelpiece—a woman’s face beautiful and
sad, yet lighted up with the radiance of a
divine hope. Beneath the picture was a
bracket on which stood a vase of flowers.
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PIANO TO LET.
this office.

“Phil,

Inquire

at

SIX Octave Plano, rosewood case; may be seen
at 271 Spring Street. Address
MRS. CHAS. HARLOW,
554 Broadway, South Boston, Mass,
ocl
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a while I always found that
they
pure, and true, and good, only my
slower intellect needed time to learn their
beauty. During all these years he had dwelt
so much in the world of
feeling, that spiritual things seemed very near to him that to
me were only dim promises of future
light.
In those short weeks he taught me more real
religion than I had learned in all my life before. Sometimes his quiet “God will not:”
“He will not” seemed to me presumption,
but afterward I thought, Who am I that I
should judge
Is it not the child that knows
the Father’s heart so well, that what to
is
but
many
peradventure, is to him the
blissful certainty ?
We had been silent some minutes, Phil
gazing in the fire, and I thinking what won-
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gas, at

SECOND

2

for housekeeping
dtf

GOOD RENTS in center of City; also small
rent

on

-Munjoy

Hill.

octl5dtf

AT

Apply to
W. W. CARR,
197 Newbury Stieet.

Good First-Class Kents
Woodtord’8 Corner, ot 5 and 6 rooms, to

lies without small children.
FIELD at Woodloi d’s Corner.

TO

fami-

T. II. MANSoctl5tf

every city and town whore gag is used for the
sale of the ELLIS PATENT GAS BURNER.
Very liberal terms to Agents. Inquire of C. L.
HAR3T01V, l’-iS Exchange St.
oetlldtf
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STRAYED

Found.
Congress St., a sum of money which the owner
ON can
have by calling at 585 Congress St., and
novlOdlw
proving property.

BOARD.

the Chest
or Side, Blending at
ribe Lungs, and every
affection ot the throat,

Koonts with Board.

speedily and permanently

sepldttMRS. ALONZO BUTLER.

street.

let wlthboi

rooms to

Street.

To Let.

AUTOMATIC FURNACE REGULATOR

now

Mr. Buclcnam:
Sir -I have had Tingley’s Automatic Heater or
Heat Governor attached to my Furnace now several
years and am well satisfied with it, both as a beat
regulator and fuel saving apparatus.
Yours Respectfully,
JAMES BAILEY.
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brightness of the nest, whose bird had at
length flown home.
A figure was lying on the low couch
drawn up before the fire. “My wile!”
Philip said fondly, then I saw her face
beautiful with the beauty of Heaven, and
brightened now with a light like the afterglow of the sunset; her hair was white as
silver, but thp eyes and smile were young.
Beside her Phillip had placed the little cabinet ; she had been examining its treasures—
several lay in lap. On a little tabie at her
leet, where her eyes could rest upon it, stood
the tea-rose, in full bloom now.
She greeted me with a smile, then as Phil
kneeled beside her, she said, with a glance
at the picture above the fire, “You were
told that was like me. Ah! Philip dirt not
know what a poor old woman was coming

Gorham about one mile from Gorham village, the homestead farm of the late
Charles Whitney, containing about eighty acres, divided into tillage, pasturage and wood, with orchard.
The buildings consist of a one story house and ell,
containing 7 finished rooms, with cellar; woodshed
attached; good barn with cellar; two good wells,
etc. For further particulars inquire of CAPT. GIDEON STANWOOD, at Gorham Village, or ot WM.
L. PRINCE, Admr., No. 47 Oxford St., Portland, Me.
nov8
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“Kathleen,

you say nothing of the old
you found.”
The look she turned upon him was the
most beautiful lever saw on any face. “If
I say nothing, Philip, it is because my heart
is too full for words.”
Hearing Abby in the hall, I went out and
left, the two together. When I came
back,
Phil handed me the prayer-book open at the
marriage service. “Do vou mind using that
form, Archie ? Kathleen likes it.”
He spoke so quietly, I looked dumbly at
him. “Yes, Archie, that is what we want;
she has been my wife these twenty years,
but I want all men to know it now.”
So, in the presence of Aboy and Phil’s old
housekeeper, I married them.
How white the still lace on the pillow:
had become; but when the rite was ended
she turned to Philin with a radiant smiles
•“Till death us do part.’ Death will not
part us .Philip.”
I saw Kathleen every day after that. The
storm and tempest of her life was
past and
now her fragile boat was anchored in the
haven of Philip’s love. She often spoke to
me of his years of patient
waiting: “It was
man

only

the thought or that that made me able
to live sometimes,” she said one
day. '“The
only time I doubted him was when I came
up the walk irom the gate that night; 1
stood a moment to gather strength and
dnnrorrn
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there; he drew the curtain and looked out,
and I saw the warmth and brightness within,
and I feared to see some one in my place at
his side; then I cried out‘Philip,’ aud he
came to me, my faithful
lover, and ho
brought me iD, and then I knew God hears

PIERCE’S

prayers.”
Those days of quiet tranquil happiness sped
swiftly by, and in the gloom and cold before
the dawn ot Christmas
morniug, Phil sent
for me. I found Kathleen lying, pale and
faint, upon her pillow, and Phil bending over
her with the seal of great and holy calm upon
his face. I took my place beside her in silence ; she smiled gently.
“I am going to
spend my Christmas day with Paul aud
mother. I wish Philip could come too, hut
perhaps it wont be long.” She struggled a
little for breath, and Phil raised her iu his
arms.
“Waiting again, my poor Philip,”
she said fondly; “but I will he uear you all
the time; this dear room your hands prepared

IRON

FURNACE.
Tins is tlieONLY
Furnace that
is
made ENTIRELY
of Wrought Iron.
It is
the ONLY
Furnace
without
dangerous joints.
It is marie of FOUR
NUMBERS heav

for me, God will let me come to it often I
am sure.
You will not grieve much, Philip.
Death is not parting for us, my Philip, it is

only waiting.”

The gray was leaving the eastern sky, a
faint rosy fl isb crept over the snow.
Phil
signed to me, and I repeated softly some of
the texts she loved. She thanked me wiih a
smile, then her face changed; no shaduw fell
on it, only a wondrous
light. “Philip!” she
whispered, then the light grew stronger, and
in the first flush and
biigbtness of that
Christmas morning her soul went home.
Now the summer sun shines
bright on the
churchyard glass, the birds sing sweetly overhead, and the trees rustle iheir given boughs
in the soft air. On the green slope bemud
the cliurco the grass is greenest, the flowers
brightest; there the birds come 'ateat in the
fall.
The sun has shot a beam ot light

ler nate iron

WOLLASTMn
HEATING AND
VENTILATING
Co., Manufacturers, Proprietors and Wholesale and
Retail Dealers, 59 Blackstone street, Boston, Mass.
Send for Circular.
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Steamship

?

SUN, Philadelphia Pa.
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-Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE 81 ,

Denver,

North wi st.

R. R.,and South
forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE TEH DOLLARS.

Freight tor the
by connecting lines

Passage apply

to

NATIPWON. lgetil,
70 Long Wharf, Boston.

E. B.

~

BOSTON STEAMERS.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with tirst-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West
"^PULLMAN PALACE DRAWlKG ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

tion.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid lor at the rate of
one passenger for evtrv $500 additional value.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland, June 21,1875.
joe!7dtf

WHARF, Portland,

FRANKLIN

Daily, at 7 o’clock P. M„ and INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, daily at 3 P. HI
(Sundays excepted).

$1.00.

Passengers by this Lino are reminded that they ecomfortable night’s rest and avoid tho expense and Inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

curo a

at

night

Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D H. Young"
No. 266 Middle street.
Through rickets to New York via the various
Souud Lines, for sale at very low rates.

Freight

taken

as

usual.

J. B. COFEE, JR. General Agent.

octl874

MAll, LINE TO

Halifax, Nova Scotia,
With connection*! to Prince Edward Island, Cape Breton ana Ht Johns. N. F.
The splendid new iron steamship
“BERM UDA,” Capt.Cleaver, will
leave Grand Trunk Railway
•
Wharf, every SATURDAY at
'4 00 p. m. for HALIFAX, direct,
L__
making connections with the Intercolonial Railway,
toT Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and
steamers for Prince Edward Island; also at New
Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape
Bre.on, and at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns,

OCTOBER 95, 1875.
Train* leave aad arrive a* fellow*:
Mixed train leaves Portland at 7.30 a. m., arrives

at No.

Conway

11.30

^“RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4.00 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day cf sailing.
For farther information apply to J B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct28dttJOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

HIT. DESERT &
FALL

ONE

HlAlHIASi

ARRANHEnENT.

PER

TRIPS

WEEK.

The Steamer LEWISlOIVj Caot. C’hnrle*
Q Doering, will leave Hail2P road Wliarf, toot of State St.,
every TH(JRSi«Af
FVKIYIfNG, AT 10 O’CLOCK, after Friday,
October 15, for Rockland, Custine, Deer Isle. Sedgwick, So. W. Harbor, <Mt. Desert,) Millbridge,
Jonesport and Machhuport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every ^omlay
Morning at 5 o clock, touching as above, arriving in Portland same night, usually connecting with
Pullman Train, and early morniug Trains for Boston and the West.
For further particulars inquire at Railroad Wharf,
Portland.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag’t.
mar20tl
Portland, Oct. 5, 1875.
*'r»

PORTLAND^

BANGOR.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
FARE

REDUCED.

The fast Steamer, CITY OF RICHMOND,
Capt. C. Kilby, leaves Railroad Wharf every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday EreDings, at lO o’clock.
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport
and Hampden.
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at 6 o’clock, touching at the above named landings, arriving in Portland at 5 o’clock P. M.
Steamer “City of Richmond” connects with stages
at Rockland, and other landings, for neighboring
towns. Connects at Rockland with the Knox &
Lincoln R. R., at Belfast with B. & M. R. R., Banwith E. & N. A. and other Railroads.
‘are to Rockland $1.00, Camden.$1.50
Bellas', Searsport and Sandy Point.... 2.00
2.5G

Calais and SI. John, Digby,
Wiadaor and Halifax.

Passengers for Lancaster, Whitefield, Littleton,
St. Johnsbury, Montpelier, Burlington, St. Albans

and all points in Northern New
mont connect at Fabyan's with
Montreal R. R

TRIPS

PER

WEEK

!

same

days.

Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annap
olis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amherst, Pictou, Frcdcrickton, Charlottetown and
Summerside, P. E. I.
lEyFreigbt received on days of sailing until 4
A. R. STUBBS. Agent,
Utf

Perfectly Gas Tight.
DURABILITY

SQUARE,
deo<J6m

RESORTS?"

WITTliOIJSiar
WING

I*roprir<o>

first-class ilctei in every respect arranged especially with a view to the wants
ol the commercial and pleasure seeking
public.
marl3-dtf
A

HOTEL,

ov XHE PUROPKAN PLAN.
I'orner Irvins Place and 16b Street New
\ «r*u

One Block from Union Square ami Broadway,
i'he most central, an yet quietest location i
the
city. Convenient to the great jlore*, th- atres and
churches.
Elevator and all m Klt-rn ininrovemeutH.
Kasv accede to a 1 parts of the city by street cars and

9tages.

fep27d&wlyl0

^iijgfciai;xKour

FOR

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

First

From

TTSIC

Wells’ Carbolic

Tablets,

oct26diwl
dl A f/, Cj KATE in Wall Street oiten leads
tjPEVru LU ejPtlwVr.to fortune. A72pago book
enlitled: “Men and Idioms of Wall Street,’’ explaining everything.
rorU JOHN IIICKCING .V CO.,
1 rLuLli Bankers and Brokers, 7t Broad,

nNew
way,

York.
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A ill A TO or A THOUSAND.
When death was hourly expecled from Con.
sumption, all remedies having failed, and Dk. II.
James was experimenting, ho accidentally made a

preparation of INDIAN HEMP, which cured his
only child, and now gives this recipe free on receipt
ot two stamps, to pay expenses.
HEMP also cures
night-sweat, nausea at the stomach, and will break a
fresh cold in 24 hours.
Address Chaddock Si CO„
1,032 Race Street, Philadelphia, naming ihe paper.

nov9_diwt

100

C. It. FERBIN, Prop.

^■KPPI.EYS

tIEDlU ITED Wills

W cures consumption. Sold
by
noUu4\v tUrgeman & Co

cruggists.
N

Y.

Agents.
11 Agents tor th«* best selling
*
iu
tho
aekago
It eontriins 13sheets
VI
w w
p.,,)e,t 15 euve’opes, golden Pen. Pen Holaet, Pencil, na’cnt Yard Measure, and a piece of Jewelry.
package with eleg int Prize, pcs paid, 25c.
| Single
Circular lrce. BRTDE & CO., 7G9 Broadway, JN. Y.
*
dlwt
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AND

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONK
and McClellan.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and 8 AT CRD AY.
Freight torwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of tho Lake and Jane

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Riehmond, and Va. and Tenn. K. R. to all places m
the South, W. M. C'ark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

Boston.
To all points orNorth and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keitli, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in tho West by Baltimore A Ohio
R. K., C. A. Chlpley,
Agent, 210 Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills ol lading given by tho above named
Agents.
Passage $ 15.00. Excursion Tickets $25.
For freight or passage to Noriolk, Baltimore, Wash
ington, or other iutormatiou apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
uo2dt!
Providence. D.

Agents Wanted^n“«Y-"r mmGTO%

Viewa Public Rniidinga. Bnidc n«,d
Wap of Philadelphia
Every family wants a
package. Only ?3 cts. Large wages Sure, and no
risk
Address at once, O. I,
Pub.. Con* ord, N. II.
no9d4wt
Cold or Asthma that
mm FSTACough,
SON
’S
UC.
will
nut cure.
BALSAM
aDAM
Ilni T1 ?°w J>y Druggists at 35 cts. Circular free.
UULU Db. F. N\. KINSMAN, Augusta, Maine.
no9
d4wt
Hteel

Class Steamship

WM. CBANE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
Boston direct erery
TCEf»DA*
and 8ATCKDAY.
—

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
TRIED AIVO SURE REMEDY.
For sale by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Mass.

1

■f.tfVifll .’tize
H || I||\v dltl.
Wfc

I, INK

umv*a weeb-

JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. LAWRENCE.

1-! fli E

FOK N f- W Y< >RK,
A

HEAD

OF

ACL

OTHER*.

lh«* Only I'lsUle Itomc
Avoiding Point Judith.

This is

Xn-i;

HUTKLfr.

WESTtilNSTEti

STEAMSHIP

t4w

oct26_

A

LEWISTON, ME.,
Corner Pine and Park Streets,
It.

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington
Ut TA* ±UK AGENTS.
sell our Stereoscopic Views, tliromoi,

1JKST
To

Hampshire and VerBoston, Concord and

tP“Frelght trains leave Portland daily at 11 40 a
Returning loave Fabyan’s at 6.00 a. m.
.1 HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 23, 1873.
oct25dtf

m.

MAESE CENTRAL R. R.
Monday, October 95tli, 1875.
Trains leave

"ortlnml for Bangor, Waterville
Belfast and Dexter at 112.35 a. m., *1.40 p. m.
Skowliegan 1.40 p. m.

Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner, Brunswick tl2.35,
$7.00 a m., *1.40 5.20 p. m
Rockland $7 00 a. m., *1.40 p. m.
Bath $7 00 a m., *1 40, 5 20 p. in.
Lewiston $7.00 a. m„ 1.35,5.15 p. m.

Farmington *1.40 p. m.
The 112.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes close connection with E. & N. A. Railway foi St. John and
Haliiax
tPullman Sleeping Car attached.
•Parlor Car attached
$ Mixed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, Octoter 25.1875.oc25dtf

Boston & Maine
RAILROAD.
FALL ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing October.11,1875.
Passenger

Train* will leave Parllaad fa
Boston at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 5.10 p. m., arriving
al Boston at 10.50 a. m„ 1.43, 7.55 p. m.
Reiarniog, leave Boston at 8.30 a. m., 12.30
3.30 D. m., arriving at Portland at 1.15, 3.
8.15 p. m.
Por Lowell at 6.15,9.00 a. m., 3,10, p. m.
For Manchester and t'oncord aad Dfee
Hailroad (via New Market Junction) at 6.15a.
m., and 310 p m.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
For Great Falla at 6.15, 9 00 a. m., 3.10. p.m.
For Rochester, Farmington and Alton
Bay at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. m.

For Scarborough Beach, Blue Point, Old
Orchard Beach. Saco, Biddeford aad
Kenaebnnk at 6.15. 9.00, a. m., 3.10, 5.00 p. m.
Morning Train* will leave Kennebnnk
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

on Boston & Maine road connect with all
running between Portland and Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machlas, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
’rains a< Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes for refreshments at first-class dining rooms.
Parlor Car* on 3.10 P. M. train from Portland
and 8.30 A. M. train from Boston.
J. T. FURBER, Gcn’l Soft.
S. H.STEVENS, Gen’l Ag’t, Portland.
au5
dtf

Trains
steamers

Portland & Rochester R. R.
Arrangeuieut

ARRANGEMENTS,

On and after MONDAY. October 4th, the Steamers New Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Winchester, and
Cityoi Portland,Capt. S.II.Pike,
will leave Railroad wharf, foot ol
State Street, every Monday and Thursday at 6.00 p.
m. for Eastport and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastpor t on tiro

Sewing Silk, and Linen 'Thread. Address,
D. L. GUERNSEY, Pub., CONCOBD, N. H.

a. m.

Passenger t rain leave Portlind at 2.55 p. m., arrives at Fabyan’s 8.25 p. m.
RETURNING.
Passenger train leaves Fabyan’s at G.00 a. in., arrives at Portland 11.40 a m
Mixed train leaves No. Conway at 12.30 noon, arrives at Portland 4.35 p. in.
(All trains between No. Conway and Fabyau’s will
be mixed trains.)
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
At White Kock for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake tor Standlsb Comer,
at Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, lvezar Falls and
Freedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.

N. F.

TWO

®

exaggeration,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

H

NonthweM.

C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS,
will, until further notice, run alternately ae follows:
Lea vine

Eastport,

*?

DU

West and

CHANGE OF TIME.

Jnar24

SUMMER

I'rancioro,

PORTLAND & OGDENSBI RU RR

o’clock, p. m.

AN[)

Han

J.

T!ie Superior Sea Going Steamers

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’) Ag’t,
Railroad Wharf, foot of Stato St., Portland.
dt
Portland, April 17th, 1873

pu,

wiiuoui

—

and all points in the

Bucksport, Winterport, Hampden ana
Bangor.

®

is

AMD

Canada, Detroit, Chirac#, tfilvraa*
kee, Cincinnati. Ht
Louis, Omaha,
Hngiaaw,Ht Paul, »alt Lake City,

sailing vessels.
West by the Penn.

ju23-ly

Auburn and Lew-

Trains will arrive as follows:
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate station?
8.30 a m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m
Mall from Quebec, Montreal and the West at 2.35
p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 2.50 and
5.45 p. in.

Line.

Wharfage.

or

for

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates !

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of

For Freight

m

To

for

ce
©

ang2

j

p.

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & S.it’d’y.

Arthur.

*

39 MARKET

Dr E. Maxwell,

dii

1_oct26t4w
A « TtfUR’S

a
^

Nutter Bros. & Co.,

EPIZOOTIC CURE

octlS

of time in selling our Teas.
Liberal commissions. Send for terms. P.O.Box 5643. »REAT
AMERICAN TEA CO., 31 & 33 Vtsey
St., IV.

8

«

u
©

Save Your Horses!

nick but

Agents Wanted Good chance for making
money, to parlies who devote whole or part

S

chasing.

bargain a« I am about to remove to
another city.
CHARLES M. IIAW'KES.
Enquire ol JOHN C. PROCTOR.
1870
11th,
August
<Jtl

i*

n

a

mriiuce

1.40 p.

tram at

Mail train lor Island Pond, stopping at all §tr.«
tions to island Pond,)* connecting with night mail
train for Quebec, Montreal and the West at 1.50
p. m.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston at 5.15

—

k

B

Please call and examine it before pur-

a

to

MRS. M. 8. SMITH,
of the most reliable Medical Clairvoyants, Las
removed to 544 Congress street, where she will make
examinations for disease and prescribe tor the same.
Persons living out of the city, and those unable to
come to the office, by sending lock ot hair and $1 00
will receive a correct diagnosis of Iheir diseases, also
advice about treatment. Medicines, witn full written directions, sent by mail or express wheu desired.
nov6-dtt

3m

UNEQUALLED.

MY

wail until your horse
inlie it in time.

GUARANTEES

Middle St,

unmiuinl

AND

follows:

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

PHILADELPHIA

IT'A-L.r.

ECONOMY

Brick House lor Sale.
residence, 15 Winter street. House of brick,
contains 12 finished rooms wth open
stories,
2J
summer kitchen, woodbouse, etc., attached,
good
cellar, Sebago waler, large brick cistern, iuruace, gas
throughout, healthy location, good sewerage, wide
lot and pleasantly situated with plenty ot sunshine.

s

—

Monday, Nov. 15th, 1870,

as

m.

©

Warranted

ruA«

a.

Express

iston.

—

BOSTON

—

one

ber 10 cents.
'1. M ARTHUR Aoct26

tlie most powerful heating furnace ever
made. I has the best Grate and Sifter
ever put in a furnace.
The radiators are
made of heavy plated Iron and riveted
in the most thorough manner.

to Let.

prevalent Epizootic

5*14
ConsreHH
i* trees, where he will
treat in a safe and natural manner all chronic
Diseases, Weasn sses and infirmities with a new and
of
improved application electricity and without the
use of poisonous drugs. Purely vegetable remedies
given when needed. The batteries used in his practice are the celebrated Dr. Jerome Kidder ElectroMagnetic machioes.

[at

KUTTfeRICK’N Newes' Patterns in every
Terms $2.50 per year; 3 copies for $6 50.
Splendid Book oilers and Premiums. Specimen num-

give

e

jiiis

THE

now

to

m

lot aud buildings formerly occupied by Stewart & Melcber, on West Commercial St.
An
excellent chance to start a manufactory. Tbe main
building is three stories high, 60x75, with countiag
room and room for engine and boiler.
A spacious
shed aud good dry bouses attached. The lot is near-

of the

us

©
®

2

7.10

ocldtf

©

annum.

remedy winch

mas permanently located

S %

Address the subscriber through Post-office BOX
983 for information.
FKED’K, FOX.
dtt
augl2

a

MAGNETIC PHYSICIAN,

number.

©

„
a

On anil alter
trains will run

HENRY FOX, General Agent/Portland.
J F AMES, Ag’t. Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

w

-©

and extends back say 150 feet.
Also four house lots on Anderson street, and two
house lots on Oxford street.
All the above will be sold on favorable terms.
Two-thirds of purchase money can remain on mort-

speedy cure

—AND—

“KACL.fe-Ui.IFFE,” by
C R.Dorr; and •niRIAii,” by T S.

£
®

p©

Bond & Co.

insure a

MEDICAL

Home Magazine. “The Household Magazine of America.” Two Serial Stories
Illustrated
in 1876
Mrs. Julia

H

®

Also the three-story brick dwelling house, occupied
by tbe ubscriber. No. 77 State street, with land and
stable, &c. The lot is say 80 feet on State street,

FEDERAL *TRFET,

OR. G. P. LASSELLE,

AT

KULLAJl’S,

S* •"

Also the lot of land on the northwest side of Fore
street, being (he lot between land owned by tbe
heirs of Isaac lllsey and brick store owned and occupied by Jerome B. Fickett.
AIs^ the large lotot land iu tbe tear of the last
mentioned lot, and also in rear of the brick stores
Nos. 187, 185 and 183 Fore street.
Also the wooden store with the lot on passage way
leading from Central wharf to Moulton street, being
tbo store and lot now occupied by Bryant & Burns,
Pump and Bl<>ck Makers.
Also stores and lot on the southeast side of Fore
street, occupied by A. Huntington and by J. H.

ha* di covered

MALti

2

30

street, now occupied by Joseph Coolidge.

31

ATTENTION TO LADIES
Operations performed by MRS. DR. WELCH.
Don’t fail to get a box of Dr. Welch’s Bunion
Ointment. Parties treated at their residence per
order.
Dr. Welch has returned from his Eastern visit and
s prepared to receive patients at his office.
sel8dtf

Iron
FURNACE.

©

THE

NO.

Temple,

Portland

Wrought

2

brick dwelling house, with the large lot of
laud connected therewith, situated at the corner of Free and South streets, and now numbered 27
South street.
Also the three storied brick store. No. 183 Fore

Will be sold at

HIM FOR

©fa

FORjSALE

183

SPECIAL.

in Portland

«

REAL ESTATE

xuuao fxi

Have located at

216 Federal St., Cor.

Richardson & Boynton’s

©3

iww

I

season

Please Call and examine.
se!!_

dim*

mySdtf

Surgeon Chiropodists,

ith each Furnace sold.

w

For Sale or to Let.
TTAV1NG sold house No.
in tho Hull Block.
JLJl on Pine Street, we now offer for sale or lease
house No. 142 in that Block, and No. 1 Carroll
Street.
MATTOCKS & FOX,
Counsellors at Law, 183 Middle St.
eep29dtf

•j

require furnaces this

Who is authorized by

AT

or

tnan

any other Furnace.
It watches i's own
draft. It is sold at
a
moderate
very
rale price, and will
last a life time

COMPLETE

New House lor Sale.

For Sale

Treated without Pain.

__

97 Federal St.

No. 97 New High St This house contains &l
tbo modern conveniences and is well Duiit I
Inquire on the premises.
C. W. STKOUT.
j

our

< hilbiains

Dr. WELCH and WIFE, of BOSTON,

!

WROUGHT

2b

gage at 7 per cent interest per

Bunions,Bad Nails aud

deodSm

IMPROVED

0. W.

taken at the lowest rates.

FARE

BUCKNAM,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
DR.

Home for Sale*

home to him at last.”

SPECIALTY!

No. 199 Fore Street*

STORY wooden house nearly new, 12 finished
rooms, good cellar and drainage, Sebago water
and gas; arranged for two families.
For further information inquire on the premises, No. 167 Newoct27dtf
bury street Portland, Me.

cct23

DISEASE* OF THE FEET

ELECTRICIAN

FREDERICK

in

fcy"*Freights

Shippers are requested to si nd their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M un the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to

are

50 cts. and Si a bottle; large bottles much tho
cheaper.
SETA W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, Boston,
Mass^ Sold by dealers generally.
ja‘25
eodeow&woew4

All kinds of Hot Air furnaces put in order, and

PURSUANT

!nfn

Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to ana from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St John, aud all parts of Maine.

in t bains.

ARRANGEMENT

Express train 7.00 a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
Mail train for Gorham and Intel mediate stations at

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

repaired at short notice by

All who

York.

GOVERNOR.

and vicinity
WILL FIND

'dire't communication t/» aul from
Dortlano and all other poiuts m
Philadelphia
aud beyond. Through
Maine,
rates are given to Philadelphia and aii points reached
by the Penn Ceotral and fhe Phil & Reading K R.'s
aud to all the principal cities in the South ana uathNo commission Lr flu warding.
*est. No Wharfage
Full information given by u. D. C. MINK Agent,
29 Devonshire Si., Boston, or J b. COYLE, Jr.,
■

by a timely resort to this standard remedy, as is
proved by hundreds ot testimonials it has received.
None genuine unless signed “I. BUTTS on tho

A

Throughly tested for the last four years, and is
offered with confidence, as a perfect remedy for the
inconveniences, dangers and annoyances, arising
from Hot Air Furnaces as ordinalily managed. It is
a sure remedy for the escape of gas or smoke
through
the bouse. It saves coal. It preven s clinkers and
sifting of ashes. It insures danger against tire irom
an over heated Furnace.
It saves care and time in
the management of the Furnace, and give3 uniformity of temperature with every change
of weather. In fact you have
only to supply the
coal and leave the Furnace to the
care of the
“Governor.” Attached to Brick or Portable Furnaces old or new, and warranted to give satisfaction.

ai>g20

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MON 1)AY and THURSDAY, at ti
M., and leave Pier 38 Fast River, New Yor'*, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, jnst built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with tine accommodations tor passengers making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
These
travellers between New York and Maine.
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from New

cured by the use of Dr.
Wistar’s Balsam of
wild Cherry, wuich does not dry up a cough and
leave the cause behind, as in the case with most remedies, but loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays ir
ritatien, thus removing the cause of the complaint

AND

HEAT

^ NESDAY and SATURDAY gives

■

wrapper.

TINCrLEY’S

A

mo

dtf

STOVES.

February first the Stores and Chambers
ABOUTUnion
St.,
occupied by Caldwell &
and

chest,

Steamers,

and

_

To Let with Board.
SUIT OF ROOMS with board, 45 Da. forth

aug23tf

ON

1n<1

at G3

___octl9dtf

THE

lin

r

oct23_

Furnished House to he Let,
on State street
Very desirable. Inquire of S.W. Robinson, or Byron D Verrill. at

SITUATED
Middle

LUNN8 and

or

Running between Providence
Philadelphia every WED-

—

Portland.
W.M. p. CLYDE & CO.^Oen’l Managers,
janll ly
12 So. Delaware ifvenue, Philadelphia.

P.

prepared to receive all persons wishing treatment
and will keep constantly on hand all the appliances I
The public are invited to call and
used by her.
examine this branch of Medical Science.
Rooms first Door below Mione cbiircli,

Coughs,Colds, (trona
chitis, «ore Throat,
Influenza,
Cronp,
Whooping Cough,
Hoarseness, Liver
Complaint, Pains or

^

altkkation

Saturdays accepted.
We shall also use in connection with the above, the
Electro Vapor Bath—so useful in Rheumatic difficulties, that often one trial will remove the most
severe cases.
oct25dtf

Lost.
PAIR GOLD BOWED SPFCTACLES. Any
one returning them to this office will be suitanovlldlw*
bly rewarded

Clyde's Iron Line

WINTER

Exchange Street.

419 CONGRESS STREET, PORTLAND.
Office hours from 9 A. M.. to I P HI,, aod
9 1-9 to 9 P
HI
(Friday evenings and

n07l3d3t»Peering, Me.

A

NICE
land street,.without board,

neath a quiet exterior, when he took up the Hodsdon,
Whitney & Thomas.
Apply to
enn
TnTTVT ciwr'riT
little prayer-book and began turning over its I
leaves: “How absurd this sentence is in the
To Let.
otherwise beautiful marriage service: 'Those
BRTCK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street,
whom God hath joined together let no man
all tlie modern improvements. Enput asunder.’ What God hath joined to- quire containing at No. 10, CENTRAL
WH ARE.
gether no mon can put asunder; wait a mininelGdtf
ute, Archie, I know what you would say; I
know some have not patience to wait for
God’s good time, or when their twin soul
REAL ESTATE.
comes their eyes are blinded and
they only
catch a waft from Paradise instead of entering at the gate. Then some fancy rules them, F. G, Patterson’s Beal Estate
and then in after years they find that
BULLETIN.
they
are only units in the
mighty whole, who so
mistake and thwart God’s Providence. Then
MONEY
TO LOAN
there are hands drawn out of one another,
first class Real Estaie Security, in Portland,
or
taxes paid, etc., on
that
vicinity—Rents
collected,
changed lips
speak their cold farewell.
God never joined those two together, that Commission. Houses bought and sold Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON .dealer in Real Estate. O&co 379j
was man’s work.
It is true God sometimes Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
parts his souls, but still the freed spirit mav and Pearl streets.
au28tt
hold blessed converse with its mourning
male',
To
Let.
held prisoner in its house of clay. God nevGENTEEL first floor tenement of six rooms, gas
er utterly divides what he hath
joined. It
andSebago. House warmed by furnace Located
may be His will that I shall never see my
in tbe western part of the city. Apply to F. G. PATKathleen’s face again, yet I can trust Him TERSON, Williams Block, Congress St.
oc26lf
and live on until upon His
everlasting hills
He shall restore her to me.” Phil’s voice
Farm tor Sale or Exchange ! I
trembled a little, and his face grew suddenly
Situated in Bartlett, N. H.,on the
line of the P. & « k R. R., consisting
old and careworn. I said nothing; this was
of 300 acres—100 acres intervale,
a sorrow with which no
band
strangei
might
balance in pastuiA'.'and timber
meddle.
Presently he rose with a sigh. i_.lands. The buildings consist of a
This is a thought, Archie, that sometimes
one st. ry home and barn 40x60. There are about
3000 cords of hard and soft wood. Will exchange
comes to tempt me, but,” and the
bright,
cheerful look came back to his face, “hope al- *or property in Portland—personal property or good
vjf.
JTAA lAUSUiN,
yayvi.
ways blossoms out again, and I believe that
Dealer in Beal Estate, Williams Block, Second Block
God in His good time will, here on earth,
East oi City Hall.
se7dtf
bring my wife home to me.”
On the evening of the 17th of December I Administrator’s Sale ot Real Eswas sitting in my room,
tate.
thinking of my friend.
The wind whistled without, and now and
to a license from the Judge of Prothen a few flakes of snow were whirled
for Cumberland County, I shall sell at pubagainst the window pane. I was wondering lic salebate
(if not previously sold at private sale), on
whether Phil would rather be alone, or if I
SATURDAY, the 4th day of December, 1875, at two
should go to him, when a note was handed to
o’clock P. M., at the dwelling-house on the premises,
me.
It was in Phil’s writing. “Archie, she I the homestead farm 01 Silas A. Coffin, late of Freecontaining 68 acres, more or less, of
has come. I waut you. Bring Abby with port, deceased,with
house and barn, both nearly new,
superior iand,
and situate on the westerly side of the Marsh road
you; sht is a sensible woman, and cau hold
her tongue.”
leading direct from Freeport Corner via Yarmouth
to
It will be sold subject to a mortgage to
Seizing my hat and cloak, and telling Abby H. Portland,
B Soule to secure the payment of one note of $400
to follow, I hurried over. Phil met me in
and interest, dated Feb. 7th, 1868. Said farm is suthe hall; he clasped both my hands and drew
perior for hay raising. Sea dressing can easily be
me into his oflice.
Sufficiently
“She came to-nighT, in had with no expense save hauling.
wooded.
Vessels can come to the wharf within threethe early darkness; she has followed her fafourths of a mile from the barn
ther from city to city, the only link that
CHARLES HUMPHREY, Adm’r.
bound him to a purer life; he d!ed a month
nov3eod&w3w44
Yarmouth, Nov. 2,1875.
ago, in London. She has been cold, hungry,
Farm
for
Sale.
desolate, but she has come at last.”
Then

I

■

PHILADELPHIA.

Grand Trank R. R. of Canada.

cranial Diaposis and Electric Tnerapentics,

Found.

(iff

To Let.
and pleasant rooms to let, at 217 Cumber-

on

GOWELL,

—

with

VORK.

NEW

AND

RAILROADS.

are

into my inclosure in August or September, two small LAMBS. The owner is requested to prove property, pay charges and t ke them
G. F. BURNELL,
away

fl-ont
PLEASANT
Spring Street.

TO

—

-—

MAINE
STEAMSHIP CO.
SKMMYKlThl.Y LINE

having learned Dr. Elizabeth J. French’s system of

LOST AND FOUND.

Story ot the

OC12

UO“

MR. & MRS.

IN

soreness in

Printers’ exchange, with power 11
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON A CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

205

Wanted.

ONE

LET !

Room in the Second

be found at the
Rcnr of 30 Danfortb Ntrect,
where she will examine the sick and prescribe or advise as each case demands. Thousands have tested
her powers duiing the past twenty vears, who can
avouch for her reliability.
Regular hours from 9 A.
M. to 5 F. M., other hours by engagement.
Terms $1 00.novlldlw*

Give Your Horses

Agents

LOWELL, will leave Harps*
well Mondays and Saturdays at
8 a. m., touching at Chebcague, Little Chebeague and Long (aland. Returning, will leave
Portland Pier, at 3 p. m. touching at the above landings. Will touch at Cousens’ Island each way For
particulars inquire ot Captain on board or STEPHEN
RICKER, Agent, 131 Commercial St.
myHdtl

steamers Fieunora and Franconia

Ripley’s

-■

at 370
FURNISHED
oct23

KING

LIMITED number of pupils in a thoroughly
practical and comprehensive course of instruc- !
tion in accounts, embracing »iDgle and double entry
book-beening, clanging single to double entry, and
Dr.
commercial calculations
Alterative Powders.
Lessons will be given three
evenings each week for ten consecutive weeks.
Terms fifteen dollars f« r the course.
stimulate all the excretions, thereby assist
naturo in throwing ott this poison and eradicate
Apply personally or by mail to
the disease from the system, relieve the cough, tine
M. C. PATTEN,
their coats, and prevent swelling of the legs.
oct23dtf145 Commercial Street
Price 50 cent* per Pouiid.
dov3dim*

Let

convenient
Cumberland Street.

B.

T.

THEY

PEARL STREET.

rooms

j

ensuing year at their
on Commercial St., or loaded on the cars ot
Factory
any railroad leading into Portland.
oct27d3w
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.

L.
can

A

To Let.

To

1

the

PORTLAND

On and after October 8tb, 1875,
Steamer Henrietta. Capt. G.

expense.__se21(i6m
CLAIRVOYANT.

Wauled.

story in Thompson Block, 42 feet wide,
nearly 109 feet in depth, newly fitted up with
loom
and tables. The best lighted room in
counting
the city. Suitable for jobbing or manufacturing, or
will be let for either, with plenty of storage room,
over Shepherd & Co.’s Wholesale Fancy Goods Store,
Nos. 121—123 Middle Street, below the Post Office.
For particulars, inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No.
32£ Emery St,, oil the Soring St. horse car route,
where be keys may be found.
ja20d&wtf

thought

ouuiouuuca

Pine Timber

„i,_oi

HENRY DEERING,
39 Exchange St.

To Let.
Containing 9 rooms, Sebago and
Pearl Street. Inquire at

were

»iv

Wanted.
DOUBLE seated Beach Wagon and sleigh in
exchange tor seasoned white ash suitable for
L. TAYLOR,
carriage work.
nov9dlw»
178 Commercial St.

A

FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
nf P..

nov2dtf

dtf

undersigned desire to purchase two million
THE
feet of small white pine limber, in lots of any
to be delivered

STORE

near.”
Then

we sat down and had one of our
not about things “seen and temporal,”
but “things unseen and eternal.” Phil
startled my sober theology sometimes with
his simply expressed ideas, but when I

48t| & 484 €o»igrc*H direct.

noli

size,

nnniAr

—

JIRS,

No. 55 on the easterly side or Excbango
Street, five doors below Middle Street. Also
front and rear offices in same building Apnlv to
or

AT

WANTED

To Let

talks,

d3t*

ORVN HAWKES & EO.’S,

To Let at 9 Dollars per Quarter

170 MiiMla

Chronic Diseases a specialty, where those suffering
with Pulmonary Consumption. Coughs Bleeding at
the Lungs, Scrofula, Dyspepsia. Cancer, Di*eases ot
the Liver, Heart, Kidneys and Spleen, Eruption' of
all descriptions. Dropsy, Tumors, Asthma, Female
Complaints, Costiveness, Diarrhoea, Fits, St. Vitus
Dance. Nervous Prostration, Rheumatism, Impotency, Bronchitis, Gout.Neuralgia, Hysterics, Apoplexy,
or any other disease, can
consult him free of
charge from 9 o’clock A. M. to 9 o’clock P. M.
Cases which have been pronounced incurable by
other physicians are especially solicited Dr. Kelley’s
Medicines have reached and cured hundreds of just
such cases. If a patient suffering with any of the
above diseases lias any reasonable amount of nervous strength remaining, he can be cured with these
remedies.
See certificates ot remarkable cures in
our “Medical Advertiser
C3r*All persons placing themselves under Dr.
Marshall’s treatment, will have the privilege of calling upon him at any time for additional information
or change ot treatment, as symptoms may indicate,
without additional

COAT MAKERS WANTED

nov3dlw»tll

J-ET

tlie renowned founder of the Analytical Practice
of Medicine and the original compounder of Dr.
Kelley’s celebrated Medicine—would say to the
People of Portland and Vicinity, that ho makes

article that every family wants, and can make
from $10.00 to $15.00 per day. Call at

an

nolS

d3w»

_

Branch Ollier of Dr. H. Edward., W6
Tremont Street, Boston, the Maceessor
of the late l>r. J. Clawson Kelley,

STEAMERS.

HARPSWELL,

FOR

Myrtle Street, Portland, Maine,

No. 1

Cumberland House, Green Street.

LOCATED

is that-”

“My wife. It was not meant for her, yet
the likeness is perfect. With that look on
her face, she is waiting somewhere. I must
not despair now, Archie, when she may be

for

STEAMERS.

OR. MARSHALL,

at

dlw*

—

TO

nurse.

T. B. HARLOW.

man.

room.
In one corner were
rare ferns and a tea-rose

buds.

—

Brick House to be Let.
on Pleasant Street, between
High and
Park Streets. Has gas. Sebago water and furnace.
Apply to WM, 11. OEKRIS, Real Estate
Agent, Cahoon Block, next east of City Hall.

wavers, but if I lost it—”

H's lace shadowed suddenly, and he saok
Into a chair with a weary sigh.
Seeing he for the time was unconscious o(
my presence, I continued my survey of the

or

Agents Wanted

New street from Brackett to Clark.

a

“It will take her some time to look over
her birthday presents,” Phil said in answer
to my look of inquiry. “Yes, that is the
last. December 17—it will soon be here.’
He stood looking into the fire and musingly
stroking his long gray beard. “She will be

as

Has Sebago water with all conveniences. Key at
70 Brackett.
novl3d2w*

prayer-book, and a beautifully
bound copy of Thomas a Kempis.
Opening
the latter, I read: ‘‘To my wife, December
17, 18—”
a

ON

Wanted.
housekeeper
Apply
25 Mayo Street
SITUATION
No out town calls wanted.

nov!3_

NEW COTTAGE
BE
TO
LETl
—

MEDICAL

WANTS.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston A Providence R U Depot dailv, except Sumla
at 5.30 p. Ill, connecting at stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rbode Island every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arrivtug iu Now York
always in adva cc of all other lines. Bug-

gaeechecked »trough.

al
and
lleIH”s of Boston A Maine
HI d at Rollins A Allan
s’, 22 Ext..and\V. D. Little A Co.’s, 4‘ij
Exchange Si.
1 KI>«S
D. 9. BABCOCK.
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
ocll ’i3
dtf

Eastern
clian ge

Railroads

of Trains, commencing
Nor. 8, 1875.

I'GLSSr.jNUUK TRAINS FROM PORTLAND
;
7.30 A. M. for Rochester, Nashua and
W orcester conuects at Rochester with down
trams on Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads
at Nashua with Express Train tor Lowell
and Boston, arriving in Boston at 1.30 P. M.:
connecting at A yet Junction with Express
Train for Eitchbarg and Hoosac Tan
nel Line, and arriving at Worcester at 2.10 P
••connecting with trains South and West.
«
^’00
Jn’l
.Trai" connects at Rochester
B* & M. trains for Dover. Boston. Ac.
4.00 P. HI. New lork Express Drawing
Rroora Car to Worcester and Sleeping car from
Worcester to New York via Springfield all
rail connecting at (Grand Trunk Junction
(Portland) with Trains from Montreal and way
s'ations, Lewiston and Auburn, and at *• estbrook Junction with trains of Maine Central R. R. trom Bangor, Rockland, and all intermediate Stations, at Nashua for Lowell aud
Boston, and at Worcester (Union Depot) with
Boston A Alhanv Railroad for Springfleld.Aloany
Hartford, New Haven and New York, arriving
New York about 5.00 a. m. A sleeping cor
reserved at Worcester for this train.
6.30 p in. train »or (Gorham.
Tickets sold and baggage checked to all importan

points.
Express Train ‘earn Worcester at4.33 P.
HI., connecting with Express trains leaving
Albany at 10 A M., and New York at 10.00

A M. arriving in Portland at 11.15 P. M.
(^“Tickets can be foum at BaRNES BROS No.
28 Exchango Street, and at the Depot.
J. M. LUNT, Supt.
my3
dtf

EASTERN
0u aud after

_JtAILR0A D.

Monday,

Oct lltfe, 1876,

UNTII, VIKTUKK NOUCB,

TRAINS WILL LtAVK t ORTLANIi FOR
Boston 2.00 (except Mondays),9.10 a. m.,3.10 p. m.
arriving at 6.13 a. m., 1.45. 7 55 p. m„ in ample
time to connect with New York aud Western trains.
Lynu. «nbm. Newburypori and Portsmouth at 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a. m., 3.10 p.

m.
(Gloucester aud Kockport at 9 a. in., 3.10 p. m
■lover at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. ui.
tVolibu-o. Kwhcutr and Groi Fall* a*. 9
a. in., 3.10 p. ni.
'"•util Berwick Junction,
North
U ells aud Keuncbunk
at 9 a. m., 3.10
p m.
Biddeford, Hoc®, Wni Ncnrbarougb, Nearborough nail ( a?» Elizabeth at 9 a. m.,

Berwick,

3.10, 5.20 p.

m

*KA'NS FOR I0RTLA>» leave
BestO'. at 8 30 a. m., V..30, 8 00 p ui., arriving in
Portland at 1.15. 5.00 p m 12 13 (except Muuoays)
a

m.

■iyno

at 8.59 a. ui., 12.58. 8 27 p. m.
m at 9.12 a. m., 110, #.40 p m.
Port-mouth at 11 a m 2.57,10.14 p.
Dover at 10.40 a. m.. 4.15 p. m

m.

(•rent Falls at 10.22 a. m.. 4.19 p. m.
Keunebuuk at 12.10, 4.03 11.vu p. in.
Mftddeford at 8.00
m., 12.30, 4.20, 11.38 p.
Nneo at 8.05 a. m 12 36, 4.25,11.42 p. m.

m

EASTERN KilLKOlU TRAINS
directly through to points on the Maine Central
Railroad without trausfer, and make direct connection iu Portland with all Steam boats and Railroads
run

then from.
Pullman Parle*

diverging

run on all through
made at the

oolldt/

and

trains.

usualplaces,

Mlrepiug ^ ar* are
Stops for refreahmen

GEO. BACHELDER, Supt.

*

